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A b stra c t
Foremost in this work is the proposal and analysis of a blind equalisation algorithm 
suitable for quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) transm ission over m ixed-phase 
channels. The algorithm  adapts the equaliser param eters by performing a stochastic 
gradient descent on a convex cost function  while m aintaining a linear constraint on the 
equaliser param eters. The algorithm  is the result of successive generalisations of an 
earlier one proposed for real PAM transm ission by Kennedy, Vembu, and Verdu.
Using m ethods from convex analysis, a novel geometric viewoi the cost m inim isation 
problem is form ulated th a t perm its analysis of the true convergence behaviour of the 
algorithm  under both infinite and finite equaliser param etrisations. In contrast, th is 
feature is not shared by other blind algorithm s such as the  Sato, Godard, Constant 
Modulus Algorithm (CMA), and Benveniste-Goursat-Rüget (BGR) algorithm s.
W ithin  th is geometric framework, the convex cost, QAM symbol constellation, lin­
ear param eter constraint and channel define a convex polytope and hyperplane in the 
combined channel-equaliser or “ totaR param eter space. The polytope is a closed and 
bounded set w ith a boundary or cost level surface containing all of the to ta l param eter 
settings th a t give a fixed value of the cost. The value of the cost determ ines the size of 
the polytope. The vertices of the polytope correspond to equaliser param eter settings 
th a t produce zero intersymbol interference (ISI) a t the ou tpu t of the equaliser. The 
hyperplane corresponds to a linear constraint in the to tal param eter space and its orien­
ta tion  is determ ined by the channel and param eter constraint. The linearly-constrained 
cost m inim isation problem  is then alternatively posed in the  to ta l param eter space as 
one of increasing the size of the polytope, he., value of the  cost, until the polytope 
touches the hyperplane, he., the constraint is satisfied. Generally, the polytope touches 
the hyperplane on a vertex which implies global m inim isation of the constrained cost
by a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting. W ith th is in terpretation, we derive and prove 
succinctly the result th a t, in all bu t a few degenerate channel-constraint com binations, 
the algorithm  will always converge to a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting  irrespective 
of the specific initialisation of the param eters.
The phenomenon of nonunique minimisation originally observed in the  algorithm  of 
Kennedy et al. is intuitively understood and generalised to the case of QAM transm is­
sion. A geometric view of th is phenomenon establishes it as the case where a degenerate 
orientation of the hyperplane, he., degenerate channel-equaliser com bination, induces a 
situation where the polytope touches the hyperplane on an edge or face of the polytope.
We also develop a canonical representation of the linearly-constrained equaliser 
which is the cascade of a prefilter and an equaliser w ith a constraint on a single param ­
eter. The ideas th a t follow from this representation and the geometric framework may 
facilitate the development of m ethods to circumvent the nonuniqueness problem  such 
as the use adaptive linear constraints or special nonlinear param eter constraints.
We also provide a broad classification and assessment of the various approaches to 
blind equalisation in order to  identify those approaches th a t might offer some benefits 
over the others. The results are used to justify the  particular approach th a t we have 
taken.
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Introduction
In this first chapter, we introduce and motivate the notion of blind equalisation and dis­
cuss its relevance to the general problem of equalisation in digital transmission systems. 
It is intended to give the reader a broad familiarisation with the key concepts of blind 
equalisation without being overly rigorous in its descriptions. Of equal importance is 
our introduction of a new approach to blind equalisation that uses ideas from convex 
analysis. This approach will be become the main focus of the thesis and will be dealt 
with in subsequent chapters.
In Section 1.1 we describe the problem of blind equalisation as a special case of 
the more general problem of blind deconvolution. We list the particular requirements 
of blind equalisation that set it apart from other forms of blind deconvolution. The 
conventional training sequence method of equalisation is reviewed to contrast it with 
blind equalisation which characteristically does not require a training sequence. We 
motivate the blind equalisation problem by listing some applications and discussing the 
overall position of blind equalisation in the general area of equalisation. Two different 
classes of blind equalisation algorithms are mentioned of which one, namely, the class of 
modified error signal algorithms, is argued as being more practical. Section 1.2 previews 
our new approach to blind equalisation using convex methods and foreshadows the 
benefits and major results that have been developed in the remainder of the thesis. In 
Section 1.3 we give a brief outline of the thesis.
1
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1.1 A n In trod u ction  to  B lind  E qualisation
The general term blind deconvolution refers to the process of recovering or forming 
an estimate of an unknown signal applied to an unknown linear time-invariant (LTI) 
system by observing and operating on the system output only. Such a situation is 
depicted in Figure 1-1. There we assume that the operations are in discrete-time with 
time index k. The impulse response of the unknown LTI system is denoted by the
Unobservable Observable
Unknown LTI system Deconvolution system
Figure 1-1: Blind Deconvolution.
discrete-time sequence {hk}. The unknown input signal sequence is denoted by {afc}. 
The output of the system is corrupted by an additive noise sequence, {*/*.}. The result, 
{a:*.} is the output sequence observed by the deconvolution system and is given by
a* =  ak * hk +  vk (1.1.1)
where * denotes discrete-time convolution. The objective of the deconvolution system 
is to employ some adaptive algorithm to produce an estimate of the unknown signal, 
{afc}, based solely on the observable quantity {x*.}. The blind aspect stems from the 
constraint tha t the deconvolution algorithm does not have explicit knowledge of the 
input signal and hence cannot form any measure of the actual error between the input 
signal and the estimate as can be done by other more conventional nonblind algorithms. 
For example, the simplest measure of the actual error is
C k — &k  (1.1.2)
Blind algorithms may rely instead on some foreknowledge of a suitable stationary sta­
tistical property of the input signal and attem pt to restore tha t property when forming 
an estimate of the input signal.
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Applications of blind deconvolution are abundant. For example, there is homo­
morphic filtering in image processing[l], deconvolution in the analysis of seismic data 
[2, 3], estimation of Doppler parameters for spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
[4] and debluring of images from radiotelescope arrays [5]. In contrast to the actual 
problem we consider in this thesis, all of these applications do not require the restored 
signal to be available in real-time and hence the deconvolution operations may be done 
off-line on blocks of stored received data.
In the context of digital transmission between a transmitter and receiver, blind or 
“self-recovering” equalisation is yet another application or special case of blind decon­
volution. Here the unknown system input is an information bearing symbol sequence 
sent from the transmitter and the unknown system itself is a communication channel 
that induces intersymbol interference (ISI) at its output. An equaliser in the receiver 
serves the role of the deconvolution system. There are several general characteristics 
that distinguish the blind equalisation problem from other forms of blind deconvolution 
and are also important for the discussions in this thesis. The following descriptions will 
be brief as the details will be covered in subsequent sections and in Chapter 2.
Linear D econ volution  System
The equaliser is a linear discrete-time deconvolution system. It typically takes the form 
of a linear transversal filter because of its simple design and ease of implementation.
Linear M ixed -P h ase  C hannel
The unknown linear channel is modelled as a causal linear discrete-time filter and may 
possess a mixed-phase property. The ramification of the mixed-phase property is that 
the stable transversal filter model of the inverse of such a filter will be noncausal.
F ixed  F in ite  A lph abet
The input symbol sequence {ak} consists of symbols from a fixed finite alphabet, he., 
finite set, or “constellation”. The final recovery of the individual symbols of the sequence 
will involve a quantisation stage following the equaliser. It will quantise each sample of 
the equaliser output to one of the symbols in the constellation. This implies that the 
equalisation operation need only restore the input symbols to a degree that is sufficient
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for correct quantisations to be made. In this way, perfect restoration of the symbol 
sequence is possible.
A lgorithm  C om putational C om plexity
The restored signal must be made available in real-time (with little delay) and thus 
the equalisation must be performed on-line on the channel output x k. Accordingly, 
blind equalisation algorithms must be computationally simple and lend themselves 
towards very large scale integration (VLSI) or digital signal processor (DSP)-based 
implementations.
R apid  C onvergence
The linear channel characteristics may be slowly time-varying. Therefore, a blind 
equalisation algorithm must converge relatively rapidly in order to track the time- 
varying parameters of the channel.
The last two requirements impose a limit in practice on the computational com­
plexity of blind equalisation algorithms and thus needs serious consideration in the 
development of the algorithm. Such is typically not the case with other forms of de- 
convolution where off-line batch processing on large mainframe computers suffices.
To further motivate our discussion of the blind equalisation problem, we need to 
briefly present the case of conventional equalisation in a digital transmission system. 
As we are only interested in conveying the general concepts, our descriptions, including 
that of the ISI model, will be simplified.
1.1.1 C onventional E qualisation
Consider the simplified equivalent baseband representation of the equalisation problem 
depicted in Figure 1-2.
A transmitter sends symbols denoted by the sequence {a*.} through a channel that is 
assumed stable, causal, complex, linear and possibly mixed phase. Its impulse response 
{hk}, hk € C, is of length greater than one, that is, k £ (l,ooj. The symbols {a*;} are 
elements of a finite D-element set or constellation
(1.1.3)
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training
sequence
generator
channel equaliserTRANSMITTER
ECEIVER
Figure 1-2: Simplified Equivalent Baseband Equalisation Model, a) Training sequence
phase, b) Decision-directed mode.
where a (t) E C, i E { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  D — 1}. The latter name is derived from the pattern  
observed when all symbols of A  are plotted as points in the complex plane. Perhaps 
the most common class of complex constellations is tha t adopted by quadrature ampli­
tude modulation (QAM)  transmission systems where the real and imaginary parts of 
the symbol effectively amplitude modulate carrier frequencies tha t are in a quadrature 
relationship to each other, i.e., a phase difference of n/2.  Two examples of common 
QAM constellations are shown in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Typical QAM constellations, a) 16-QAM b) 32-QAM.
The channel impulse response {h*.} is generally not known at the start of trans­
mission because the characteristics of a specific channel typically fluctuate over time 
primarily due to varying environmental conditions. Alternatively, the channel itself 
may represent one of many possible routes to the receiver tha t is selected at the time a 
link is established between a transm itter and receiver. The output of the linear channel
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at tim e k, x k E C, can be represented as a convolution between {ak} and { h k} and 
hence consists of a linear combination of the input symbol ak and scaled versions of 
adjacent symbols, he., a fc_2, . . .} . The component due to the adjacent symbols
is the undesirable intersymbol interference or ISI. M athem atically,
%k — 'y ' hidic—i — hoak T  y   ^h{CLk .^j . (1.1.4)
t = 0  i = l
ISI
It m ust be noted th a t the description of the ISI in (1.1.4) is simplified because it 
assumes th a t no delay can be tolerated between the input symbol sequence {afc} and 
the symbol sequence th a t will be recovered from the channel ou tpu t sequence {a:*.}. 
For example, if a delay of one is perm itted , then the term  can be considered the
desired quantity  and the remaining term s of the sum including h0ak will constitu te the  
ISI.
The role of the receiver is to recover the channel input sequence {ak} from the 
received sequence { x k} while possibly incurring some tolerable delay A t in the process. 
A naive approach would be to directly quantise each x k using a nearest neighbour 
quantiser or decision device Q(-) such as th a t indicated by the last block in the chain 
in Figure 1-2. The ou tpu t of the quantiser ak can be expressed, in term s of its inpu t, 
in th is case, x k , by
dk = Q( x k) =  arg min \xk -  a 
a £ A
(1.1.5)
where | • | denotes the complex m odulus function. Now, consider the simple case where 
h0 =  1 and the symbol sequence {a*.} is independent identically d istribu ted  (iid). A 
sufficient condition for the decision device to ou tpu t correct decisions is
I Peak ISI(fc)| max
{«*}
y ; i ( 1.1.6)
where dmin is the m inim um  distance between any two symbols in the constellation 
defined by
^min min ,(* ) ,<i) (1.1.7)
The condition on the ISI (1.1.6) for correct decisions to be made by the quantiser is 
term ed the open-eye condition. This comes from the fact th a t, for a binary antipodal 
signaling system , the corresponding eye diagram of the input to  the quantiser resembles 
an open eye despite there being no such resemblance for QAM signaling. For our
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purposes, an eye diagram is a plot of successive values of an ou tpu t on the complex 
plane. Visually, the eye diagram  indicates an “open-eye” condition when it appears 
as a hazy version of the original constellation with a clustering of points about each 
original constellation point and a d istinct separation between each cluster group.
1 .1 .1 .1  T h e  E q u a lis a tio n  O b je c tiv e
Clearly, there may exist channels for which (1.1.6) is not satisfied, he., a “closed- 
eye” condition exists. In these cases, the direct quantisation of the channel ou tput 
lx*.} results in incorrect decisions. To deal with the closed-eye situation, the receiver 
contains an equaliser (as shown in Figure 1-2): typically, an adaptive linear transversal 
filter placed before the decision device. The equaliser performs a convolution between 
the channel ou tpu t {zfc} and its param eters {0;}, i =  0 , . . .  ,L  — 1, namely,
L —1
zk = ' ^ j 6ix k- i (1.1.8)
*=o
where L  is the num ber of transversal equaliser param eters.
The objective of the equaliser is to adapt its param eters {0^} so th a t the ISI in the 
equaliser ou tpu t {zk} is reduced sufficiently so as to  achieve an open-eye condition. In 
the absence of noise, he., vk =  0 V fc, the decision device implem enting the quantisation 
function Q(-) can then  produce correct decisions in the following sense:
dk =  Q(zk) =  arg min \zk — a|
a € A
= (1.1.9)
Figure 1-4 gives a typical eye-diagram of the equaliser ou tpu t before and after the eye 
has been opened assuming the  symbols belong to a 32-QAM constellation.
From a system  identification viewpoint the linear equalisation process may be re­
garded as adapting the equaliser param eters {ö*} so th a t they form the approxim ate 
inverse of the channel {hk}. The inverse of the channel has the  property  th a t it nullifies 
the effect of the channel when it is placed in cascade with the channel, th a t is,
hk * h k = 8k (1.1.10)
where {<Sfc} is the Kronecker delta  sequence. In the ideal case where no noise is present 
and the equaliser param eters are able to perfectly represent the inverse of the channel,
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Figure 1-4: Opening the eye for 32-QAM symbols, a) Before equalisation b) After 
equalisation.
the equaliser ou tpu t is given by
zk =  ak * h k * 0k — * hf. * h k
= ak * Sk
= ak. (1.1.11)
This result indicates a perfect recovery of the channel input symbols {ak}. However, 
the practical situation is one where noise is present in the channel ou tpu t {a:fc} and the 
equaliser has an insufficient num ber of param eters to perfectly model the inverse of the 
channel. Thus, a t best, the equaliser can only provide an approximation of the channel 
inverse th a t is sufficient to  open the eye diagram.
As indicated by Figure 1-2, the adaptation  of the equaliser param eters is governed 
by a parameter update algorithm  which may utilise the channel ou tpu t {x*.}, its own 
ou tpu t {z*;}, and any a priori information about the channel and transm itted  sym­
bol sequence. From this point onwards our discussion will illum inate the distinction 
between conventional and blind equalisation.
1 .1 .1 .2  C on ven tion a l E q u a lisa tion  A lgor ith m s
Conventional adaptation  of the equaliser param eters typically occurs during an initial 
sta rt-up  or training phase of transm ission between the tran sm itte r and the receiver and 
during subsequent phases where readaptation  is required. During such a phase, normal
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da ta  transm ission is halted for the transm ission of a pseudorandom  symbol sequence or 
training sequence. The exact sequence is known a priori by both  the tran sm itte r and 
receiver. At the same time the training sequence is transm itted  through the channel an 
identical sequence is generated locally in the receiver to provide the param eter update 
algorithm  w ith the knowledge of the actual transm itted  sequence. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1-2 w ith the switch between the training sequence generator and the param ­
eter update  block at position a). This m utual knowledge of the tran sm itted  symbol 
sequence is exploited to form the prediction error, the error between the estim ate of the 
transm itted  symbol a t the ou tpu t of the equaliser zk and the actual symbol transm itted  
provided locally by the training sequence generator in the receiver. Due to the fact th a t 
the  transm itted  symbol experiences an unavoidable propagation delay A p as it travels 
through the channel, the estim ate zk will be an estim ate of the delayed version of the 
transm itted  symbol, th a t is, ak- Ap. The locally generated sequence m ust therefore be 
delayed by the same am ount in order for the prediction error to have any meaning. 
The com putation of the prediction error is therefore
ek = zk -  a fc- A p . (1.1.12)
The required knowledge of the propagation delay A p in the com putation of (1.1.12) 
implies the need for accurate synchronisation between the tran sm itte r and the local 
generation of the training sequence at the receiver.
To achieve an open-eye condition, conventional algorithm s a ttem p t to minimise 
some form of the prediction error. For example, given a stochastic process model for 
the symbol sequence {a*.}, the  well-known least mean square (LMS) algorithm m in­
imises E[e2k] (where E [•] denotes expectation over all symbol sequences {afc}). The 
expected squared error E [ef ] is a quadratic function of the equaliser param eters th a t 
is uniquely minimised by an open-eye equaliser param eter setting provided there is a 
sufficient num ber of param eters. The LMS algorithm  adopts the simple stochastic gra­
dient descent (SGD) technique to accomplish the m inim isation. It performs a gradient 
descent on the instantaneous squared error e\ which can be in terpreted  as a noisy esti­
m ate of its expected form, nevertheless, the estim ate is adequate if the gradient descent 
step-size param eter p is sufficiently small. The resulting equaliser param eter update
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recursion for the zth param eter is
0 i(k +  1) =  0i(k) -  fiekx k_i (1.1.13)
where ek is given by (1.1.12). A daptation continues until the open-eye condition arises 
a t which point the adaptation  is halted and normal d a ta  transm ission is allowed to 
proceed.
In order to track the slowly time-varying characteristics of the channel and m aintain 
the open-eye condition during the transm ission of normal da ta , the equaliser is switched 
to  a decision-directed mode whereby the param eter update  algorithm  uses the decision 
of the quantiser, which is now correct, to form the prediction error. This corresponds 
to the switch in Figure 1-2 set to position b).
To end our discussion, we emphasise th a t central to the workings of any training 
sequence-based conventional algorithm  is its m inimisation of some form of the prediction 
error which is a true measure of the error between the estim ated and actual transm itted  
symbols.
1.1.2 B lind  E qualisation
As we have seen in Section 1.1.1, conventional equaliser adaptation  depends upon hav­
ing a particu lar phase of transm ission during which normal transm ission of da ta  symbols 
is halted  for the transm ission of a special training sequence which is synchronised to the 
local generation of the same sequence in the receiver. However, in m any situations, it is 
costly, highly im practical, or in fact impossible to have such a phase. Blind equalisers 
circumvent th is lim itation as they characteristically do not require a train ing sequence. 
Instead, they operate during the normal transm ission of d a ta  the values of which are 
not known a priori. This situation  is highlighted by the equivalent baseband blind 
equalisation model in Figure 1-5.
Note th a t the training sequence generator of the conventional equaliser is absent. 
The qualification of “blind” in this context refers to the fact th a t the param eter update 
algorithm  does not have explicit knowledge of the transm itted  symbol sequence and 
therefore cannot form the actual prediction error ek given by (1.1.12). Figure 1-5, 
indicates th a t, like conventional equalisation, the blind equaliser can be operated in 
two distinct modes. Initially, before adaptation  has occurred, the closed-eye condition
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Figure 1-5: Equivalent Baseband Blind Equalisation Model
generally exists at the output of the equaliser and hence the output of the decision 
device is not correct. While this condition exists, the switch shown is left open and 
the parameters are updated by the blind parameter update algorithm which has at its 
disposal the channel output xk and the equaliser output 2*. only. After the parameters 
are updated to obtain the open-eye condition, the equaliser may then enter a decision- 
directed mode as in the case of conventional equalisation to track the slowly time-varying 
characteristics of the channel. This is accomplished by closing the switch and allowing 
the param eter update algorithm to access the now correct output of the decision device 
to form the prediction error. Thus, after the blind update algorithm achieves the 
open-eye condition, the equaliser is operated in a manner indistinguishable from a 
conventional one.
1.1.2.1 A pplications o f B lind Equalisation
Blind equalisation algorithms have the distinguishing feature tha t they are suitable in 
situations where it is impractical or impossible to halt normal data transmission for the 
transmission of a training sequence. Examples of those situations tha t arise in practice 
are now given.
A blind equalisation algorithm was first proposed in [6] for multilevel digital trans­
mission networks. In the situation described, after a transmission route to a receiver 
has been established, the route may be suddenly switched to an alternate one if it 
experiences excessive signal degradation. As this occurs after the connection has been 
established, the equaliser must readapt to the resulting new channel conditions without 
a retransmission of the training sequence from the transm itter.
High-speed multipoint digital modem networks are characterised by a single control
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modem  and m ultiple tribu tary  modems on a shared line. T ributary  modems are allowed 
to transm it only when polled by the control modem. During initial network in itiali­
sation, the control modem broadcasts a training sequence to the tribu ta ry  m odem s so 
th a t their equalisers can be adapted for their respective channels. In the cases where 
a channel to a tribu ta ry  modem changes significantly or a tribu ta ry  modem  was not 
powered on during the network initialisation phase, the control modem  m ust ha lt nor­
mal d a ta  transm ission to retrain  th a t tribu ta ry  modem thereby reducing the overall 
d a ta  th roughput of the network. Clearly, in such cases, it is beneficial for the equalisers 
to have the ability to retrain  themselves w ithout the need for a training sequence. A 
blind equalisation algorithm  m otivated by this need is described in [7]. More recent 
system s using 64 and 128-QAM signaling constellations are described in [8],
During severe m ultipath  fading in line-of-site (LOS) digital microwave radio sys­
tem s, equalisers m ust reconverge while receiving an unknown da ta  sequence transm itted  
through an unknown channel. The common zero-forcing (ZF) equalisation algorithm  
reconverges slowly and thus makes a ttractive the use of faster blind algorithm s [9].
Finally, blind equalisation may also be used in covert signal intercept operations 
where, quite understandably, the “enemy’s” training sequence is not known a priori 
and synchronisation is impossible.
It is evident from the above th a t the need for blind equalisation has arisen out 
of specific transm ission situations. However, it can be argued th a t blind equalisation 
represents a  philosophical ideal form of equalisation. The m ain reason why equalisation 
is necessary is because the transm ission channel is usually not known a priori. Since 
this unknown channel is effectively determ ined by the location of the receiver w ith 
respect to the transm itter, it makes sense to place the burden of equalisation entirely 
on the shoulders of the receiver. This notion is supported, for example, by the digital 
m odem  network broadcast situation described earlier and the case of digital mobile 
radio transm ission where the receiver’s location with respect to the tran sm itte r may 
be changing constantly. Viewed at the transm ission function level, little if any p a rt of 
the tran sm itte r should be relegated to ensure th a t the receiver is equalising its signal. 
This includes the transm ission of a training sequence and establishing the frequently 
difficult synchronisation between the transm itter and receiver. Since a blind equaliser is 
able to tra in  itself during normal da ta  transm ission and does not require any additional
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resources of the transm itter, it can be implemented entirely as a receiver function. In 
th is light, blind equalisation may be viewed as representing the opposite extrem e to 
training-sequence based equalisation. Therefore, it can be seen th a t blind equalisation 
represents a t least a step closer to the philosophical ideal.
It m ust be noted th a t current blind equalisation algorithm s tend to converge more 
slowly th an  their non-blind counterparts and, therefore, the la tte r form is still chosen 
in applications requiring fast s ta rtup  or recovery from rapidly changing channel char­
acteristics. For example, to combat the tim e-varying characteristics of the  channel in 
a wireless application, periodic transm issions of a training sequence integrated with 
norm al da ta  transm ission may be required [10]. However, there is no apparent reason 
why blind algorithm s should characteristically converge a t a lower rate . Although blind 
algorithm s operate w ith lower quality information about the transm itted  symbol se­
quence, it is the appropriate exploitation of this inform ation th a t may ultim ately  reduce 
th is discrepancy in convergence rates. In addition, the resulting high adm inistrative 
overhead of implementing frequent training periods incurs the penalty of lowering the 
overall rate  of useful information transm itted .
H ybrid  Equalisation Scheme
The penalty  incurred by periodic training sequence-based schemes provides im petus for 
a hybrid adap tation  scheme th a t is m otivated by the following observation. Periodic 
train ing sequence-based adaptation  relies on the transm ission of a train ing sequence 
th a t is of a  sufficient length. T h a t is, it m ust be sufficient to  give the adap tation  
algorithm  tim e to reestablish an open-eye condition from an alm ost closed-eye condition 
th a t may exist at the s ta rt of the training period. A daptation is lim ited to those 
periods when a training sequence is transm itted . Blind adaptation , on the other hand, 
can take place a t any tim e and, in particular, during those periods when normal da ta  
is transm itted  and the training sequence-based adaptation  is consequently turned  off. 
A possible hybrid scheme may then  entail two-phase equaliser param eter adaptation  
which is an augm entation of the current m ethod of periodically transm itting  a training 
sequence. Training sequence-based adaptation  occurs during the transm ission of the 
train ing  sequence and blind adaptation  occurs during the transm ission of normal data. 
Therefore the adaptation  phase is continually alternating. The purpose of the blind
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phase is to achieve or maintain a level of ISI that is at least lower than that which 
would exist without the blind adaptation. In this way, less time is required by the 
subsequent training sequence-based phase to reestablish the open-eye condition. This 
fact allows the length of the training sequence phase, and hence the training sequence 
itself, to be reduced. This has the desirable effect of increasing the useful information 
rate. Therefore, applied to possible hybrid approaches, blind equalisation techniques 
might have an impact in the conventional equalisation arena by offering improvements 
in information throughput for systems which till now have relied solely on relatively 
long training sequences.
1.1.3 B lind  E qualisation A lgorithm s
As in the general case of blind deconvolution, a blind equalisation algorithm may take 
the approach of seeking to restore a stationary property of the transmitted symbols 
that corresponds to the restoration of the symbols themselves. Candidate properties 
may be the invariant modulus of the symbols of phase shift keying (PSK) constella­
tions or perhaps the squareness property of a square quadrature amplitude modulation 
(QAM) constellation. This property restoration aspect can be expressed formally as the 
minimisation of some mean cost function J{0) which indicates the degree to which the 
invariant property is restored at the output of the equaliser. Note that by using the 
mean of the cost, the algorithm is seeking to restore the invariant property at the out­
put of the equaliser in an averaged sense, that is, averaged over all possible transmitted 
symbol sequences. Consequently, the mean cost function is a deterministic function of 
the equaliser parameters {0;}. A central issue in the design of the mean cost function 
is the desirable property that its stable global minima correspond to zero-ISI equaliser 
parameter settings.
As in the case of the LMS algorithm for conventional equalisation, the minimisation 
of the mean cost function can be done on-line using the stochastic gradient descent 
(SGD) technique. As an example of an algorithm adopting the above approach, we give 
the parameter update recursion of the popular blind algorithm known as the Constant 
Modulus Algorithm (CMA) [11, 12] which performs a stochastic gradient descent to 
minimise a special cost function that reflects the restoration of the modulus of symbols 
from a constellation with a constant modulus such as 4-QAM and 8-PSK. If we assume
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that the modulus of the symbols is 1 then the mean cost function is given by
J(ö) =  iE [ ( |z t |2 - l ) 2] .  (1.1.14)
The form of (1.1.14) illustrates the property restoration idea in that the cost is min­
imised when 0 is chosen such that the resulting modulus of the equaliser output matches 
the modulus of the original transmitted symbols, he., 1.
The SGD technique performs a gradient descent on the instantaneous form of the 
mean cost, that is,
*(**) =  1 ( W 2 -  l ) 2- (1.1.15)
The resulting equaliser parameter update recursion for the zth equaliser parameter is 
given by
6i(k +  1) =  Oi(k) -  g\(\zk\2 -  l ) z k]xk-i. (1.1.16)
If we compare the blind CMA update recursion of (1.1.16) to that of the nonblind LMS 
algorithm in (1.1.13), we discover that the only difference is, for the blind update, the 
prediction error e(k), given by (1.1.12), has been replaced by a blind error quantity 
e'(k) =  {\zk\2 — l ) z k. Adopting the terminology of [13] we refer to this alternate error 
quantity as a modified error signal to distinguish it from the prediction error e(k) of 
conventional equalisation which requires explicit knowledge of the transmitted symbol 
sequence. Likewise, we refer to all blind algorithms of this type as modified error signal 
algorithms or MESA’s.
MESA’s represent an important class of blind algorithms that have received much 
attention in recent years owing to their relative low computational complexity and 
subsequent amenability to hardware realisations. However, before we continue further 
on the topic of MESA’s, we briefly digress to mention another class of blind decon­
volution algorithms, called polyspectral algorithms, that have been proposed for blind 
equalisation.
1.1.3.1 P olyspectral A lgorithm s
Polyspectral or Higher Order Statistics (HOS) techniques have already been proposed 
for blind identification of nonminimum-phase systems [14, 15, 16] with motivation de­
rived from applications such as seismic signal processing [2, 3]. However, these methods
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are off-line techniques and require relatively large am ounts of d a ta  to be collected for 
batch  processing.
More recently, adaptive algorithms based on these techniques have been proposed 
for blind equalisation [17, 18]. These approaches exploit a known relationship between 
the fourth-order cumulants (or their complex cepstrum  called the tricepstrum) of the 
ou tpu t of a linear possibly mixed-phase FIR  channel and the zeros of the channel. 
The m ain advantage of dealing with fourth-order cum ulants is th a t they generally 
preserve the phase information of the channel ou tpu t which is otherwise lost by using 
second order statistics alone. Typical assum ptions are th a t the input can be modelled 
as a white, independent identically d istributed (i.i.d.) non-Gaussian process and th a t 
additive noise a t the channel input has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The channel 
is also perm itted  to be slowly time-varying.
The approach begins w ith the com putation of estim ates of the tricepstral coefficients 
of the channel ou tpu t. W ith  th is information, the known relationship between the zeros 
of the channel and the tricepstrum  of the channel ou tpu t can be expressed by a linear 
overdeterm ined system  of equations th a t can be solved iteratively to effectively give 
the am plitude and phase spectra  of the channel. The constant channel gain factor 
is recovered separately by a simple automatic gain control algorithm  which typically 
a ttem p ts to  m atch the power of the channel ou tpu t with the power of the  transm itted  
symbols.
Generally, these schemes perform  very well, however, they have serious drawbacks 
th a t currently lim it their practicality. Specifically, estim ation of the  fourth-order cu­
m ulants of the channel o u tpu t is required and is accomplished by time-averaging over a 
window of the ou tpu t sequence. Due to the slowly tim e-varying nature  of the channel 
and hence the nonstationarity  of the channel ou tpu t, the window length is effectively 
lim ited by the requirem ent th a t the ou tpu t over th is window be relatively stationary  
for accurate time-averaged estim ates. This imposes an overall lim it to  the accuracy of 
these schemes as the variance of the estim ates increase w ith shorter window lengths. 
Furtherm ore, these m ethods naturally  require larger storage and significantly higher 
com putational complexity. This makes them  presently unsuitable for practical im­
plem entations on current hardw are architectures which ultim ately m ust perform  the 
adap tation  on-line a t high-speed and with low delay.
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Due to their current unsuitability for practical implementations we will not concern 
ourselves with the polyspectral approach for the remainder of this thesis.
1.1.3.2 M odified Error Signal A lgorithm s
We have seen in Section 1.1.3 that modified error signal algorithms (M ESA’s) derive 
their name from the fact that they use a modified error signal which does not depend 
on explicit knowledge of the transmitted symbols and is therefore unlike the prediction 
error used by conventional equalisation algorithms. MESA’s adopt a mean cost function 
which is the expected value (over all transmitted symbol sequences) of a special function 
of the equaliser output. The mean cost is designed such that its stable minima ideally 
correspond to zero-ISI equaliser parametrisations. We have also seen that the simple 
stochastic gradient descent method is used to adapt the equaliser parameters on-line to 
one of these minima thereby attempting to achieve the equalisation objective. Details 
of the MESA approach are given in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.
The attractiveness of the MESA approach stems from the fact that, computa­
tionally, the algorithm is of the same complexity as the popular Least Mean Square 
(LMS) algorithm which has been implemented in hardware for conventional equalisa­
tion. MESA algorithms differ mainly by the particular cost function used which is 
usually some measure of the restoration of some stationary property of the transmit­
ted symbol constellation. For example, many of the well known blind equalisation 
algorithms, namely, the Sato [6],Godard [7], Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) [11], 
and the Benveniste-Goursat-Rüget (BGR) [19] algorithms can be classified as MESA’s. 
Ideally, the global and local minima of the mean cost function should correspond to 
an equaliser parametrisation that gives a zero-ISI condition. However, it has been 
shown that all of those algorithms mentioned adopt costs which, under practical fi­
nite equaliser parametrisations, possess stable local minima that do not correspond to 
open-eye equaliser parameter settings [20, 21, 13]. In those works, ill-convergence to 
local minima corresponding to closed-eye parameter settings is demonstrated. In these 
cases, an equaliser parameter initialisation policy must be enforced in order to avoid 
adaptation to such local minima.
The term admissibility was introduced to be a main objective of blind equalisation 
algorithms [22, 23]. In brief, the admissibility of an algorithm is its ability to guaran-
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tee convergence to  the vicinity of an ideal param eter setting from arb itrary  param eter 
initialisations. Ideal parameter settings in our context refers to equaliser param eter set­
tings th a t give the zero-ISI condition. W ith this definition, the well-known algorithm s 
m entioned clearly fail to be admissible.
Despite their current lack of admissibility, M ESA’s thus far represent the only cate­
gory of algorithm s th a t are com putationally simple enough for the high-speed hardware 
im plem entations required by telecom m unication applications. This fact w arrants fur­
ther research into developing admissible M ESA’s.
1.2 A  N ew  A pproach  to  B lind  E qualisation  using C onvex  
M eth o d s
In this section, we preview our new approach to  blind equalisation which is the focus 
of th is thesis. A lthough the approach is detailed in C hapter 5, it is m otivated and 
founded in the prelim inary results established in C hapters 3 and 4.
O ur new approach encompasses both  the m ethods of design and analysis th a t cul­
m inate in the development of a blind equalisation algorithm  for QAM system s th a t 
is admissible under bo th  infinite and finite  equaliser param etrisations. Furtherm ore, 
our approach produces an algorithm  whose convergence properties can be intuitively 
understood under finite equaliser param etrisation. The admissibility and amenability 
to analysis under bo th  infinite  and finite equaliser parametrisations are features th a t 
are lacking among m any of the  popular blind equalisation algorithm s due in part to a 
local m inim a problem  th a t  arises when the equaliser is finitely param etrised.
Using a MESA form ulation, our approach entails adopting a cost function th a t is a 
convex function of the  equaliser ou tpu t and also the equaliser param eters. Unique to 
our approach is the im position of a linear constraint on the equaliser param eters. The 
use of a convex cost function perm its the exploitation of existing m ethods and results 
from convex analysis to  study  the convergence properties of our subsequent algorithm . 
Convex cost functions offer many potential advantages over nonconvex cost functions. 
To list a few:
1. They are unim odal by nature and possess a global minimum. Local character­
isation of the m inim um  is equivalent to a global characterisation. This makes
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the analysis of the convergence of the associated algorithm  relatively easy as the 
convergence is not affected qualitatively by the particular sta te  of initialisation 
of the equaliser param eters.
2. They do not lose their convexity property under linear constraints on the equaliser 
param eters. Finite param etrisation of the  equaliser is equivalent to a series of 
simple linear constraints on the equaliser param eters and, therefore, it does not 
affect the convexity property of the cost function.
3. Suppose th a t the minimum of the convex cost identifies a  zero-ISI equaliser pa­
ram eter setting under infinite equaliser param etrisation. Under finite equaliser 
param etrisation, it can be shown th a t the minimum of the cost can identify a 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting to an arb itrary  degree of accuracy provided 
the num ber of param eters is made sufficiently large [24]. An algorithm  based on a 
convex cost is therefore amenable to analysis in the sense th a t its ideal properties 
can be deduced relatively easily assuming an infinite equaliser param etrisation. 
Then these ideal properties can be achieved to  an arb itrary  degree of approxim a­
tion under a finite param etrisation as the num ber of param eters is made large. 
This feature is not generally shared by other nonconvex costs which, under finite 
equaliser param etrisation, may possess local stable m inim a th a t do not corre­
spond to open-eye equaliser param eter settings. This creates the  possibility th a t  
the finitely param etrised equaliser may converge to a closed-eye equaliser param ­
eter setting.
In our approach we develop a particular convex cost th a t is suitable for QAM sys­
tem s and also formulate a novel geometric view of the  cost m inim isation problem  which 
provides an intuitive understanding of the ideal and nonideal convergence behaviour of 
our subsequent algorithm . This geometric view assumes an infinite equaliser param etri­
sation to allow the study of the ideal convergence properties of our algorithm . However, 
given our previous discussion, this view is also useful in the practical case of a finitely 
param etrised equaliser because we are guaranteed arbitrarily  close behaviour to the  
ideal w ith a  sufficient num ber of equaliser param eters.
To facilitate our later analysis it is useful to introduce the concept of the combined 
channel-equaliser param eter space or total parameter space. In th is space, the con-
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vex cost, QAM constellation, linear param eter constraint, and the channel define two 
geometric objects in an abstract m anner, namely, a cost polytope and a constraint hy­
perplane. The boundary of the polytope is a level surface of the convex cost containing 
all of the to ta l param eter settings th a t give a fixed value of the cost. The value of the 
cost determ ines the  size of the polytope. We will show th a t the vertices of the polytope 
correspond to equaliser param eter settings th a t produce zero ISI a t the  ou tpu t of the 
equaliser. The constraint hyperplane defines a linear constraint in the to ta l param eter 
space and its orientation is determ ined by the channel and linear equaliser param eter 
constraint. The linearly-constrained cost m inim isation problem is then  alternatively 
posed in the to ta l param eter space as one of increasing the size of the polytope, i. e., 
value of the cost, until the polytope touches the hyperplane, i.e., the constraint is 
satisfied. Generally, the polytope touches the hyperplane on a vertex which implies 
global m inim isation of the constrained cost by a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting. 
W ith  this in terpreta tion , we derive and prove succinctly the result th a t, in all b u t a 
few degenerate channel-constraint combinations, the algorithm  will always converge to 
a  zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting irrespective of the specific initialisation of the 
param eters. This is a global convergence result th a t establishes the admissibility of our 
algorithm .
R em arks
1. Although the establishm ent of the geometric view is based on abstract m eth­
ods from convex analysis, the proof of the admissibility of our algorithm  (which 
exploits th is view) is short and intuitive. Convexity of our cost ensures th a t 
th is result is applicable to a finite equaliser param etrisation th a t has a sufficient 
num ber of param eters. Therefore, we stress the im portan t result th a t we have 
developed an algorithm  th a t is amenable to analysis even under a practical finite 
equaliser parametrisation.
2. O ur geometric view reveals a potential nonunique minimisation phenomenon and 
establishes it as the  case where a degenerate orientation of the  hyperplane, z.e., 
degenerate channel-equaliser combination, induces a  situation where the poly­
tope touches the hyperplane on an edge or face of the polytope. W ith  th is in­
terp reta tion  the phenomenon is deemed nongeneric in th a t the probability of its
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occurrence is low.
3. Our geometric view provides an intuitive understanding of the factors th a t affect 
the convergence of our algorithm. This facilitates the study of the effect th a t 
other modifications may have on the algorithm  such as the use of m ultiple linear 
constraints or adaptive linear constraints.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
In th is chapter, we have introduced the problem of blind equalisation in an informal 
m anner and have m otivated it in the general context of equalisation in digital tran s­
mission systems. In our discussion of blind equalisation algorithm s we have found th a t 
the class labelled modified error signal algorithms (MESA ’s) is the m ost practical given 
their relative com putational simplicity and ease of im plem entation in hardware. We 
also rem arked th a t most of the popular blind equalisation algorithm s are in this class. 
However, none of them  possess the desirable criterion of admissibility under practical 
finite equaliser param etrisations. We concluded this chapter with a preview of a new 
approach to  blind equalisation based on convex m ethods which among other things 
offers a blind equalisation algorithm  th a t is admissible under both  infinite and finite 
equaliser param etrisations. Furtherm ore, the algorithm  is amenable to  analysis un­
der bo th  param etrisations. This analysis is significantly aided by the form ulation of a 
novel geometric view of the  cost m inimisation problem. The rem ainder of th is thesis is 
dedicated to developing th is new approach.
In C hapter 2, we form ulate the blind equalisation problem in detail. We give our 
assum ptions of the input symbol constellation, channel, and equaliser models. We also 
discuss the  factors th a t m ust be considered in the practical im plem entation of blind 
equalisers such as the issue of finite equaliser param etrisation. The justification for our 
new approach begins in C hapter 3 where we collate the m ajor contributions concerned 
w ith the design and analysis of M ESA’s from the literature and organise them  into 
a proper classification th a t  allows for the identification of less desirable approaches. 
The work described in C hapter 4 is direct consequence of the results of the survey 
in C hapter 3. The prelim inary work on the design and analysis of our algorithm  is 
presented as a series of generalisations of an earlier algorithm  th a t adopts a convex
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cost function suitable for real PAM systems. In addition, a cost design philosophy and 
a precursor to the geometric view of our new approach is presented. In Chapter 5 
our blind equalisation algorithm suitable for QAM systems is presented as the final 
generalisation of the earlier algorithm for PAM systems. There, we finally refine our new 
approach by adopting the geometric view of the cost minimisation problem. Arising out 
of our geometric view is a proof of the admissibility of our algorithm. We also present a 
practical implementation of our algorithm and discuss other practical issues such as the 
effect of channel coding and noise on the convergence behaviour of our algorithm. We 
support our discussions with simulations of our algorithm. Finally, in Chapter 6, we 
summarise the main ideas established in this thesis and provide a chapter by chapter 
account of the major results obtained. We finish our discussion by proposing a few 
topics for future research that may complement the work in this thesis.
Chapter 2
B lind E qualisa tion  P ro b lem
In this chapter, we formulate the blind equalisation problem in detail. Specifically, 
in Sections 2.1 to 2.3, we give our assumptions of the input constellation, channel, 
and equaliser models. We then present the factors tha t must be considered in the 
practical implementation of any blind equalisation algorithm in Section 2.4. The blind 
equalisation problem is then formally stated in Section 2.5.
2.1 In p u t C o n ste lla tio n  M od el
Consider the simplified baseband channel and blind equaliser configuration depicted in 
Figure 2-1.
equaliserchannelTRANSMITTER
.ECEIVER
Figure 2-1: Equivalent Baseband Blind Equalisation Model
The transm itted sequence {ak} consists of symbols from a complex QAM symbol 
constellation set, A. We make the following assumptions about {a*;}.
A ssu m p tion  2.1 P rob ab ilistic  V ersion All finite subsequences o f the input 
sequence {afc} have nonzero probability.
23
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Note th a t A ssum ption 2.1 is less constraining than , for example, an independent 
identically distributed (iid) assum ption on {a*,}. For brevity, we will simply say th a t 
all sequences have nonzero probability.
A determ inistic modelling assum ption can alternatively be assumed on the input to 
complement the  above assum ption in a nonrandom  modeling environm ent. Our results 
are valid also for th is case.
A ssu m p tion  2.2 D eterm in istic  Version All transitions between data sym ­
bols are possible at every time instant.
For th is thesis we shall prefer the probabilistic version of the assum ption since a 
stochastic model for the  input sequence is common in telecom m unications. However, 
bo th  Assum ptions 2.1 and 2.2 are sufficient bu t not strictly  necessary for our results.
A ssu m p tion  2.3 S tationarity  The symbol sequence {afc} is stationary.
Assum ption 2.3 is sufficient for our analysis as a blind equalisation algorithm  tends 
to operate on the basis th a t there is some stationary property of the symbol sequence 
th a t it can a ttem p t to  restore a t the equaliser output.
A ssu m p tion  2.4 N on-G aussian  D istribution  The symbol sequence can­
not have a Gaussian distribution.
A  Gaussian d istribu tion  is completely characterised by its second order statistics. 
If the channel is linear and its input has a Gaussian distribution then  the ou tpu t will 
also have a Gaussian d istribution and, therefore, will not convey any inform ation about 
the phase th a t the channel response im parts on the input. In this sense, we say th a t  
m ethods based on second order statistics are phase blind. The following is an extrem ely 
weak (strict) condition on the geometry of the constellation A  and is required later in 
our development of a  geometric view of the cost m inim isation problem in C hapter 5.
A ssu m p tion  2.5 Q A M  P h ase R ichness The QAM  symbol constellation is
sufficiently rich in phase such that
m axR e {a t}  > c\t\, e > 0 V t £ C (2.1.1)
where t is an arbitrary complex number.
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All practical QAM constellations satisfy this condition. For example, it is trivially 
satisfied when the constellation is comprised of three or more symbols such that the 
phase angle between adjacent (in phase) symbols is less than n. However, this condi­
tion would fail in the case of binary transmission (over a complex channel), but, this 
dubiously relevant case is easily treated by extension of the methods for in [24]. To 
illustrate the phase richness condition, Figure 2-2 shows two examples of constellations 
lacking in phase richness. Note that, in both examples, there exists a phase angle be­
tween adjacent symbols that either equals or exceeds n. On the other hand, Figure 2-3 
shows an example of a constellation comprised of the minimum of three symbols that 
satisfies the phase richness condition.
Re{a) Re{a)
a) b)
Figure 2-2: Constellations lacking in phase richness, a) Example 1 b) Example 2.
2.2 C han n el M o d el
The complex linear channel is assumed stable, possibly mixed-phase, and has an impulse 
response represented by the infinite-length, absolutely summable (lx) sequence {h;} 
where hi G C. The following defines the mixed-phase property.
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Figure 2-3: A constellation that is sufficiently phase rich.
Definition 2.1 (Mixed-phase) A linear discrete-time filter with coefficients
{hk}, k E Z has a mixed-phase property if  its Z-transform,
OO
H(Z -1) =  Y .
t =  — OO
has zeros both inside and outside of the unit circle.
A mixed-phase channel is unlike a minimum-phase (or maximum-phase) channel 
in that the phase response of the former cannot be recovered by methods which only 
exploit the foreknowledge of the second-order statistics of the input signal. These 
methods are insufficient because second-order statistics do not convey any phase or 
sign information. They may only offer recovery of the magnitude information of the 
channel frequency response. Therefore, with the assumption of a mixed-phase channel, 
a blind cost function that only reflects the restoration of the second-order statistics of 
the symbol sequence at the output of the equaliser is unsuitable.
The stable inverse of a mixed-phase channel is also noncausal and this has reper­
cussions on the choice of an appropriate equaliser model. The details will be discussed 
later in Section 2.3.
The channel will be assumed causal, z.e., hi = 0 for i < 0, although this is not a
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necessary assum ption. We also impose the restriction th a t the channel does not possess 
any zeros on the unit circle as such a channel would have a channel inverse impulse 
response { h k} th a t  does not decay to zero (as \k\ —> oo). The channel inverse response 
{ hk} has the property  th a t
OO
hihk_i = Sk V k (2.2.1)
t=  —oo
where 8k is the Kronecker delta sequence.
In the absence of noise, the channel ou tpu t {a^}, corrupted w ith intersymbol in ­
terference (IS I), may be expressed as the convolution between the {afc} and {/i;} as 
follows:
OO
x k =  hiak-i, hi G C, ak G A . (2.2.2)
i = 0
We defer our trea tm en t of the additive noise signal {uk} of Figure 2-1 until C hap ter 5 
where we rem ark on its effect on the convergence of our blind equalisation algorithm .
2.3 E qualiser M od el
We assume th a t the  equaliser is a linear transversal filter w ith complex param eters 
(ö j), 0, G C, i G Z. T he transversal structure is m ost often used in practice because 
it can be im plem ented easily in both  hardware and in digital signal processing (DSP) 
chip software. Furtherm ore, the known convergence properties of many proposed blind 
equalisation algorithm s for the simple transversal filter structure  still rem ain poorly 
understood [23].
As m entioned in C hapter 1, Section 1.1.1.1, the equalisation objective may be re­
garded as adapting the equaliser param eters to identify the approxim ate inverse  of the  
channel in some sense. The double-sided infinite-length equaliser param etrisation  {#;}> 
i G Z, is adopted to  facilitate the analysis and, more im portantly, to model the possibly 
infinite-length inverses of mixed phase channels th a t m ust be realised noncausally to 
be stable in a bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) sense. This arises from the  fact 
th a t the  resulting poles of the inverse lying outside the unit circle m ust correspond to a 
region of convergence th a t contains the unit circle and this occurs when those poles are 
realised noncausally [25]. Figure 2-4 illustrates the impulse response of a  m ixed-phase 
channel and a truncation  of the infinite-length stable realisation of its inverse which 
indicates its double-sided (noncausal) nature.
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The equaliser performs a convolution between its parameters and the channel output 
to form the output sequence {2 *;}, where
Z/c — ^   ^ G C . (2.3.1)
i=  — 00
An alternate interpretation or representation that we will exploit in our develop­
ments in Chapters 4 and 5 is illustrated in Figure 2-5.
Mathematically, we can express the equaliser output by
z k —  ^  t i a k - i i  t i  £  C (2.3.2)
i =  — oo
where {f;} is defined as the total impulse response. In other words, {fj} is the impulse 
response of the cascade of the channel and equaliser satisfying
tk — hk * 6k — ^2 &ihk-i (2.3.3)
i=  — 00
where a * b denotes the convolution of sequences a and 6, and ak * bk the kth term in 
that convolution. Note that if we assume that {0*} is double-sided and of infinite length 
then {fi} is also generally of this form. We may also express the equaliser parameters 
{#i} in terms of the total impulse response parameters { ti} as follows:
@k —  ffc  *  h-k —  ^   ^ t i h k —i ‘ (2.3.4)
i — — oo
2.4  P ra ctica l C onsideration s
Although the double-sided infinite-length parametrisation is adopted to facilitate the 
theoretical analysis of an algorithm, an actual transversal equaliser implementation 
must possess a finite number of parameters and hence can only provide a finite-length 
approximation of the inverse of the channel. A practical parametrisation for an imple- 
mentable transversal equaliser is given in delay operator (2 -1) form as follows:
- N Y. 9’z (2.4.1)
i = - N
where it is assumed that an adequate approximation is achieved when N  is large 
enough. The parametrisation described by (2.4.1) implies a double-sided truncation 
of the double-sided infinite-length equaliser parameters followed by the application of 
a delay of z~N to make them causal. Figure 2-6 illustrates the impulse response of
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the cascade of the channel of Figure 2-4 with a causalised version of the truncated 
double-sided channel inverse also shown in Figure 2-4. Note that, as a result of the 
finite-length approximation, the result is not ideal in the sense of (2.2.1).
Remarks
1. Originally, well-known blind equalisation algorithms based on multimodal cost 
functions such as the Sato [6], Godard [7], Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) 
[11], and the Benveniste-Goursat-Ruget (BGR) algorithms [19] were shown to be 
admissible using the assumption of an infinitely parametrised equaliser model. 
However, all of these algorithms have been shown to be inadmissible under finite 
equaliser parametrisations due to the introduction of spurious local minima in 
the cost function that do not correspond to open-eye equaliser parameter settings 
[13, 20, 21]. It is shown that this local minima problem exists for any value of N  
in (2.4.1) including the case where the channel inverse is of a finite length and 
can be exactly modelled by the equaliser. Therefore it cannot be assumed that 
an algorithm will necessarily converge to the vicinity of an open-eye equaliser 
parameter setting with a sufficient number of equaliser parameters.
2. In our research to be described later the problem of finite parametrisation lead­
ing to inadmissibility is circumvented by focusing our attention on convex cost 
functions which among other things possess a global minimum and remain convex 
under finite parametrisation. Therefore, the use of convex cost functions avoids 
the local minima problem.
2.5 Problem  Statem ent
Referring to Figure 2-1 again, we address the following problem in this thesis.
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B lind  E qualisation  P roblem  Consider an unknown, complex, linear, causal, 
stable, and possibly mixed-phase channel with impulse response {hk}. The channel 
input sequence {afc} Is unknown, though, is assumed to be stationary and com­
prised of symbols from a QAM constellation A. The channel output sequence {a:fc} 
can be expressed as
OO
x^ ^   ^ V k. (2.5.1)
i= 0
A linear transversal equaliser with parameters {0;} is placed in cascade with the 
channel. The equaliser output is given by
OO
zk = YL eix k-i, v  k - (2.5.2)
i— — oo
Based on observations of the channel output {#*.} and the equaliser output {zk}, 
attempt to adjust the equaliser parameters to reduce sufficiently the ISI, i.e., open 
the eye, so as to recover the channel input {ak} in the following sense:
Q —  & k — A i V k (2.5.3)
where Q(-) is the QAM quantisation function and 7  G C and A  G Z represent a 
possibly unknown fixed gain and fixed delay of the equaliser output relative to the 
channel input. The condition (2.5.3) implies that, with respect to the quantisation 
function Q(-),
zk ^ j a k_A, V k. (2.5.4)
R em arks
1. In the  case where the m agnitude of the fixed unknown gain is not unity then  it 
can easily be recovered by a separate automatic gain control stage between the 
equaliser [26, 24] and the  quantiser.
2. The phase com ponent of the gain arg(7 ) represents a ro tation of the QAM con­
stellation at the equaliser ou tpu t relative to  the channel input. Such a ro ta tion  
is irrelevant if the  symbols are differentially encoded before transm ission [27].
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3. If the symbol constellation possesses rotational symmetry then it is desirable for 
the quantisation function Q(-) to reflect this in the following sense:
where ( f ) belongs to the set of isomorphic rotations of the symbol constellation
equal to unity, that is, I'y| =  1. For example, the 16-QAM constellation possesses 
isomorphic rotations /c7r/2, k E {0,1,2,3}.
4. Given that the transmitted symbols have a stationary character, it is impossible 
for a blind system (that only observes the output of the channel and equaliser) 
to determine the absolute delay A in (2.5.3). For example, it is impossible to 
distinguish between a scenario where the symbol sequence is delayed by one sym­
bol period prior to entering the channel and the scenario where the channel itself 
introduces that delay.
5. A persistence of excitation assumption of the channel input may be necessary for 
the adaptation of the equaliser parameters to an open-eye equaliser parameter 
setting. This may take the form of an assumption on the properties of the symbol 
sequence {a^} such as Assumption 2.1.
In the ideal case the approximate relation of (2.5.4) becomes
This is realised when the transversal equaliser parameters {#;} form an appropriately 
scaled and delayed version of the channel impulse response {/i*} namely,
We can see that the parameter setting given by (2.5.7) produces an equaliser output 
given by (2.5.6) as follows. First, we substitute (2.5.7) into the equation for the total 
impulse response in (2.3.3) and use the property of the inverse channel sequence given 
by (2.2.1) to simplify the result, yielding
Q(e^w)  = e^ Q( w) (2.5.5)
A  and w is the output of the equaliser with the magnitude of the fixed gain
z k =  7afc-A, V k. (2.5.6)
0 i = V i. (2.5.7)
OG OO
=  T^fc-A, V k. (2.5.8)
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Finally, we substitute the result of (2.5.8) into the expression of the equaliser output 
in terms of the total impulse response given by (2.3.2). The result is
Zk
oo oo
''y  ^ tiCLfc — i  —  ^   ^ 7 ^ i  — A ^ k  — i
i =  — oo i =  — oo
7afc-A, V fc. (2.5.9)
We call the ideal parameter setting of (2.5.7) a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting 
because the corresponding equaliser output given by (2.5.6) is not comprised of a com­
ponent due to adjacent symbols. Note also that (2.5.8) gives the total impulse response 
that corresponds to a zero-ISI setting.
Using the formulation of the equaliser output in (2.3.2) the equalisation objective 
given by (2.5.3) can be expressed in terms of a cursor and ISI term. If we adopt the 
following interpretation of the equaliser output
zk — tAak_ A + ^  tiak_i, V k 
i* acursor
ISI
then, the equalisation objective can be expressed in the following manner.
q  (  t ^ O 'k  — A  t i a k - i
V 7 7
t A a k - A \
7 /
O'k — A  i
(2.5.10)
(2.5.11)
(2.5.12)
(2.5.13)
noting that £a =  7 by (2.5.8). Equations (2.5.11) to (2.5.13) imply that, with respect 
to the quantisation function Q(-), the cursor term “dominates” the ISI term. We may 
also write
tk ^ lS k - A ,  V k (2.5.14)
where {<$*.} is the Kronecker delta sequence. Note that (2.5.14) is just the sufficient 
version (with respect to the quantisation function Q(*)) of the ideal case given by 
(2.5.8).
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Figure 2-4: a) Impulse response of complex channel, b) Truncated noncausal impulse 
response of the inverse of the channel.
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Figure 2-5: Total response of the channel and equaliser.
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Figure 2-6: Convolution of the complex channel and truncated noncausal inverse of 
the channel of Figure 2-4.
Chapter 3
A pproaches to  B lind E qualisa tion
The notion of admissibility was introduced in C hapter 1, Section 1.1.3.2 as a highly 
desirable convergence property of blind equalisation algorithm s. However, none of the  
practically im plem entable versions of the popular algorithm s based on the modified er­
ror signal approach strictly  possess this property. Nevertheless, M ESA’s currently enjoy 
the popularity  of being the only class of algorithm s com putationally simple enough to 
be im plem ented on hardw are for telecom m unication applications. Therefore, further 
study towards the development of an admissible M ESA is clearly warranted.
In th is chapter, we identify the different approaches taken thus far w ithin th is 
class of algorithm s and determ ine their main characteristics. We also highlight their 
inherent lim itations in an a ttem p t to deduce an alternative approach th a t leads to an 
admissible design. We describe in detail the class of M ESA’s in Section 3.1 and a ttem p t 
to classify different approaches within this class according to  various criteria  including 
their distinguishing properties an d /o r lim itations and their admissibility in Sections 3.2- 
3.4. The purpose of th is general classification is to  collate the m ajor contributions 
concerned w ith the design and analysis of those blind equalisation algorithm s th a t 
have appeared in the  literature. In doing so, less desirable approaches are exposed 
and some are identified which might offer some benefit over the others. We present 
a sum m ary of our results in Section 3.5. Finally, it should be noted th a t a portion 
of the original contributions found in this chapter is presented in a conference paper 
[23]. Additional contributions may be found in [23] which complements the work in 
th is chapter.
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3.1 M od ified  Error Signal A lgorith m s
We have seen in Chapter 1 that MESA’s are characteristically blind because they do 
not utilise the actual prediction error quantity used by conventional training sequence- 
based equalisation algorithms. For example, the (nonblind) least mean square (LMS) 
algorithm adapts the equaliser parameters {#;} according to
6i(k +  1) =  6i(k) -  pekxk_i, Vz (3.1.1)
where ek is the prediction error. In place of the prediction error, MESA’s use a blind 
modified error signal. In this section we consider the general form of a MESA and 
identify how various modified error signals are derived.
The essential element of any MESA is its cost function ^ (zk) which we assume, 
without loss of generality, to be a positive, even, and continuous function of the equaliser 
output, zk E C, that is,
$(•) : C —> R+. (3.1.2)
Furthermore, it is also assumed that
^ (2) —^ 00 as \z\ —^ ± 00. (3.1.3)
The cost function itself is blind because it does not depend on explicit knowledge 
of the unknown channel input. In fact, to evaluate the cost requires only the equaliser 
output at time k, z k, which is computed according to
OO
Zk =  (3.1.4)
i— —00
The equaliser parameter update is governed by a stochastic gradient descent of the 
cost. The zth parameter of the equaliser is updated according to:
efik +  1) =  Oi(k) -  y.— V{zk) (3.1.5)
where p is the update step-size parameter which is assumed sufficiently small for sta­
bility. Evaluating the partial derivative using the representation of zk given by (3.1.4), 
we obtain
6i(k +  1) =  9i(k) -  iLil){zk)xk-i  (3.1.6)
where
dzk 
sei x k — i
(3.1.7)
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and
ip(z) = \&'(z ). (3.1.8)
Com paring the form of the blind param eter update in (3.1.6) with the nonblind pre­
diction error based update  recursion of (3.1.1), it can be seen th a t the gradient of the  
cost function 'ip(zk) is in fact the modified error signal as it replaces the role of the 
prediction error.
Given a fixed equaliser param eter setting, the values taken by the cost function 
\k(zjfc) are stochastic in nature  because the equaliser input and, hence its ou tpu t , is 
stochastic. The determ inistic concept of a mean cost function  or surface J{9)  is more 
amenable for the  analysis of the convergence behaviour of the algorithm :
.7(0) =  E [*(**)] L = v ~  (3.1.9)
^—^1= — oo
where E [•] denotes expectation over all possible symbol sequences {a*;}. Note th a t , as 
a result of the  expectation operation, the mean cost function J(- )  is a determ inistic 
function of the equaliser param eters {$;}.
The param eter adap ta tion  described by (3.1.6) can be in terpreted  as a. gradient 
descent of a noisy estim ate of the mean cost function J( - )  provided the step-size g, is 
small enough. On average, the equaliser param eters will converge to the local stable 
minima  of the m ean cost function. Therefore, determ ination of these m inim a is suffi­
cient to  characterise the  convergence behaviour of the algorithm . The equilibria of the 
m ean cost function are solutions in 6 of
— J(6)  = E[^(zk)xk_i] = 0, Vi. (3.1.10)
Determ ining w hether the  equilibria are stable m inima or not can usually be determ ined 
by examining the Hessian H (- ) of J{9)  [21], th a t is,
H(9)
ö2E [4-(2 t)]
= E
d29(k) 8(k)=8 L d9(k) \
(3.1.11)
8(k)=6
where 9(k) denotes the  equaliser param eter sequence {#*} at tim e k. Note th a t the 
com m utativity  of differentiation and expectation indicated by (3.1.11) is conditional 
upon 'J'(-) being sm ooth.
Given the convergence inform ation th a t the mean cost function offers, the  design 
of a MESA focuses on the  design of a mean cost function th a t, ideally, possesses stable 
global minima  which all correspond to zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings.
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3.2 Adm issibility
The term admissibility was introduced by [22, 23] as a desirable property of practical 
blind equalisation algorithms.
Definition 3.1 (Admissibility) The “admissibility” of a blind equalisation 
algorithm is its ability to guarantee the adaptation of the equaliser parameters to 
the vicinity of a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting from an arbitrary parameter 
initialisation.
To explain what is meant by “vicinity of a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting” 
we briefly recap the relevant notions from Chapter 2, Section 2.5. A zero-ISI equaliser 
parameter setting is one that produces a transversal equaliser output that does not 
contain any ISI. It is a possibly scaled and delayed version of the inverse of the channel 
impulse response and is of the form
Oi =  7ht_A V i (3.2.1)
where 7 G C and A G Z represent a possibly unknown fixed gain and fixed delay of 
the equaliser output relative to the channel input. The corresponding equaliser output 
with zero ISI is given by
zk =  yak_A, V fc, (3.2.2)
where {ak} is the channel input symbol sequence. Note, however, that the zero-ISI 
equaliser parameter setting given by (3.2.1) generally implies that the transversal 
equaliser must have an infinite number of parameters because the impulse response 
of the channel inverse may be of infinite length. A practical transversal equaliser re­
alisation must have a finite number of parameters and, therefore, may be only able to 
provide an approximation of a zero-ISI parameter setting. Thus, a practical equalisation 
objective is
zfc?s7a fc_A, Wk (3.2.3)
where the degree of approximation implied by is such that the quantising function 
Q(-) at the output of the equaliser is able to make correct decisions, i.e., the equaliser 
output eye diagram is open. In the case where the channel inverse has an infinite-length 
impulse response, the stable global minima of the mean cost function J(-)  can at best 
only approximately achieve the zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings.
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Therefore, by “vicinity of a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting” , it is m eant th a t 
the finite set of equaliser param eters is adapted to a finite approxim ation of (3.2.1) th a t 
produces an open-eye equaliser output in the sense of (3.2.3).
3.3 Classification Criteria
In th is section we present three criteria which we will use for our classification of the 
various approaches to blind equalisation. We will discuss the general im plications of 
each criterion on the properties of M ESA’s. In our classification, we make the following 
assum ptions:
1. Only blind equalisation algorithm s suitable for real (PAM) transm ission system s 
are considered to  simplify our analysis. However, the qualitative properties do 
carry over to algorithm s for complex QAM transm ission systems.
2. A linear transversal model is assumed for our equaliser because it is m ost often 
used in practice. Its simple structure implies its subsequent ease of im plem enta­
tion.
The three criteria  of classification we present here are:
1. W hether the  m ean cost surface J{9)  is unimodal or multimodal.
2. W hether the  equaliser is infinitely or finitely param etrised.
3. The degree of symbol restoration achieved a t the  ou tpu t of the  equaliser w ith an 
open-eye equaliser param eter setting.
In the following sections we provide a description of each criterion and discuss the broad 
im pact th a t each may have on the admissibility of a MESA.
U n im o d a l/M u ltim o d a l C ost Surface
A m ean cost surface J  (0) is classified as either unimodal or multimodal depending on 
the num ber of m inim a it possesses. Unimodal generally implies a single global m inim um  
w ith no local m inim a. A dopting a rather broad definition, we allow the global m inim um  
to be realised a t a point or a  compact set in the space of equaliser param eters (e.g., the  
surface m ight be bowl shaped with a flat bottom ).
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From a gradient descent viewpoint, the convergence properties of the algorithm  can 
be deduced from the identification of the global stable m inima of the m ean cost surface. 
Note th a t (3.1.3) implies divergence of the equaliser param eters to infinity is impossible. 
Here we take a convergence analysis to mean the identification and characterisation of 
the extrem a of the  m ean cost surface rather than  the establishm ent of a detailed picture 
of the  convergence of the equaliser param eters to the extrem a. In this way, our analysis 
is general and does not depend on the particular cost m inimisation scheme employed.
Since a unim odal mean cost surface has a single global minimum, the convergence 
of the equaliser param eters of the associated algorithm  does not depend on the in itiali­
sation of the param eters. In th is sense, the analysis of the convergence properties of the 
algorithm  is relatively simple. On the other hand, a  multimodal m ean cost surface is 
characterised by m ultiple isolated global stable minima. In this case, the convergence of 
the equaliser param eters to  a particular stable minimum depends on the initialisation 
sta te  of the param eters. This makes the analysis of the convergence properties of an 
algorithm  adopting a m ultim odal mean cost function more difficult.
In fin ite /F in ite  Equaliser Param etrisation
Closely tied to  the type of m ean cost surface is whether the linear transversal equaliser 
is infinitely parametrised or finitely parametrised. We have seen from (3.2.1) th a t a  zero- 
ISI equaliser param eter setting is a scaled and delayed version of the stable channel 
inverse impulse response. The channel inverse impulse response may be of infinite du ra ­
tion and th is implies th a t the  zero-ISI transversal equaliser param eter setting requires 
an infinite num ber of param eters. Furtherm ore, the  channel is possibly mixed-phase 
which implies th a t the stable impulse response of its inverse is in general noncausal. 
Therefore to account for these cases, a double-sided infinite-length equaliser parametri­
sation is assum ed for the  ideal realisation of a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting, th a t 
is,
{0i} = { . . . ,  0-2, 0-1, 00, 0!, 02, (3-3.1)
However, a  practical transversal equaliser cannot possess an infinite num ber of pa­
ram eters nor can it be noncausal. A causal finitely param etrised equaliser can only 
approximate a zero-ISI param eter setting when the channel inverse impulse response 
is of infinite duration. We assume here the following finite equaliser param etrisation
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shown in delay operator (z x) form:
N
z~N y  (3.3.2)
i — — N
It is assum ed th a t  an adequate approxim ation is achieved when N  is large enough. 
The param etrisation  described by (3.3.2) implies a double-sided truncation  of the ideal 
double-sided infinite-length equaliser param etrisation followed by the application of a 
delay of z~ N to make them  causal. We rem ark th a t there is no strict requirem ent th a t 
the truncation  be sym m etric about the 60 term . Here, we adopt the sym m etric form 
for convenience.
A lthough an infinitely param etrised equaliser is not practical, we include this case 
in our classification for comparison with the finite equaliser param etrisation case. The 
comparison is necessary because, as we shall see later, some algorithm s deemed ad­
missible assum ing an infinite equaliser param etrisation have in fact been shown to  be 
inadmissible when the num ber of equaliser param eters is made finite (and arb itrarily  
large) [20, 21, 13].
D egree  o f Sym bol R estoration
The last criterion we consider is the degree of symbol restoration achieved at the o u tpu t 
of the  equaliser w ith an open-eye equaliser param eter setting. We may roughly divide 
the algorithm s into those which seek to restore the symbol constellation or alphabet a t 
the o u tpu t of the equaliser as in (3.2.3) with 7 =  ±1 and those which seek to  do so in 
some weaker sense (e.g., 7 a rb itrary  and nonzero).
3.3.1 A lp h ab et R estora tion
This alphabet restoration criterion has its theoretical basis in a theorem  found in [19] 
for the case of a real PAM alphabet. S tated  simply (the result for a complex QAM 
constellation is expected to  be similar):
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T heorem  3.1 A lp h ab et R estoration  Let an inßnitely parametrised linear 
transversal equaliser {0;} be placed in cascade following a linear stable channel 
{hi}. The channel input {a*.} consists of symbols from a symmetric PAM alphabet 
A. The output of the linear channel {a^} is given by
OO
V k. (3.3.3)
i = 0
The corresponding output of the equaliser {zk} is computed according to
OO
Zk= eix k-i V (3.3.4)
i= —oo
Let Pz(-) denote the distribution of the equaliser output {2*.} and pa (-) denote the 
distribution of the channel input {afc}. Provided pa(-) is not Gaussian, pz(-) = pa{•) 
implies that
zk = ± a fc_A V k (3.3.5)
for some A £ Z.
Note th a t (3.3.5) is equivalent to the zero-ISI equaliser ou tpu t of (3.2.2) with the 
m agnitude of the unknown gain factor j-y| =  1. The corresponding zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting  is given by (3.2.1) for |y| =  1, namely,
9{ = ± /ii_ a , V i. (3.3.6)
Note th a t (3.3.6) m eans th a t alphabet restoration criterion implies complete identifi­
cation of the  impulse response of the channel inverse {hi} modulo an unknown delay 
A.
Therefore to create an admissible algorithm  it is sufficient to drive {zk} to have 
the same first-order sta tistics as the (known) symbol constellation. For example, for a 
binary PAM alphabet, once {zk} becomes binary then  (3.3.5) holds for some A.
This criterion is adopted by most of the well-known M ESA’s including the Sato 
[6], Benveniste-G ours at-Rüget (BGR) [19], Godard [7], and the Constant Modulus Al­
gorithm (CMA)  [11]. They a ttem p t to restore the symbol constellation by restoring 
a particu lar sta tionary  p roperty  of the channel input symbols a t the ou tpu t of the
equaliser.
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3.3.2 E qualisation  w ith ou t G ain Identification
The equalisation without gain identification (E W G I) criterion [28, 29, 24, 26] implies 
a weaker identification of the channel inverse in the sense th a t it perm its an arbitrary 
value of 7  in (3.2.2).
For the real case, satisfaction of the EW GI criterion implies
where /yA 0 G M and A represent an unknown fixed gain and delay of the zero-ISI 
equaliser ou tpu t relative to  the channel input. The corresponding equaliser param eter 
setting is
The idea is to  relax the identification of 7A and, thus, we do not expect to  restore the 
alphabet perfectly bu t ra ther restore it only up to a nonzero gain factor. The indicated 
dependence of the  gain 7 on the delay A is a fundam ental property  of the EW GI 
criterion which we will illustrate  later by our example. We also make the im portan t 
rem ark th a t the  relaxing of the requirem ent to identify the gain incurs little consequence 
because it can be recovered w ith a separate autom atic gain control stage following the 
equaliser [24, 26].
An algorithm  based on the EW GI criterion represents a  departure from the  usual 
alphabet restoration  philosophy of blind equalisation. The alphabet restoration criterion 
implies th a t all the  param eters of the equaliser {#;} m ust be fully adjustable in order to 
identify the inverse of the  channel in the sense of (3.3.6). On the other hand, an EW GI 
algorithm  employs a linear constraint on the equaliser param eters m aking it generally 
impossible for them  to identify the correct gain of the channel inverse sequence {hj}.
We now give a simple example which illustrates the fundam ental properties of an 
EW GI algorithm . This will be followed by some more general observations. Consider 
the case where we choose as in [29, 24] the single param eter constraint 60 =  1. Suppose 
we have a single-pole channel of the form
*k=  7AÖJfc - A,  V & (3.3.7)
Oi — 7a a , V i. (3.3.8)
(3.3.9)
where we H (z  x) denotes the delay operator form of the channel impulse response { hk} 
and 2_1 is the unit delay operator. W ithout a constraint, there exists an infinite num ber
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of possible zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings th a t satisfy (3.3.7). For example, 
consider all the  shifted versions of the reciprocal of (3.3.9), i.e.,
9{z x) =  (1 +  2z 1)z~A, A e Z  (3.3.10)
where 6(z x) denotes the Z-transform of the equaliser param eters {0;}. However, under 
the constraint, there exists only two zero-ISI equaliser param etrisations, namely,
6{1)(z x) =  1 + 2 -z " 1 (3.3.11)
6>(2)(2“ 1) =  - 2  +  1. (3.3.12)
Note th a t these param etrisations are of the form given by (3.3.8) and are constructed 
by considering all delayed versions of the channel inverse, H ( z ~l ) =  1 +  2z_1, for which 
there exists a  nonzero zeroth element of the delayed sequence and normalising w ith 
respect to  th a t zeroth element. The constructions take the form
et (3.3.13)
for all A such th a t /i_A ^  0.
The corresponding equaliser ou tpu ts of (3.3.11) and (3.3.12) are
4 1’ =  akV k (3.3.14)
4 2> =  Vfc. (3.3.15)
The first param etrisation  0(1) corresponds to the gain 7A =  1 where A =  0 whereas 
the second 0(2) corresponds to the gain 7A =  1/2 where A =  — 1. This brings out a 
fundamental characteristic of the EW GI approach, th a t is, the dependence of the gain 
7 on the delay A. It is im portant to note from (3.3.13) th a t the delay A corresponds 
to  the delay of the channel inverse adopted by the equaliser param eters. Furtherm ore, 
the natu re  of the dependence of the gain on the delay is determ ined by bo th  the linear 
constraint and the impulse response of the channel inverse {hi}.  This is illustrated  
more clearly when we consider a general linear constraint of the form
OO
c A  = 1 (3.3.16)
i =  — oo
where the constrain t sequence {c*} is arbitrary. Substitu ting  the general form of the 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting given by (3.3.8) into (3.3.16) and solving for the
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gain 7A, we obtain
7 a
1
£ z~ - ooCA - A
(3.3.17)
Equation (3.3.17) indicates explicitly how the delay dependency of the gain is induced 
by the linear constraint {c^} and the channel inverse {hi}.
Another basic property of an EWGI algorithm is that the cost function is designed 
to be a monotonically increasing function of the magnitude of the delay-dependent 
gain |7a |- Assuming such a cost in this example, we can conclude that the value of 
the cost corresponding to the second equaliser parameter setting 9(21 will be lower than 
that corresponding to the first because its gain /y_x is lower. We make the following 
additional remarks.
R em arks
1. It is the imposition of a linear constraint on the equaliser parameters that 
effectively destroys the ability of a EWGI algorithm to identify the gain 7 of 
the zero-ISI equaliser output relative to the channel input symbols. However, a 
significant outcome is that the gain 7A becomes a function of the delay A. This 
is made explicit by (3.3.17) where it can be seen that 7A is a function of the 
linear constraint sequence {c;} and the delayed channel inverse impulse response
2. Given the two previous properties mentioned, the cost function is also a function 
of the delay A and thereby has the potential to distinguish between different 
zero-ISI equaliser parametrisations corresponding to different delays. Consider 
the case where the linear constraint and channel induce a dependence of the gain 
7A on the delay A such that there exists a unique value of A that minimises 7A. 
Then it is possible for the cost function to be uniquely minimised by the zero-ISI 
equaliser parameter setting corresponding to that A.
3. In contrast, the alphabet restoration criterion corresponds to the case where 7A =  
1, V A and hence the cost function will exhibit the same value for all corresponding 
zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings.
So far we have seen that a cost function designed around the EWGI philosophy 
has the potential to distinguish between different zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings
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corresponding to different delays of the equalised ou tpu t relative to the channel input. 
In the ideal case, a particular zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting corresponding to a 
particu lar delay can uniquely minimise the cost. However, this property hinges on a 
dependence of the  gain 7A on the delay A where the gain is uniquely m inimised by a 
particu lar delay. Therefore, it is possible th a t a particular combination of the linear 
constraint and channel inverse may induce a nonunique dependence of the gain on the 
delay. In particu lar, it may be possible for the gain to be minimised nonuniquely 
by more than  one delay A.
We now give a theorem  on a nonuniqueness phenomenon th a t is an artefact of the 
EW GI philosophy introduced by pathological or nongeneric combinations of the channel 
inverse and linear param eter constraint. The nonuniqueness mechanism is illustrated  
in the  proof of the theorem.
T heorem  3 .2  N onuniqueness Consider a linear stable possibly mixed-phase 
channel with impulse response {hk} followed by a linear transversal equaliser with 
parameters {$*} which are subject to a linear constraint of the form
OC
Y ,  CA  =  1 (3.3.18)
i =  — oo
where {c*} is the constraint sequence. The channel input symbol sequence is {afc} 
and the equaliser output is {zk}- Suppose that a cost function is a monotonically 
increasing function of the magnitude of the gain of the equaliser output relative 
to the channel input. Also, let this cost be globally minimised by at least one 
zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting. Then, there exists channels {hk} such that 
the global minimisation of the cost is realised by at least two distinct zero-ISI 
equaliser parameter settings.
Proof: A general proof can be developed as a straightforw ard extension of the specific
construction to  follow. Consider the  simple linear constraint of 60 = 1 and the channel
H ( 2 - 1) =  7— 4 --------  (3.3.19)
where H(z~1) denotes the delay operator form of the channel impulse response {hi}. 
There are only three possible zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings th a t conform to the
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constrain t, namely,
6{1) ( z  *) =  1 + 2 1 — z  2
e (2){ z ~ 1) =  z  +  i - z - 1 
6 ^ \ z ~ 1) =  22 + 2 - l .
(3.3.20)
(3.3.21)
(3.3.22)
The corresponding equaliser outputs are
* r  = * k  vk
z[2) = ak+1 V k
zk ] = ~ak+ 2 V k.
(3.3.23)
(3.3.24)
(3.3.25)
The first param etrisation 0(1) corresponds to the gain <yA = 1 where A =  0 whereas the  
second 0(2) also corresponds to the gain 7a =  1 where A =  — 1. The th ird  param etri­
sation 0(3) corresponds to  the gain 7a =  —1 where A =  —2. Because the m agnitudes 
of the gains are identical, the gain-dependent cost will be the same for all th ree dis­
tin c t equaliser param eter settings. Since we have assumed th a t the cost is globally 
minimised by a t least one open-eye equaliser param etrisation then  all three param etri- 
sations achieve the same minimum cost value.
R em arks
1. The proof uses a particular constraint of 60 =  1 to illustrate the concepts. How­
ever, it can be easily generalised to  a general constraint of the form (3.3.16). 
Therefore, the result is applicable to a particular EW GI algorithm  adopting a 
general linear param eter constraint of th a t form th a t we examine in C hapter 5.
2. From the proof, we see th a t nonuniqueness is a ttrib u ted  to  a particular (patho­
logical) pairing of the constraint and channel (or channel inverse) and does not 
depend on the particu lar type of cost used. In the case illustrated, the m agni­
tude of the gain |7A| is identical for three different values of A th a t correspond 
to  zero-ISI equaliser param etrisations. Consequently, no single zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting can uniquely achieve the m inim isation of the cost.
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3. If the cost function is assumed unimodal, then the nonunique cost-minimising 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings must all lie on some connecting manifold 
(constituting a flat bottom  of the cost) in the equaliser param eter space. G ener­
ally, this manifold may contain closed-eye equaliser param eter settings and th is 
may be a disadvantage. However, if the cost is multimodal, then  it is possible 
for each nonunique cost minimising zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting to lie in 
isolated global m inim a of the cost surface.
3.4  R esu lts
Perm utations of the three classification criteria of the previous section (z.e., unim odal 
or m ultim odal cost surface, infinite or finite equaliser param etrisation, degree of sym­
bol restoration) yields eight potential classes of blind algorithm s th a t can be assessed 
according to their admissibility. They are:
1. Infinite equaliser param etrisation
(i) alphabet restoration, unim odal cost
(ii) alphabet restoration, m ultim odal cost
(iii) EW GI, unimodal cost
(iv) EW GI, m ultim odal cost
2. F inite  equaliser param etrisation
(i) alphabet restoration, unim odal cost
(ii) alphabet restoration, m ultim odal cost
(iii) EW GI, unimodal cost
(iv) EW GI, m ultim odal cost
However, the classes of m ultim odal algorithm s adopting the EW GI criterion under bo th  
infinite and finite equaliser param etrisations are not considered here. A discussion of 
each of the  remaining six classes follows.
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3.4.1 Infin ite P aram etrisation  Case 
A lp h ab et R estoration  w ith  U nim odal C ost
Although we are not aware of any practical algorithms in this class at the moment 
we can deduce their properties. The following theorem in fact brands this class as 
inadmissible.
T heorem  3.3 Inadm issib ility  R esu lt The simultaneous specißcation of 
unimodality and perfect alphabet restoration are incompatible, i.e., cannot lead 
to an admissible algorithm.
Proof: For such an algorithm to exist, we must have at least one ideal equaliser
parameter setting {$*} that realises the global minimum of the unimodal cost. For 
perfect alphabet restoration, {#*} takes the form
0* =  V i (3.4.1)
where 7 * = ±1 and {/it} denotes the channel inverse sequence and A* represents a 
particular fixed delay. The corresponding equaliser output is given by
zk ~  /ifc * 61 * ak = hk * 7' .^fc-A* * o-k
= 7 *aifc-A*- (3.4.2)
Now let {#'} be another ideal equaliser parameter setting, that is,
6[ = l 'h i - A' V i (3.4.3)
where 7 ' =  ±1 and A' ^  A. The corresponding equaliser output is given by
zk =  7 'aifc-A'. (3.4.4)
However, because a blind cost is even and is inherently insensitive to delays in its 
argument (see Section 3.1), we have
'S (4 )  = 'S(7,at _a.) = 4,(7"al _a .)
=  *(z-k) (3.4.5)
or in expected value form
J{0') = J(0*). (3.4.6)
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Therefore, we conclude th a t if there exists a t least one zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
setting th a t globally minimises the cost, then all zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings 
m ust minimise the cost. Now, by our notion of unimodality, all of the zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter settings m ust belong to some connecting manifold A4 which globally m in­
imises the m ean cost J(-) .
Generally, o ther param eter settings within A4 are not necessarily zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter settings, i.e., do not satisfy (3.3.7). For example, if the set A4 is convex, then  
any convex com bination of zero-ISI param eter settings is an element of A4. Consider 
the  convex hull of the three ideal param eter settings =  y ^ h i_Au) £ A4, j  = 1, 2, 3.
e(\),  =  ' t w
j = 1
3
=  T . X0 Urh i- i 'J )  (3-4.7)
3= 1
where
~ 1-
3=1
The corresponding equaliser ou tpu t is given by
(3.4.8)
Zk( A) hu * V r  b ) h i - A u)
3 =  1
* CLk
= ^ 2 ^ j l b)hk* hk_Au) * ak
3=1
3
3 =  1
(3.4.9)
The form of (3.4.9) indicates th a t, in general, we can have the situation where no term  
of the sum dom inates the  rest of the sum, therefore, indicating a closed-eye equaliser 
param eter setting. I
A lp h ab et R estora tion  w ith  M ultim odal C ost
We have seen th a t the previous class combining the equalisation criteria  of alphabet 
restoration w ith a  unim odal cost is inadmissible. Here, we investigate the class w ith 
the same equalisation criterion bu t have replaced the requirem ent of a unim odal cost 
w ith a  m ultim odal one.
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A large num ber of M ESA’s fall under this category [6, 7, 19] including the well- 
known CMA [11]. Given th a t the m ean cost surface is m ultim odal, then  the algorithm  
would be admissible if all local m inim a are (i) global m inima, and (ii) correspond 
precisely to zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings for the various delays A in (2.5.4). 
T h a t is, for every delay, A, in (2.5.4) with 7 =  ± 1, there exists a zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting corresponding to  an isolated global minimum of the cost.
Using the assum ption th a t the equaliser param etrisation is double-sided and infinite- 
length, a class of alphabet restoration-m ultim odal cost algorithm s was proposed by 
G odard [7] w ith costs of the form
* p(2) =  (lz lP -  rp f  (3.4.10)
2 P
where
r p
E[kP»]
p >  2. (3.4.11)
E [|«»|']’
The CMA is in fact a specific case of the G odard class of algorithm s for p = 2. The 
admissibility of this class has so far been established for p =  2 only [7]. However, adm is­
sibility of this class cannot be assumed in the case of finite equaliser param etrisation. 
We shall consider th is case in Section 3.4.2.
E W G I w ith  U nim odal C ost
Given our discussion of EW GI in Section 3.3.2, we need only augm ent the discussion 
there by assuming th a t  the cost function is unimodal. There we have seen th a t  it is 
possible for an EW GI cost to be uniquely minimised by a particu lar zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting. If the  cost is unim odal, then  we expect a gradient descent-based cost 
m inim isation scheme to  exhibit global convergence to the particular zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting irrespective of the sta te  of the initialisation of the param eters. There­
fore, the  combination of the EW GI criterion and unimodal cost has the potential to  
yield an admissible algorithm .
The nonuniqueness phenomenon is an inherent artefact of EW GI where a cost 
is nonuniquely m inimised by two or more zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings (see 
Theorem  3.2). In the case where the cost is unimodal, th is simply means th a t  those 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings m ust belong to some connecting m anifold in the
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equaliser param eter space which may also contain equaliser param eter settings th a t do 
not necessarily correspond to zero-ISI settings.
An example of an algorithm  in this class is one first proposed in [28] and later 
theoretically proven to be admissible (in the generic case) in [29, 24, 26]. The algorithm  
adopts a unim odal cost th a t is convex in the equaliser param eters and is of the form
^(zjk) =  max |zfc| (3.4.12)
(M
subject to the now familiar constraint 60 — 1. The fact th a t the cost is convex does 
not alter our discussion. However, it becomes im portant when we consider this class of 
algorithm s in the finite equaliser param etrisation case next.
3.4.2 F in ite  P aram etrisation  Case
For the purposes of the discussions to follow we assume a practical finite equaliser 
param etrisation of the form given in (3.3.2) where a param etrisation param eter N  
gives a  equaliser param etrisation consisting of 2N  +  1 param eters. We note here th a t, 
as a result of the finite param etrisation, the equaliser param eters can a t best achieve an 
open-eye equaliser parameter setting as opposed to the ideal case of a zero-ISI setting.
A lp h ab et R estoration  w ith  U nim odal C ost
We simply conclude th a t this class is inadmissible in light of its inadmissibility in the 
infinite param etrisation case.
A lp h ab et R estoration  w ith  M ultim odal Cost
Here, we report from recent literature th a t assesses the admissibility of many of the well- 
known algorithm s in th is class under finite equaliser param etrisation. In general, it can 
be established using a simple example th a t finitely param etrising an equaliser introduces 
stable local m inim a into the m ultim odal cost th a t do not necessarily correspond to open- 
eye equaliser param eter settings. This local m inim a problem  introduces the possibility 
of the equaliser adapting its param eters to  one of these settings and failing to open the 
eye diagram  [20, 21, 13]. This fact renders these algorithm s inadmissible.
Some specific results follow from [20, 21, 13, 30]:
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1. Even when the channel is minimum-phase it can be shown th a t the effect of finitely 
param etrising the equaliser is to introduce additional stable local m inim a th a t  do 
not correspond to  open-eye equaliser param eter settings. These m inim a exist for 
all finite N  and do not diminish in depth  (as m easured by certain eigenvalues of 
the Hessian of the cost) w ith increasing N .
2. Even when the finitely param etrised equaliser can a tta in  perfect equalisation (for 
certain  autoregressive channels) these local m inima still exist [21].
3. The dem onstration of the inadmissibility of these algorithm s emphasises the im­
portance of parameter initialisation [7] to avoid convergence to the spurious local 
m in im ajn troduced  under finite equaliser param etrisation.
4. For the BG R algorithm s it has also been established th a t the  popular center- 
spike initialisation can fail on a num ber of channels [30]. Analogous results for 
the G odard algorithm  are unknown.
E W G I w ith  U nim odal C ost
It is easy to  construct an example illustrating the inadmissibility of an EW GI algorithm  
with a specific unim odal cost under finite equaliser param etrisation. Therefore, the en­
tire class cannot be established as admissible. However, a subset of these algorithm s 
which adopt unim odal costs th a t are additionally convex in the equaliser param eters 
has been considered. It can be shown th a t the minimum of a linearly constrained con­
vex cost can identify a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting to an arb itrary  degree of 
accuracy w ith N  m ade suitably large [24]. This result exploits the fact th a t convex 
functions rem ain convex under linear constraints on its param eters. Also, the tru n ca­
tion of an infinitely param etrised equaliser to  a  finitely param etrised one is equivalent 
to  applying a series of trivial linear param eter constraints on the infinitely param etrised 
equaliser. Therefore, finitely param etrising the equaliser does not destroy the convexity 
property  of the  cost [29, 24, 26]. It can then  be concluded th a t an algorithm  based on a 
linearly-constrained convex cost function and deemed admissible assuming an infinite 
equaliser param etrisation will rem ain admissible when there is a sufficient though finite 
num ber of equaliser param eters. Therefore, such an algorithm  does not suffer from the 
local minima problem experienced by those algorithm s adopting nonconvex m ultim odal
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cost functions under finite param etrisation. To support this claim, it was dem onstrated  
in [24] th a t the algorithm  using the convex cost and constraint given by (3.4.12) is ad­
missible under a finite equaliser param etrisation [24]. T ha t is, the equaliser param eters 
are adapted  to an approxim ation of a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting with an in­
creasing degree of accuracy as N  is made large. Finally, note th a t the nonuniqueness 
phenomenon is still possible given th a t its underlying mechanism is independent of 
w hether the equaliser is infinitely or finitely param etrised.
3.5 S um m ary
We have described an im portant class of blind equalisation algorithm s known as mod­
ified error signal algorithms or M ESA's. From its ranks come most of the practical 
algorithm s th a t we have seen to date in the literature and in practice such as the 
Sato, BGR, Godard, and CMA algorithm s. W ithin this large class, we identified six 
categories of algorithm s. The six categories were formed from perm utations of three 
criteria, namely, w hether a unim odal or m ultim odal cost function is adopted, w hether 
an infinite or finite equaliser param etrisation is assumed in the theoretical development, 
and, finally, w hether the alphabet restoration or EW GI criterion of symbol restoration 
is sought by the algorithm . We recalled a highly desirable property of M ESA’s known 
as admissibility and then  based our evaluation of each subclass on this property.
Highlighting our findings, we developed results to indicate the inherent inadmissibil­
ity of the  subclass of alphabet restoration algorithm s adopting unimodal cost functions 
assum ing bo th  infinite and finite equaliser param etrisations. Most of the popular prac­
tical algorithm s such as the Sato, BG R , Godard, and CMA algorithm s were categorised 
under the subclass of alphabet restoration algorithm s adopting a multimodal cost func­
tion. We reported from the literatu re  pertaining to this class th a t m ost of the algo­
rithm s have been shown to be admissible assuming an infinite equaliser param etrisation. 
However, recent literature has unveiled the fact th a t, in the absence of a special pa­
ram eter initialisation strategy, all of these algorithm s possess the potential to converge 
to  a closed-eye equaliser param eter setting when the num ber of equaliser param eters 
is m ade finite. This degenerate behaviour arises because the finite param etrisation in­
troduces stable local m inim a as artefacts th a t do not correspond to open-eye equaliser
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param eter settings. Due to this local m inim a problem  under finite param etrisation, it 
can be concluded th a t all practical versions of these algorithm s are inadmissible. How­
ever, ra ther th an  being an overly pessimistic result, th is highlights the need to  develop 
special equaliser param eter initialisation schemes th a t can prevent adap tation  to  the 
undesirable local m inima.
We described a relatively recent alternative to the alphabet restoration criterion 
known as the equalisation without gain criterion (EW G I). A weaker criterion th an  the 
form er, we dem onstrated  how it arises naturally  out of the idea of linearly constraining 
the equaliser param eters. We also developed the result th a t algorithm s adopting th is 
criterion and a unim odal cost have the potential to be admissible. This is tied to  the 
ability of the cost to  be uniquely minimised by a particular zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
setting  unlike in the  class of alphabet restoration algorithm s using unim odal costs. We 
drew a tten tion  to  an algorithm  for real PAM systems [29, 24, 26] based on a convex, 
hence, unim odal cost w ith a simple param eter constraint th a t was shown to be adm is­
sible. Furtherm ore, we reported from th a t work th a t using convex cost functions have 
the added advantage th a t they rem ain convex under a finite equaliser param etrisation 
or any other linear constraints on the param eters. Therefore, it is impossible for these 
costs to  suffer from the local m inim a problem.
We also elaborated  on a nongeneric artefact of linearly constraining the equaliser pa­
ram eters to m eet the  EW GI criterion. The nonuniqueness phenomenon was identified 
as arising out of specific (nongeneric) combinations of the channel and param eter con­
s tra in t and having the potential in the  case of a unimodal cost to  lead to ill-convergence. 
However, due to its relatively low probability of occurrence, it was not considered a 
m ajor lim itation. This phenomenon will be seen in a more general and intuitive set­
ting later in C hap ter 5 where we provide a geometric in terpretation of the  mechanisms 
responsible. Possible m ethods to circumvent the nonuniqueness phenomenon when it 
does occur may involve the application of a dynamic constraint or special nonlinear 
constrain t as proposed in Chapter 6.
Finally, ranking nonuniqueness as a minor artefact, we conclude from our survey 
th a t the  subclass of algorithm s adopting the EW GI criterion and a convex cost seems 
to offer the best hope of yielding an admissible design th a t also retains its adm issibility 
under practical finite equaliser param etrisations. This property  makes this subclass
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considerably amenable to analysis. T ha t is, it allows the ideal convergence properties 
of the algorithm  to be analysed relatively easily in the infinite equaliser param eter space 
w ith the confidence th a t these properties can be approxim ated to an a rb itrary  degree 
of accuracy with a finite equaliser param etrisation. Analysis is also facilitated because 
convex costs result in global equaliser param eter convergence under a gradient descent 
scheme irrespective of the initialisation of the param eters.
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 summarises the classification and assessment of blind algo­
rithm s in the infinite and finite param etrisation cases.
Table 3.1: Admissibility in the infinite parametrisation case.
In fin ite  P a ra m etr isa tio n Unimodal Multimodal
Alphabet Inadm issib le: A d m issib le:
Restoration Undesirable manifold 
of equaliser param eter 
settings th a t realises 
the global minimum of 
the cost
[7]
Equalisation 
without Gain 
Identification
A d m issib le:
Nonuniqueness 
phenomenon observed 
for specific channels. 
[28, 29, 24, 26]
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Table 3.2: Admissibility in the finite param etrisation case.
F i n i t e  P a r a m e t r i s a t i o n Unimodal Multimodal
\
Alphabet
Restoration
I n a d m is s ib le :
As in case of infinite 
p aram etrisa tio n
I n a d m is s ib le :  
Even for sufficiently 
p aram etrised  
equalisers [30, 21 , 31]
Equalisation 
without Gain 
Identification
A d m i s s i b l e :
For convex functions, 
sam e as in case of 
infinite
p aram etrisa tio n
Chapter 4
Tow ards a G lobally C onvergent 
A lgorithm
Drawing on the observations from the survey of practical algorithms in Chapter 3 one 
relatively new yet promising class of modified error signal algorithms (M ESA’s) has 
emerged as one that may provide theoretically justified admissible algorithms, namely, 
those algorithms which adopt the equalisation without gain identification (EWGI) cri­
terion (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2) and a convex cost function. This chapter considers 
successive generalisations of an EWGI algorithm based on a convex cost and single­
parameter constraint originally proposed for real PAM systems by [29, 24, 26]. Our 
generalisations are intended to yield a design that is suitable for complex QAM sys­
tems. These generalisations attempt to illustrate that the subsequent development of 
our admissible algorithm in Chapter 5 is not based on ad-hoc methods, but rather a 
systematic approach that allows the algorithm to be analysed.
We begin, in Section 4.1, by raising the issues surrounding the design of a convex cost 
and linear equaliser parameter constraint that is suitable for QAM systems and adheres 
to the EWGI philosophy. In Section 4.2, we focus on the algorithm of [29, 24, 26] that 
was shown to be admissible for real PAM systems. Using simpler methods of analysis 
than those used by [29, 24, 26], we give insight into how the algorithm fulfills the desired 
features of the EWGI approach and consequently is admissible for the real case. Also, 
we give a trivial generalisation of the cost for QAM systems and highlight the reasons 
for its inadmissibility. In Section 4.3, we investigate another generalisation of the cost
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and constraint which we discover to be more suitable though applicable to a restric ted  
class of QAM constellations. Finally, we provide a sum m ary in Section 4.4.
4.1 A lg o rith m  D esign  P h ilosop h y
Here we discuss the philosophy behind the EW GI approach and highlight the  issues 
th a t m ust be considered for the design of a suitable cost and constraint.
In formalising why we desire a cost function th a t is convex in the equaliser param ­
eters we list the following reasons:
1. A convex cost function is inherently unimodal w ith a global m inimum  (in general). 
A local characterisation of the minimum applies globally. This facilitates the 
convergence analysis as, qualitatively, the convergence behaviour is independent 
of the initialisation of the equaliser param eters.
2. A convex cost rem ains convex under one or a m ultiple of linear constraints on 
the equaliser param eters. Furtherm ore, finite param etrisation of an equaliser 
is equivalent to  m ultiple simple linear constraints on an infinitely param etrised  
equaliser and, therefore, does not destroy the convexity property of the cost.
3. There is a  graceful degradation in the ability of the minimum of the cost to identify 
a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting as the num ber of equaliser param eters is 
decreased from infinity to some finite num ber [24].
4. It is m athem atically  convenient to  adopt a double-sided infinite-length param etri­
sation of the linear transversal equaliser because it perm its the exact m odeling 
of the double-sided inverse of a possibly mixed-phase channel {/i;}, i.e., zero-ISI 
equaliser param eter settings. However, any practical im plem entation m ust have 
a finite num ber of param eters. The use of a convex cost function thus allows 
the analysis of the convergence properties of the algorithm  assuming the conve­
nient infinite-length param etrisation with confidence th a t those properties will be 
retained to  an arb itrary  level of accuracy under a finite-length param etrisation.
The finite-length equaliser param etrisation we assume here is shown in delay oper-
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ator (z x) form:
N
z~ N £  0<2- ‘ (4.1.1)
i = - N
where 6 i  E C V i, and it is assumed th a t an adequate approxim ation of a zero-ISI 
equaliser param eter setting  is achieved when N  is large enough.
Given th a t a convex cost rem ains convex under a linear constraint on the param eters 
we adopt the following linear param eter constraint to achieve the EW GI objective.
OO
Re {c-i6i} = 1 (4.1.2)
t = — OO
where the constraint sequence {c*} consists of complex elements, c* E C V i, and ct 
denotes the complex conjugate of c*. Equation (4.1.2) can be expanded to show th a t 
the constraint is a  linear one in term s of the real and imaginary components of the 
equaliser param eters, namely,
OO OO
Re {c_i6i} = R e { c _ jR e { 0 i}  -  Im { c _ J  Im { 0 J
l =  —  OO t =  — OO
OO
=  Re { c _ J  Re{#i} +  Im { c _ J  Im { 0 J  =  1. (4.1.3)
i=  — oo
Note th a t  the form of the  linear param eter constraint in (4.1.3) is applicable to  the  case 
where the equaliser param eters {0;} and the linear constraint sequence {cj} consists 
of purely real elements such as th a t in a real PAM transm ission system. In th a t case 
(4.1.3) simplifies to
OO
Y ,  C-i°i =  1 (4-l-4)
i ——oo
where c ,^ ö, E R V i.
Also note th a t  we adopt a negative index — i w ithout loss of generality for the 
constraint sequence elem ents {c^} in the linear param eter constraint given by (4.1.2). 
This will facilitate the expression of the constraint in an equivalent convolution form 
used in C hapter 5.
We also assume th a t the  constraint sequence {c^} has finite support, i.e.,
C{ = 0, V |i| >  AT (4.1.5)
where N  represents the degree of finite param etrisation given by (4.1.1). This measure 
is taken to  ensure th a t the constraint is still m et when the num ber of param eters is 
m ade finite using the practical equaliser im plem entation given by (4.1.1).
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As dem onstrated  in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, the imposition of a suitable constraint 
on the equaliser param eters establishes a potential mechanism whereby the cost func­
tion can be m inimised by a particular zero-ISI setting. In order th a t such a desirable 
property  is realised, it is sufficient for the cost and constraint to align to the following 
ideals:
1. The constraint set, th a t is, the  set of all equaliser param eter settings th a t satisfy 
(4.1.2)
{Oi} Y  Re{c_;0;} =  1 (4.1.6)
i— — oo
m ust contain a t least one zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting.
2. If the constrain t set contains more than  one zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting, 
then  those zero-ISI settings m ust produce corresponding equaliser ou tpu ts of the 
form
Zfc 'Ya ^'Ic — A)  ^  ^ (4.1.7)
where the gain 7a E C depends on the delay A G Z.
The zero-ISI equaliser settings, therefore, have the form
0~{A) = IfAhi-A V i  (4.1.8)
where {/i;} is the  complex channel inverse impulse response.
O ur choice of a linear constraint (4.1.2) induces the following construction of the 
delay-dependent gain, 7a - Substitu ting the general form of a zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting  within the constraint set (4.1.8) into the param eter constraint 
equation in (4.1.2) we obtain
OO OO
Re {7a } Y  R e { c A - A} - I m { 7 A} Y  Im { c ^ - A} =  1. (4.1.9)
i= — oo i=  —oo
Note th a t the sum m ations in (4.1.9) depends on the linear constraint sequence 
{c;} and the delayed channel inverse sequence A _ a }-
For the real case, we substitu te  (4.1.8) into the real linear param eter constraint 
equation in (4.1.4) yielding
1
E S - oo^ A - a '
7 a (4.1.10)
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3. Ideally, the dependence of the gain 7 A on the delay A should be such th a t there 
exists a unique value of A for which D ( j a ) is a minimum, th a t is,
A ” =  a rg m in D (7 p) is unique (4.1.11)
where V{-)  is some appropriate measure of the m agnitude of the gain 7 A.
4. The cost function should be a monotonic increasing function of X>(7 A). Combining 
this property w ith the ideal dependence of the gain 7 A on the delay A implies 
th a t such an average cost function J ( - )  can be minimised uniquely by a particular 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting, th a t is,
0*(A ) =  arg min J{6 )  is unique. (4.1.12)
5. For QAM systems, 7 A may, in addition to its m agnitude, possess an unknown 
phase offset th a t represents a ro tation  of the open-eye diagram  at the equaliser 
ou tpu t relative to the original phase of the transm itted  symbols.
In the design and analysis of a suitable cost and linear constraint, it will be con­
venient to pose the linearly-constrained cost m inimisation problem in the combined 
channel-equaliser parameter space or t-space ( total parameter space). In the rem aining 
sections of this chapter we will make use of the  following t-space relations th a t we can 
recall from C hapter 2, Section 2.3. The t-space param eters are defined by the impulse 
response {t;} of the cascade of the channel {hi} and equaliser {Ö*}, namely,
OO
t k = hk * Qk = ^ 2  eih k-i, Vfc (4.1.13)
r=  —oo
where a * b denotes the convolution of the sequences a and 6, and ak * bk denotes the 
k th  term  in th a t convolution. The equaliser ou tpu t {zk} can be expressed in term s of 
the  t-space param eters as follows:
OO
zk = V k • (4.1.14)
i =  — oo
A m apping from the t-space param eters back to  the equaliser param eters {$*} is given
by
OO
6k = t k * h k = ^ 2  Vfc (4.1.15)
t=  — oo
where {hj} denotes the impulse response of the  inverse of the channel {hi}.
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4.2  M axim u m  D ev ia tion  C ost w ith  Single P aram eter  C on ­
stra in t
In this section, we reexamine a particular convex cost and simple linear constraint 
combination that we have already introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. It was originally 
proposed in [29, 24, 26] and intended for blind equalisation in real PAM systems.
\k(zfc) =  m ax|2 jk|, subject to 90 =  1. (4.2.1)
Wl
In those works, it is shown that the combination of (4.2.1) is admissible in the generic 
case (subject to an inherent nonuniqueness phenomenon for specific degenerate chan­
nels). However, only minor intuitive justification was given for the particular choice of 
cost. For real PAM systems, we refer to the cost in (4.2.1) as a maximum deviation 
cost.
Here, we show that the maximum deviation cost is compatible with our previously 
stated requirement that the cost be a monotonic increasing function of the magnitude 
of the gain 7 A. We also provide a formal proof of the admissibility of the maximum 
deviation cost and single-parameter constraint combination. The proof uses a view of 
the constrained cost minimisation in the t-space rather than the equaliser parameter 
space. Finally, we show that, our first naive generalisation of the constrained maximum 
deviation cost to the complex QAM case is inadmissible.
4.2 .1  A p p lication  to R eal PA M  System s
In the developments to follow we assume that we are dealing with a real PAM system 
with a symmetric alphabet of the form
A  =  { —M, — M +  2, . . . ,  —3, —1, 1, 3, . . . ,  M — 2, M j  (4.2.2)
One intuitively reasonable measure of the magnitude of the gain 7 A E R. for real 
PAM systems is simply the absolute value function, formally,
V(-) =  | - | -  (4-2.3)
The cost must be a monotonically increasing function of T>(7a) and, at the same 
time, explicitly depend on observations of the equaliser output z .^ Since the EWGI
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criterion in (4.1.7) relates the zero-ISI equaliser output to the gain 7 A, we use this as a 
starting point to devise an appropriate cost function. Rearranging (4.1.7) and taking 
the measure of both sides gives us the following relation:
£>(7a) =  ItaI =  7--^  v k (4.2.4)
|a f c-A|
At first glance, it appears impossible for any cost based solely on observations of the 
equaliser output, zk, to reflect, in a monotonically increasing sense, the measure of the 
gain because the gain is a ratio of the equaliser output at time k and a symbol delayed 
by an unknown amount A relative to the equaliser output. To solve this problem, we 
take the tact of devising a cost that takes on a particular value of \zk\ for which {afc} 
and hence |afc_A| can be deduced. We now demonstrate that the convex cost of (4.2.1) 
fulfills this requirement. Using (4.1.14), which expresses the equaliser output in terms 
of the f-space parameters {ti}  and the input symbol sequence {ak}, we have
m ax|2 fc|
{<**}
max
M
OO
Y t i a k - i  •
i =  — o o
(4.2.5)
By Assumption 2.1 in Chapter 2,
max \zk I 
{«*}
OO
Y  UM sgn(ti)
— OO 
OO
= « E  M (4-2.6)
i = — OO
where M  =  maxaG^  |a| of (4.2.2). That is, the maximum deviation of zk corresponds 
to the case where |afc| =  M  V k. Therefore we can construct the measure of the gain 
(4.2.4) as follows:
p (7a) =  “ ” <■>> M . (4.2.7)
Now, by simply rearranging (4.2.7), we obtain the proposed convex cost function.
max IzkI =  MT>(yA). (4.2.8)
{.M
Note that the proposed convex cost function is indeed a monotonically increasing func­
tion of the measure of the gain, P (7 A) (in this case linear in X,(7A)).
By our previous construction we have intuitively justified the maximum deviation 
cost of [29, 24, 26]. Furthermore, in those works, the admissibility of the maximum de­
viation cost and single parameter constraint combination (4.2.1) is established resulting 
in the following theorem:
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T heorem  4.1 (A dm issib ility) A double-sided infinite-length non-causal lin­
ear transversal equaliser with parameters {$;} operating on a channel with impulse 
response {/i;} and channel inverse response {hi}, driven by real data {afc} o f the 
PAM  type, and with parameter setting
o,i =  i p ,  (4.2.9)
hm
where
m  = arg max | hp \
p
subject to the constraint 0O = 1, minimises the blind convex cost
(4.2.10)
JM max 12 *I-wi
We rem ark about Theorem  4.1 th a t the cost is minimised by a zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting of the  form given by (4.1.8). To show this, we note th a t in order for 
the zero-ISI param eter setting to meet the constraint, 7a is determ ined according to 
(4.1.10). Substitu ting (4.1.10) into (4.1.8) yields
o:(A) A V i (4.2.11)
X)S-ooC-t^-A
The constraint 60 = 1 corresponds to the constraint sequence {c*} =  {5;}, i.e., the  
Kronecker delta  sequence, in the general linear constraint equation (4.1.4). Substitu ting  
th is constraint sequence into (4.2.11) and simplifying, we obtain
= V i.  (4.2.12)
h_ a
Therefore, we have arrived at the form of a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting given 
by Theorem  4.1 where A corresponds to —m  of th a t theorem.
In the next section, we provide a formal proof of Theorem  4.1 using a more general 
m ethod of proof than  th a t  of [29, 24, 26].
4 .2 .2  C onstrained  M inim isation  in th e  Total Param eter Space
The problem  relevant to  Theorem 4.1 is one of minimising a cost function subject to  a 
linear constraint in the equaliser param eter space. However, the  form of the cost does 
not lend itself easily to  expression as an explicit function of the equaliser param eters
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{6i] and, therefore, it is difficult to characterise the  minimum in the equaliser param eter 
space using general optim isation theory.
Here, we circumvent this difficulty by viewing the linearly-constrained cost m in­
im isation problem in the f-space. The advantage gained is the fact th a t both the  cost 
function and constraint can be expressed explicitly in term s of the f-space param eters 
and, therefore, the problem can be stated  as a conventional optim isation problem in the 
t-space. Particular {t;} of interest can always be transla ted  back to their representation 
in the equaliser param eter space by applying (4.1.15).
We have already seen in Section 4.2.1 th a t the cost of (4.2.1) can be expressed as 
function of the t-space param eters (4.2.6).
OO
J{6)  = J (t) =  max \zk \ = M  V  |t<|.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equaliser param eters {0*} and 
the corresponding t-space param eters {^} (given by (4.1.13) and (4.1.15)), we can 
use the forms J{6)  and J ( t )  interchangeably. As can be seen, the value of the cost 
for a particu lar equaliser param eter setting {$;}, hence a particu lar {£*}, is simply 
proportional to the lx norm of{t i}.  It should be noted th a t obtaining this form assumes 
th a t we are using a real PAM alphabet with m aximum  symbols ± M  and th a t all finite 
subsequences of the symbol sequence are probable (Assumption 2.1 of C hapter 2).
The constraint of (4.2.1) can be expressed in the  f-space using (4.1.15). Since
OO
6k  —  2^ h k - i U
t = — OO
then,
OO
00 =  £  =  1. (4.2.13)
i= —  oo
Next, we prove Theorem 4.1 by using our new view of the problem. The following 
lem m a is an interm ediate result on the l± m inim isation of an infinite-length sequence 
{ti} subject to  a linear constraint on the sequence elements. The proof of Theorem  4.1 
will subsequently make use of th is lemma.
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L e m m a  4 .1  A solution to the problem,
OO
minimize ^  |t;|
t =  — OO 
OO
subject to y  Citi =  1
i=  — oo
where ti5 Ci GR, has the form
l / c r, i =  r =  argmaXp \cp\
0, i /  r.
P roof: Define
OO
J ( t ) =  E  N > * =  {«<} (4-2.14)
i~  — oo
and let t* denote the candidate minimising sequence as follows:
r  = {  . . .  o t;  o . . .  } • (4.2.15)
Then, to satisfy the constraint,
(4.2.16)
Therefore,
m - h
(4.2.17)
Let the sequence, At, represent a perturbation of the candidate sequence such that
t* 4- A t satisfies the constraint, i.e.,
OO
y  Ci(t*+ a  ti) =  l ,
=  —oo
(4.2.18)
then it follows that
y  ciA u =  o.
i= — oo
(4.2.19)
The incremental cost is given by
A J  =  J [C  +  At) — |Atj| + ----- h A tr — — .
Cr Cr
(4.2.20)
Multiplying both sides of (4.2.20) by |c; | and simplifying gives
|cr|A J  =  ^  \crAU\ +  |1 +  A trcr| -  1
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> y^^CjAtj +  A t rcr
i^r
oo
=  ^ 2  cz Ati =  0
t =  —oo
where we have used (4.2.19) and the following facts: 
By our definition of r, \cr \ >  |c*| Vi, therefore
J2  |crAii| > Y^CiAti.
i^ r  i^ r
Also,
|1 *4*e| — l ^ e ,  € £ R.
We are now in a position to give a formal proof of Theorem 4.1.
(4.2.21)
(4.2.22)
(4.2.23)
I
P r o o f o f T heorem  4.1
Proof: We begin with the form of cost in the t-space given by (4.2.6)
OO
J ( 6 )  =  max |zfc| =  M  V  |t*|
i = - o o
where M  =  maxag^ |a|.
The constraint, 0o =  1, can be also expressed in the t-space using (4.1.15), yielding
OO
0o =  J 2  h-iU =  1-
i— — o o
(4.2.24)
The cost and the constraint are now in a form where Lemma 4.1 can be applied. In
this case,
t; =  <
l / h m, i =  —m, m  =  arg maxp \hp\ 
0, i ^  —m
(4.2.25)
or equivalently,
t* =  hi* 0* =  ——S(i +  m)
hm
(4.2.26)
which implies that
6' =  h , * }  5(i +  rn) =  hi +m.
1 h V ' h•I'm 'I'm
(4.2.27)
1
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4.2 .3  A p p lication  to  C om plex Q A M  System s
As a first naive generalisation of the admissible cost and constraint of (4.2.1) to the 
case of complex QAM alphabets, we simply interpret the “| • |” operation to be the 
complex modulus instead of the absolute value. Without any analysis, this generalisa­
tion naturally appears to be the complex analogue of (4.2.1). Since minimisation of 
this maximum modulus cost corresponds to forcing the eye-diagram to have a smaller 
uniform modulus, it seems suited for phase shift keying (PSK) constellations. However, 
the following result establishes the inadmissibility of this simple generalisation.
T heorem  4.2 Inadm issib ility  A double-sided non-causal linear transversal 
equaliser with complex parameters {$;} operating on a complex channel with im­
pulse response {hi} and channel inverse response {hi}, driven by symbols {afc} 
from a PSK-type symbol constellation, and with a parameter setting given by
h i+m
hm
where {hi} is the inverse of {hi} and
(4.2.28)
m =  argmax|h.p| (4.2.29)
fails to minimise the maximum modulus cost
J(0)  = max |zjt|
(M
subject to the constraint 60 = 1 and is therefore inadmissible.
Proof: Consider the case where the channel inverse, {hi} is such that the delay m in
(4.2.29) is not unique. Specifically, suppose that there are two delays m x and m2 such 
that
Ihmi I =  Ihm21 =  max |hp| =  g. (4.2.30)
In other words, the channel inverse {h*} has two identical peaks in magnitude.1 Then 
we have two zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings in the constraint set for 60 = 1 that
Jor Twin Peaks.
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p o te n tia lly  m inim ise the cost, namely,
0(D =  =  V i  (4.2.31)
hmi 9
0(2) _  v>. 
9
(4.2.32)
where </>mj =  -a rg j  G {1 ,2 } . The corresponding equaliser ou tpu ts  are
41’ =  hf,. * 0 ^  * a*. =  /ifc * fc+m' e * a*.
9
=  ------- -eJ^mi * Ok
9
_  Öfc+m, cj j mt
g
(4.2.33)
zk ]
_  ak+m2
9
(4.2.34)
and th e ir  associated cost func tion  values are
J ( 0 m ) =
W l p
(4.2.35)
=  —  
9
(4.2.36)
where M  is the constant modulus o f the PSK symbols. Note th a t the two candidate 
cost-m in im is ing zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings o f (4.2.31)-(4.2.32) correspond 
to  identica l values of the cost. We now consider a convex com bination o f these two 
candidate settings th a t is effectively between the two settings in  the param eter space, 
viz.,
0;(A) =  (1 -  A)0ta) +  A0t<2), V i  (4.2.37)
where 0 <  A <  1. Note th a t th is  convex com bination of param eter settings w ill always 
rem ain in  the constra int set as evidenced by the follow ing:
0o (A) =  (1 -  A)0<1} +  A0i2) 
=  (1 -  A ) ( l)  +  A ( l)  
=  1 .
The equaliser ou tpu t corresponding to  0(A) is
2t =
9 9
=  (1 -  A )—  +  A— e^ (fc)
9 9
[(1 -  A) +  Ae^'(fc)]e^'"M'
(4.2.38)
(4.2.39)
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where
~ firn-j ar§(afc+mj ) 5 j  £ {l}2}
and <f>'(k) =  </>^ 2 (fc) — By construction, we also require that
\(t>'(k)\ < 7r, V k.
(4.2.40)
(4.2.41)
Then the cost value between these two settings is given by
J (0 (A)) =  max \zk\ =  —  ( 1  -  A) +  \ e j4>' 
W 1 g
(4.2.42)
where <f>' =  <f>'{k) of the particular maximising symbol sequence {a*:}- Using the law of 
cosines to evaluate the modulus in (4.2.42) we obtain
J (6 (A)) =  y  [(1 -  A)2 + A2 -  2A(1 -  A)cos(0')]i (4.2.43)
which has a unique minimum value at A =  0.5, namely,
v7(0(O.5)) =  “ cos • (4.2.44)
However, since \<J>'\ < n we have that
J (9 (0.5)) < —  =  J ( S m ) =  J ( 6 m ). (4.2.45)
9
The equaliser output corresponding to the parametrisation, 0(0.5) may be expressed as 
follows:
Z k = A. [at+mie*-> +  a*+m)e^ ”’] . (4.2.46)
*9
Note that the form of (4.2.46) technically corresponds to that of a closed-eye parameter 
setting. Therefore, we have demonstrated inadmissibility in this case by showing that a 
closed-eye equaliser parameter setting achieves a lower cost than the zero-ISI settings. |
R em arks
1. Using a construction similar to that of the proof, the inadmissibility result can 
be proven for the case where the channel inverse sequence possesses an arbitrary 
number of identical peaks in the sense of (4.2.30). For example, if the channel 
inverse possesses three identical peaks then the resulting equaliser output will be
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of the form (4.2.46) but may consist of the sum of three terms corresponding to 
three adjacent symbols. Hence the corresponding eye diagram will be even more 
closed than that resulting from two identical peaks.
2. The proof of Theorem 4.2 assumes a rather rare condition of the channel inverse 
sequence possessing twin peaks (4.2.30). However, the result is still true for the 
more probable case in which the peaks are simply close in magnitude.
Instead of (4.2.30), suppose we have
1 | = max \hp\ = g (4.2.47)
\hmi\ = (i -  t)g (4.2.48)
where e G Kis small. Forming the two corresponding zero-ISI equaliser parameter 
settings in the constraint set we obtain
f  =
h i+ m ,  c i ^ m , 
9
,(2) h i+ m 2 j<t>i
* ( 1  ~ e ) g
(4.2.49)
(4.2.50)
Forming the convex combination 6(A) of 0(1) and 0(2) and evaluating the corre­
sponding equaliser output we obtain
(1 — A) -f
A
( 1 - e )
e j<t>'(k)
The cost for this equaliser parametrisation is
M
A)) =  -
9
(1 -  A) +
A
■ c * ' < J(6>(1)).
(4.2.51)
( 1 - e )
The cost J (0 (1)) has a unique minimum for some 0 < A < 0.5, specifically,
1 -  (T ^jcos(0 ')
(4.2.52)
A
1 + 1______ 2_(I“«)2 (l-€) COS ((f)')
(4.2.53)
We may illustrate the inadmissibility result by simulating a problem channel th a t is 
constructed so that its inverse has two peaks tha t are close in magnitude. The complex 
impulse response of the channel is shown in Figure 4-1 and the magnitude of its inverse 
impulse response is shown in Figure 4-2.
A simulation of our blind equaliser algorithm adopting the maximum modulus cost 
and single parameter constraint 60 = 1 was run for 4-PSK (QAM) symbols transm itted 
through the channel in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: The impulse response of the problem channel.
Figure 4-3 gives the eye diagrams of the channel and equaliser output after the cost 
is minimised. It can be seen that the equaliser parameters have converged to a closed- 
eye equaliser parameter setting. The evolution of the intersymbol interference and the 
maximum modulus cost over the iterations of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4-4.
As remarked, Theorem 4.2 establishes the inadmissibility of the maximum modu­
lus cost and single-parameter constraint for a class of channels whose channel inverse 
sequence possesses two or more peaks in magnitude that are approximately the same. 
We now investigate the case where we do not have such channels, he., the channel in­
verse sequence possesses a clearly dominant peak in magnitude and hence there exists 
a unique m  in (4.2.10). Using a method of proof similar to that of Theorem 4.1, it 
can be shown that in that case, the maximum modulus cost can be minimised by an 
equaliser parameter setting given by (4.2.28) and (4.2.29). However, if we retrace the 
first few steps of the previous proof assuming that we have a unique delay m, then we 
obtain the following expression of the equaliser output
_  a k + m  _  a k + m
M
where =  — arg(/im). It is clear from (4.2.54) that the equaliser output is free of ISI, 
however, it has a phase offset of 0m due to the phase of the hm. The eye-diagram of the
(4.2.54)
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Figure 4-2: The magnitude of the impulse response of the problem channel inverse.
Note that |/i(10)| = |(1 — e)h(9)| where c = 0.05.
equaliser output in this case will be rotated by this amount. Because of the inability of 
the equaliser to account for the phase offset, this makes necessary the use of a separate 
phase recovery stage following the equaliser and prior to the quantiser.
It is important to note that this phase offset is a result of the normalisation of 
the delayed channel inverse sequence by hm so that the constraint of 60 = 1 is met. 
Therefore, we see that it is the rigidity of the phase of 60 enforced by the constraint that 
is preventing the equaliser from being able to recover the phase offset. It may therefore 
be desirable to use a different constraint for complex QAM systems that allows the 
equaliser parameters to take on an arbitrary phase.
Figure 4-5 gives the eye-diagrams resulting from our 4-PSK simulation when the 
channel inverse has a dominant peak in magnitude. The complex channel (4.2.55) is a 
first-order real allpass channel with an added phase offset of 7r/4.
( 4 - 2 - 5 5 )
The corresponding ISI and cost evolutions are shown in Figure 4-6.
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4.3  M axim u m  C om p lex  D ev ia tion  C ost w ith  S ingle P a ­
ram eter C onstraint
In this section, we motivate the development of a cost and single-parameter constraint 
that takes into consideration the phase of the unknown gain factor 7 (4.1.7): a factor 
not considered in our naive generalisation of Section 4.2. We have found that fixing the 
phase of the constraint as in 90 =  1 prevents the equaliser from being able to recover 
the phase of 7.
As discussed in Section 4.1, we need to adopt an appropriate measure V(-) for the 
gain, 7A. For real systems, the measure P(-) =  | • | (4.2.3) is appropriate. However, it 
may be considered unsatisfactory for complex systems because it does not penalise the 
possible deviations in phase of 7A away from acceptable phase offsets which represent 
isomorphic rotations of the transmitted symbol constellation. For example, for most 
QAM constellations such as 16-QAM and 64-QAM, any multiple of n/2  is an acceptable 
offset.
To simplify the following development, we will assume that the QAM constellation 
is square. This implies that the constellation has symmetrical “corned points. For 
example, 16-QAM and 64-QAM constellations are square whilst 32-QAM is not.
D efin ition  4.1 (Square C onstellation ) A square symbol constellation A  is 
one where
±  M  ±  M j  E A, M  — max |jRe{a) | =  max |Jm{a} |. (4.3.1)
a C A  aC.A
A suitable measure of the gain in this context is
£>(7a) =  |Re{7A} I +  |Im{7A} |. (4.3.2)
Figure 4-7 gives a plot of T)(7A) as a function of arg(7A) where its magnitude |7A| is 
assumed to be unity.
The measure in (4.3.2) has minimum and maximum values as follows:
®(7a) =
for k E {0,1,2,3}. Therefore, it correctly penalises the deviations of arg(7A) away 
from the isomorphic rotations. We may follow the same procedure as in Section 4.2.1
Ita |,
\/2 |7 a |
arg(7A) = t
arg(7A) 7T kn
(4.3.3)
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to devise an appropriate cost function. Rearranging (4.1.7) as before and taking the 
new measure of both sides yields
£>(7z { ^ l } |  +  l I m { l  a k - A
Re{zt} Re { l ^ f p }  " Im{z‘} Im ( i ^ f p  }
O 'k -A+
2
R e { z t } I m { C T } + I m { 2t } R e { r a i }
7------- jr [|Re{zfc}R e {a fc_A} +  Im { zk} Im {afc_A}|
|öfc-Ap
+  |—Re { z ^  Im {ufc_A} +  Im { zk} Re {a*_A} |] . (4.3.4)
Now, we look at a particular form of the equaliser output zk at time for which |afc_A 
is known. One quantity that we can observe for which |a*._A| is known is
max |Re {z*.}j. (4.3.5)
{«*}
This becomes evident when we simplify (4.3.5) using the form of the equaliser output 
given in terms of the t-space parameters from (4.1.14) and using our square constellation 
assumption and Assumption 2.1 to perform the maximisation. Explicitly,
max |Re { zk} \
{ofc}
max
W1
Re \ ^  ^ t{ak—i
.i=  — oo
max
(M
OO
5 3  R e{tj}R e{afc_J  -  Im {tJ Im {a fc_i}
i = —oo
5 3  Re {t i } M  sgn(Re { t j )  -  Im { f j  (—Msgn(Im {U}))
i=  — oo
oo
M y  |Re {t*}I +  |Im{t»}| (4.3.6)
t =  — oo
where the maximising sequence {a£} is given by
a*k_{ =  M sgn(R e{tJ) -  jMsgn(Im { f j ) ,  V i. (4.3.7)
Substituting the maximising symbols of (4.3.7) into (4.3.4) yields
2>(7a )
1
2M
max |R e{2fc}|sgn(R e{ti}) -  Im { z k} sgn(Im {U})  
. W1
+ max |R e{zfc}| sgn(Im{t;}) +  Im { zk} sgn(Re {U})  
{<**}
1
2M
max |R e{2fc}| -  Im {2fc} 
. W1
+ max |Re {zfc}| +  Im { zk} 
{<**}
(4.3.8)
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where the imaginary part of the equaliser output is given by
OO
Im {zk} =  Y  Re{*i}Im {a£_J +  Re {a£_J Im { t j
i= — oo
OO
=  M Y  -R e { t i} sg n (Im {t i} )  +  Im {ti}sgn(R e{ii} )
i=  — oo
< max |Re {zk} \ . (4.3.9)
W}
Equality holds in (4.3.9) when
sgn(Re {ti}) =  — sgn(Re {£*}), V i, (4.3.10)
or equivalently when
Re {t i}  =  0, V i. (4.3.11)
Given the inequality of (4.3.9), the expression in (4.3.8) can be further simplified using 
the relation
|a +  6| -f |a — 6| =  2 max(|a|, |6|), a, 6 E R. (4.3.12)
The expression in (4.3.8) simplifies to
=  max(afc} lRe{zfc}| (4.3.13)
Rearranging (4.3.13), we obtain the following cost function which we call the maximum 
complex deviation cost.
max I Re {2*;}| =  M V{ 7a)- (4.3.14)
Wl
Note that the cost function is a monotonically increasing function of the measure of 
the gain V {7a).
Remarks
1. The maximum complex deviation cost of (4.3.14) is, in fact, one that has been 
proposed in [34] and found admissible for square QAM transmission systems. We 
have therefore justified its use using our design philosophy.
2. An alternative form of the equaliser output to (4.3.5) for which |afc_A| is also
known is
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Using the same method of derivation we can obtain an equivalent maximum 
complex deviation cost to (4.3.14), namely,
max |Im {zk}\ = M V ( j A). (4.3.15)
(M
We may therefore combine the costs of (4.3.14) and (4.3.15) to form
J (6 ) = m ax |R e{ 2 jk}| +  max |Im {2 fc}| (4.3.16)
{«*} {afc}
where, in general, the maximising symbol sequences for the real and imaginary 
parts of the equaliser output are different. This cost combination is also presented 
in [34].
A suitable linear equaliser parameter constraint for the cost of (4.3.16) (and of [34]) 
was proposed in [34], namely,
Re {0O} +  Im {0O} =  1. (4.3.17)
Unlike the constraint 60 = 1 the linear constraint of (4.3.17) allows the zeroth equaliser 
param eter to potentially possess a phase between — n/4  and 3n/4. Therefore, we would 
expect tha t this would allow the equaliser parameters to remove an arbitrary phase 
offset of a square symbol constellation. The following theorem on the admissibility of 
the combination of the cost (4.3.16) and linear constraint (4.3.17) was established in 
[34].
T heorem  4.3 A double-sided infinite-length non-causal linear transversal 
equaliser with parameters {$;} operating on a channel with impulse response {hi} 
and channel inverse response {hi} driven by complex data {afc} of the square type 
(or transformed to such via rotation), and with parameter setting
0i
hi+me^ 2
Rc  1  hjn) I "t" I Iltl 1  )  I
k e  {0, 1, 2, 3},
where
arg max j  |Re | ^ P| + |h n { /ip} |}  ,
subject to the constraint R e{80} + Im {80} = 1, minimises the blind convex cost
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The proof of Theorem 4.3 in [34] was complex and did not provide much general 
insight into the linearly-constrained cost minimisation problem.
4.3.1 C onstrained M inim isation  in th e  Total P aram eter Space
In a similar manner to Section 4.2.2, we present a proof of Theorem 4.3 by expressing 
the constrained minimisation problem in in the f-space. The proof derives the following 
expressions of the cost and constraint in terms of t-space parameters:
OO
J ( t )  =  2M£ |Re{4i}| +  |Im {ti}|
i~  — oo
and
OO
(he +  Im {S_j}) Re {£*} +  (Re -  Im {S-i}) Im {t{} = 1.
i=  — oo
We remark that the value of the cost for a particular complex sequence {£*} is the 
norm of a corresponding real sequence that consists of the real and imaginary com­
ponents of the complex sequence. The above expression of the cost is valid assuming 
that Assumption 2.1 holds as before and the symbol constellation is square. Noting 
the form of the cost and the constraint in the t-space, the following lemma gives the 
general solution to a constrained minimisation problem of that form. It is subsequently 
required by the proof of Theorem 4.3.
L em m a 4.2 A solution to the problem,
minimize ^  |Re {£;} | +  |Im {£;} |
{ U }  i = - ° °
OO
subject to y  aiRe{ti} + 6;Im{t;} =  1
i=  — oo
where ti G C and 6* G R has the form
where
i = r
1°. i r
l / a r , |ar | > |6r |
j /b r, |ar | < |6r |
r = arg max {max[|ap|, |6p|]} .
p
and
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P roof: Consider the sequence, E R, defined as
t'2i = Re {ti} , 4 + i  =  Im {U} , V i
and the constraint sequence, {c;},c; E R, defined as
A  ^  L W  *C2i — Uj? ^2i+-1 V
T hen, the  problem can be resta ted  as
minimize Y ,  |t '|
{(-} -=-°°
OO
subject to Y ,  C{t!i =  1
i= — oo
which is of the form of the real case (Lemma 4.1) and hence the result follows. 
Lemma 4.2 is now used in the following formal proof of Theorem  4.3.
P r o o f o f T heorem  4.3
P roof: For square QAM symbol sequences obeying Assum ption 2.1, the  equivalent
t-space representation of J(0)  can be derived as follows:
J(6) max |Re {zk} | +  max |Im {z*.} |{Ofc} W1
max
M
R c  s ^  ^ tjÖ/j — i
. t =  —OO
+  max I m l S  tiCLk~i
. i= — oo
max
M
OOY  Re { t j  Re {a*.-*} -  Im {^ }  Im {afc_i}
i= — oo
+  max 
W1
OO
Y  R e { ti} Im { a fc_i} +  R e { a fc_ J Im { t i}
i= — oo
oo
Y  Re {ti} M sgn(Re {U}) -  Im {*;} { - M sgn(Im {U}))
i =  —oo
+
OOY  Re {ti} M sgn(Re { t j )  +  Im {t{} M sgn(Im  {tj})
1= —OO
OO
2M Y  |R e{^}  I +  |Im {tj}  |.
i =  — oo
(4.3.18)
The constrain t, Re{#0} +  Im {#0} =  1 can be also expressed in the t-space. Since
OO
Re {öfc} +  Im {6k} =  Y  Re {hk-iU} +  Im
i—— oo
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then
OO
Re {0O} +  Im {#0} =  X^ R-e {h- iU}  +  Im = 1
i — — 00
00
X ] (Re +  Im Re { £ ,} + (Re { / ) _ * } - Im {/*_;}) Im {f;} =  1. (4.3.19)
i=  — 00
The cost and the constraint are now in a form where Lemma 4.2 can be applied. In 
th is case,
t: = t-m 1 =  ~ m
0, i 7^  —m
where
where
t -m
1 / (Re {Äm} +  Im { £ „ } ) ,  xL+ ) >xL-»
3/  (Re {^m} — i™ {^m}) > xL+ ,<xL-»
,(+ ) -
,(-)
R e { h m} +  Im | / i m|  I 
Re |^ m }  -  Im { S m}|
and
m  =  argm ax  |m a x  |jR e  | / i p|  +  1m | h p| |  , |Re -  Im
=  arg m ax | |R e  { ^ P}| +  |lm  {^P} |} (4.3.20)
or equivalently,
S{i + m ) /  (R e{/im } +  I m ( / im}) , x £ } >  X ^ }
jS(i  +  m)(  (Re {hm} -  Im { ^ m}) , xL+) < xL_)
t* =  hi * 9* = 
which implies th a t
e: =  l h i + m / (Re {hm} +  Im {£m}), Xm} > Xm] 
k Ä + m /(R e  {^m} -  Im {Sm}), xL+) < Xrrf)
h i + m e i k n / 2
Re{Äm} +|lrn{Sm}
where,
k =
0, whenever Re -. V • >  0 and Im - h m \ > 0
1, whenever Re - h m > >  0 and Im - h m \ < 0
2, whenever Re - hm > < 0 and Im « h m [ < 0
3, whenever Re - hm > < 0 and Im «'h m [ > 0
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I
Remarks
1. The proof relies on the particular form of the cost in (4.3.18) that allows the cost 
to be viewed as an li norm of a purely real sequence consisting of the real and 
imaginary components of the complex f-space parameters. Lemma 4.2 exploits 
this observation and is able to use the corresponding lemma for real sequences 
Lemma 4.1.
2. The particular form of the cost given by (4.3.18) is valid if both Assumption 2.1 
holds and the symbol constellation is square (see Definition 4.1).
3. The proof cannot be used in those cases where the constellation is not square. For 
example, the 8-PSK and 32-QAM constellations fail to be square because they 
do not have any maximal corner symbols. In these cases, the following condition 
exists:
j(t) max
{«*>
oo
51  Re {ti} Re {afc_< }-Im {^}Im  {afc_i}
i =  — oo 
oo
+ max
M
^2  Re{t,} Imfaji-i} +  Re {at _j} Im {^}
< 2  M  Y.|Re{ti}| +  |Im {t.}|
i = —oo
Therefore the explicit form of the cost in the t-space (4.3.18) cannot be used in the 
case of nonsquare constellations to formulate an equivalent li type optimisation 
problem that is readily solved. This presents a major difficulty in generalising 
our admissibility result (Theorem 4.3) for the maximum complex deviation cost 
of (4.3.14) or (4.3.16) to any practical QAM constellation.
4 .4  Sum m ary
Much of this chapter has been spurred by the development of an admissible algorithm 
for real PAM systems proposed in [29, 24, 26]. Unique to this development is the 
new criterion for equalisation adopted, namely, equalisation without gain identification
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(EWGI). Here, we have documented the preliminary work on the design and analysis 
of an EWGI algorithm suitable for QAM systems using a convex cost with a linear 
constraint on the equaliser parameters. We presented the work as a series of generali­
sations of the real convex cost and single-parameter constraint proposed in [29, 24, 26]. 
In the process, we introduced a cost design philosophy that followed from the EWGI 
approach and subsequently used it to justify the original work of [29, 24, 26] for real 
PAM systems and that of [34] for complex QAM systems. Our philosophy considers 
the issues relevant to the design of a suitable cost and constraint for QAM transmis­
sion such as the problem of the phase offset of the equaliser output. These issues 
supplement those that must be considered for real PAM systems. We also presented 
a simple method that permits a more straightforward analysis of the admissibility of 
an algorithm. The method involved expressing both the cost and constraint as explicit 
functions in the combined channel-equaliser space or total parameter space (t-space). 
This allows the problem of linearly-constrained cost minimisation to be viewed as a 
conventional optimisation problem. Viewing the problem in the f-space also has the 
advantage that an ideal zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting has the simple form of the 
Kronecker delta sequence.
Our first generalisation of the convex cost and single-parameter constraint of [29, 
24, 26] was proven inadmissible. From this naive generalisation, we identified the 
importance of designing the parameter constraint to allow the parameters to have 
some degree of phase freedom. Using our developed philosophy we motivated the next 
generalisation which was in fact proposed by [34]. It adopted a maximum complex 
deviation cost and a single-parameter constraint that allowed for phase freedom. We 
also provided a proof of its admissibility by formulating a t-space view of the constrained 
minimisation of the maximum complex deviation cost.
Despite its usefulness, the f-space analysis method assumes that the QAM constel­
lation is square and that all subsequences of the symbol sequence are probable. Thus, 
our tool cannot be applied without modification to the case of nonsquare QAM constel­
lations and in some channel coding scenarios where certain subsequences are prevented 
from occurring. Also the phenomenon of nonuniqueness was not discussed in a general 
light as it is attributed to the constraint and we have only considered specific single­
parameter constraints here. In the next chapter we will further generalise our results
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and in terpreta tion  of nonunique m inimisation behaviour by proposing an algorithm  
th a t adopts a maximum complex deviation cost and a general linear constraint on the 
equaliser param eters th a t is suitable for all practical QAM constellations.
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Figure 4-3: 4-PSK, channel of Figure 4-1. a) Channel output, b) Equaliser output 
after cost is minimised.
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Figure 4-4: ISI and cost evolution. 4-PSK, channel of Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-6: ISI and Cost evolution. 4-PSK, channel of (4.2.55).
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Chapter 5
M axim um  C om plex D eviation  
C ost w ith  G eneral L inear 
P a ra m e te r  C o n stra in t
In this chapter, we document the final generalisation of the equalisation without gain 
identification (EWGI) algorithm proposed by [29, 24, 26] to a form suitable for QAM 
transmission transmission systems. From our earlier generalisations of the convex cost 
and linear (single) equaliser parameter constraint in Chapter 4, we introduced the 
idea of viewing the linearly-constrained cost minimisation problem in the combined 
channel-equaliser parameter space or t-space. This rendered an explicit form of the 
problem that could be interpreted as a simple lx-type optimisation problem. Using this 
f-space interpretation we showed in a straightforward manner that a convex maximum 
complex deviation cost with a linear (single) parameter constraint [34] is admissible. 
However, a limitation to this approach is the necessary assumption that the symbol 
constellation be square. Without it the cost cannot be expressed in its simple h form. 
Furthermore, we identified that the nonuniqueness phenomenon, an artefact of EWGI 
algorithms, is due to particular, i.e., nongeneric combinations of the channel inverse 
impulse response and constraint. However, the phenomenon could not be understood 
in a general light because we assumed a specific (single-parameter) form of the linear 
constraint.
Our final generalisation here couples the maximum complex deviation cost of Chap-
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ter 4, Section 4.3 with a general linear constraint on the equaliser parameters. The 
highlight of this chapter is the introduction of a novel geometric framework whereby 
we use methods from convex analysis to pose the general linearly-constrained cost 
minimisation problem as one where an intersection is achieved between two geometric 
objects in the f-space, namely, a cost level surface (boundary of a convex polytope) 
and a constraint hyperplane. The former object is defined by the cost function and 
QAM constellation whilst the latter by the linear constraint sequence and channel im­
pulse response. Unlike in Chapter 4, the framework assumes an almost arbitrary QAM 
constellation. Our geometric view gives an intuitive understanding of the cost min­
imisation problem and allows us to readily prove the admissibility of the algorithm. 
The nonuniqueness phenomenon is also generally understood by looking at particular 
degenerate orientations between the cost level surface and the constraint hyperplane.
In Section 5.1, we formally present our blind equalisation algorithm based on the 
maximum complex deviation cost and a general linear equaliser parameter constraint. 
In Section 5.2, we formulate our geometric framework by defining the abstract notions 
of a cost level surface and a constraint hyperplane in the t-space and then determining 
their properties. Based on our geometric framework, we state our main blind equal­
isation convergence (admissibility) result in Section 5.3 and provide a succinct proof. 
We also give a simple geometric interpretation of the mechanism of nonuniqueness. In 
Section 5.4 we apply our geometric interpretation to study nonunique minimisation 
behaviour of the cost and constraint of [34]. We also demonstrate our understanding 
by constructing a channel that produces such behaviour. In Section 5.5 we introduce 
a prefilter formulation of a general linear constraint on the equaliser parameters that 
establishes a canonical representation of a general linearly constrained equaliser. It 
also illuminates the role that the linear constraint may have on achieving close to ideal 
convergence behaviour. Section 5.6 deals with the issue of correlation in the channel 
input symbols and its effect on the convergence of the equaliser. In Section 5.7 we 
present one possible implementation of our blind equalisation algorithm and briefly 
compare its complexity to the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) [11]. The effect 
of noise in the channel output on the convergence of the equaliser is briefly discussed 
in Section 5.8. We end this chapter with various simulations of our algorithms on a 
number of channels which demonstrate the convergence of the equaliser in the unique
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and nonunique minimisation cases as well as the case where channel noise is present.
5.1 P rop osed  G lobally C onvergent A lgorith m
Consider a stable, complex, linear, causal, and possibly mixed-phase channel with 
impulse response {h^}. The channel input symbol sequence {afc} is assumed stationary 
and comprised of symbols from an almost arbitrary QAM constellation A  that satisifies 
Assumption 2.1 and Assumption 2.5 in Chapter 2. The channel output sequence {x*.} 
can be expressed as
OO
•Efc — ^ ] hiQ'k—ii V k. (5.1.1)
t= 0
A linear transversal equaliser with parameters {0;} is placed in cascade with the chan­
nel. The equaliser output is given by
OO
zk =  52  V k (5.1.2)
t =  — OO
or alternatively
OO
Zk =  52  Uak-i, V k (5.1.3)
i— — oo
where {i*.} denote the total impulse response parameters given by
OO
tk =  Y .  eihkVfc- (5.1.4)
t =  — OO
The blind equalisation algorithm that we propose to update the equaliser parameters 
performs a (complex) stochastic gradient descent of the maximum complex deviation 
cost under a general linear constraint on the equaliser parameters, namely,
J{6) =  max Re { zk} ( =  max |Re { 2 fc} | ) (5.1.5)
W )  V W )  /
subject to
OO
^2  Re{c_i0i} =  l ,  Ci G C, (5.1.6)
i= — oo
where C{ denotes the complex conjugate of the constraint parameter C{. We take the 
right hand side of (5.1.6) to be unity without loss of generality. The maximum complex 
deviation cost is equivalent to its absolute value form as indicated by (5.1.5) because 
of Assumption 2.1 and Assumption 2.5. This is indicated by expanding (5.1.5) using
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(5.1.3) and then applying the assumptions, viz.,
J(0) = max Re {zk} — max E  Re{tiak-i}
W }  { a*}
OC
=  T  max Re{tiak_i}
. — ak- teA  
i=  —oo
oo
=  E max |Re {<,<!*._*} |
l = —  oo
= max |Re {zfc} |.
{<**}
(5.1.7)
(5.1.8)
We use the first form of the maximum complex deviation given by (5.1.5) because it 
will facilitate the later developments in this chapter. Note that the constraint (5.1.6) is 
a linear one in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the equaliser parameters, that 
is,
OC OC
E  Re{c_i0i}= E  Re{c_i}Re{0i} + Im { c j Im {0J = 1. (5.1.9)
i =  — oo i— — oo
The complex stochastic gradient descent is given by
6i(k + \) =  äi(k ) -ß^cJ(<>)O0; i £ Z, fi G R0=8(k)
(5.1.10)
where p is the update step-size parameter. Details about the implementation of our 
algorithm in practice will be treated later in Section 5.7.
5.2 G eom etric  Fram ew ork
In this section, we develop an abstract geometric framework in which the cost function 
J{0)  and QAM symbol constellation A  define a geometric object in the t-space which 
we call a cost level surface. It is parametrised by the value of the cost function and 
contains all t-space parameter settings that produce that value. We show that the cost 
level surface is the boundary of a closed and bounded set. This set takes the form of 
a convex polytope which is characterised by its elementary boundary points or vertices. 
The size of the polytope is determined by the cost value. We also define the notion of 
a general hyperplane in the t-space and the idea of increasing the size of the polytope 
(and hence the value of the cost) until it “touches” or intersects the hyperplane. The 
theorem of this section establishes the result that the intersection set must contain at 
least one elementary boundary point or vertex of the polytope. This abstract notion 
of the polytope touching the hyperplane will be interpreted later in Section 5.3 as the
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solution to the linearly-constrained cost minimisation problem when we consider that 
the linear constraint sequence and channel inverse define a hyperplane in the t-space.
5.2.1 G eom etric  C oncepts
In this section, we introduce the concepts that are necessary in the development of our 
geometric view of our blind equalisation problem.
We consider the i-space as a particular Banach space T  with generic element denoted 
by t G T . Specifically, we consider the space of double-sided infinite-length complex 
sequences with generic elements {U}, t E C ,  i E Z ,  equipped with the lx norm
OO
I |t ||i=  Y ,  W- (5-2.1)
i=  —oo
We assume that the notion of a compact subset of T  is familiar, meaning (as a 
consequence of the Banach space being a special case of a metric space) that such a 
compact subset is necessarily bounded and closed.
Next we require two related definitions pertaining to the definition of a hyperplane 
in the t-space.
D efin ition  5.1 (H yperplane) A hyperplaneTL excluding the origin is a subset 
o fT  and is given by
OO
H = { t e T :  Y  Re{C-iti} =  l}
i =  — oo
where {£_;} is a fixed complex sequence representing the normal” to the hyper­
plane.
D efin ition  5.2 (H alf-space) The half-space TL+ excluding the origin and 
derived from the hyperplane TL is given by
OO
H+ = { t e T :  Y l}-
t =  — OO
It is important to recognise that both definitions exclude the origin in the t-space. 
The reason for this will be made evident in the development of the geometric framework 
to follow. Also, note that the summation in the definition of TL can be viewed as a 
summation involving alternately the real and imaginary components of t as indicated
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by the expansion
OO OO
Re Re{£-r}Re{f,} +  Im{£_t}Im{f;} = 1 (5.2.2)
i =  —oo i — — oo
and, hence, accommodates the case where the elements of T  are double-sided real 
sequences.
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equaliser parameters 
{0j} and the f-space parameters {£,} as indicated by (5.1.4). Therefore, we will may 
equivalently denote the value of the cost for a given equaliser parameter setting J{0)  
in terms of the corresponding f-space parameters, namely, J{t) .
Finally, we define two subsets in the i-space that contain all t-space sequences whose 
corresponding cost values J{t )  are either the same or are bounded by the same value. 
Recall that the cost J{t )  that we adopt is defined by (5.1.5).
D efin ition  5.3 The set of all t-space sequences whose corresponding cost values 
J( t )  are bounded by some positive real number a is defined as
Va = {t G S\ J ( t )  < <*, a  E (0, oo)}.
The boundary of V a can be thought of as level surfaces of the cost function (when 
the cost is equal to a). Formally,
D efin ition  5.4 (C ost Level Surface at a ) The cost level surface at a is 
defined as
&Pa =  {t G S\ J ( t )  = a:, a £ (0, oo)} .
The cost function J(-)  in (5.1.5) involves a maximisation over all sequences {a*,} 
where ak G A, V k. Therefore, both Va and the cost level surface at a  depend on the 
geometry of the complex QAM constellation A.
5.2.2 C ost Level Surface as a B oundary o f a C onvex P o ly top e
In this section, we determine the basic properties of Va and its boundary or cost level 
surface dVa- In particular we establish that Va (for a fixed finite a) is bounded in the 
li norm. We also make the significant observation that Va is a convex polytope that is 
characterised by its elementary boundary points or vertices.
The following lemmas establish the boundedness and convexity of the set Va.
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L em m a 5.1 B ou n d ed n ess Under Assumption 2.5, Va is bounded and contains 
the origin.
Proof: Consider the following analysis on the cost function expression:
OO
J(t) = y  maxRe {fiafc_j}
. —' Clk-i l=  — OO
OO
>  y  € N >  e >  °
i=  — oo
where we have used (5.1.7) and Assumption 2.5 of Chapter 2. Hence for Va where 
J( t ) < a  we can infer
Furthermore, from the cost function expression in the f-space, J( t ) =  0 when t = 
{ . . . ,  0, 0, 0, ...}  so any Va, 0 < a < oo, contains the origin.
L em m a 5.2 C onvexity  Va is convex.
Proof: Consider
t =  (1 -  A)f(1) +  Af(2), A G [0,1], t (1), t (2) G VQ.
Then,
j ( t ) y  maxRe
i =  — oo
OOy max (1 -  A)Re j  +  ARe | 4 2)ajfc_ij]
i = — OO 
OO
< (1 — A) maxRe + AmaxRe
i — — OO
OO o o
=  (1 — A) y  m a x R e ltf ’a ^ j l  +  A y  maxRe {£-2)a*._j) =
ajt-i t J /—* aic-i t J
i=  — oo i — — oo
Therefore, VQ is a convex set. I
The following important lemma, corollary, and definition establish that the cost level 
surface at dVa can be characterised by sequences of a special form called elementary
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boundary points that also belong to the cost level surface. Specifically, Lemma 5.3 
develops the result that any sequence t belonging to the cost level surface can be 
expressed as some convex combination of a subset of elementary boundary points. 
Corollary 5.1 establishes that if a sequence t of the cost level surface can be expressed 
as a convex combination of a particular subset of elementary boundary points then 
any convex combination of those elementary boundary points will yield a sequence of 
the cost level surface. Given the properties established here and the boundedness and 
convexity of Va established by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we show that Va is a convex 
polytope.
L em m a 5.3 B oundary P rop erty  Any t £ &Pa can be expressed as a convex 
combination of sequences of the form
v £ dVQ such that vr
ßi, r = i 
0, otherwise
for some i £ 7L and ßi £ C.
Proof: Our cost has the following form in the t-space.
OO
J(t) = max V  Re{fiajfc_i} (5.2.3)
{«*} ■
l =  —  OO
Under Assumption 2.1, he., all sequences have nonzero probability, then the maximi­
sation over all sequences can be rewritten as a sum of scalar maximisation problems,
viz.,
OO
J{t) =  maxR e { t i a k - i } .*—' C l k - i
l ~  — o o
(5.2.4)
Let
=  max Re {^a}
a C A
(5.2.5)
whenever t £ dVa. Then from (5.2.4) we have
OO
Q ; h )  —  a
i ~  — o o
(5.2.6)
Further, by Assumption 2.5, > 0 for all i £ Z. Then we can give a simpler
expression for the boundary dVQ using (5.2.4). Multiplying and dividing by we
obtain
dVa =  £ «5 such that ^  ^ ^  max Re j a*-; j = . (5.2.7)
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If we let A» == /a ,  then
e  “* - < } = “ •
t=  —oo K v 7 7
Recalling the definition of cdl), we note
OO
E Ai =  i.  *.• > o.
t =  — OO
(5.2.8)
(5.2.9)
The form of (5.2.8) indicates that any t G dVa can be expressed as a convex combination 
of sequences in &Pa (i . e have cost a) of the form
Vr
a ti /a (t), r = i
<
0, otherwise.
(5.2.10)
I
We see from the proof of Lemma 5.3 that any t G dVa can be expressed as a 
particular convex combination of a subset of sequences of dVa that are of the special 
form given by (5.2.10). Note that t defines a particular subset of sequences of &Pa. 
The following corollary to Lemma 5.3 establishes that any convex combination of this 
subset of sequences will yield a sequence of dVa.
C orollary 5.1 Given any t G dVa, the convex hull of sequences
vr
a t i / a ^ , r = i 
0, otherwise,
where is defined by (5.2.5) in Lemma 5.3, is a subset of dVa.
(5.2.11)
Proof: In (5.2.8) we have that
max Re
a f c - i
( ( o L
H a (i)
ak-i > = öl
and, therefore, J(t) simplifies to
J( t ) =  o ^  = o.
(5.2.12)
(5.2.13)
This result implies that the sequence {A;} can be replaced by any sequence {A-}, A- > 0, 
such that
e  a; = i (5.2.14)
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without affecting the value of the cost. I
Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.1 establish that the cost level surface dVa can be char­
acterised by a subset of sequences of dVa of the simple form given by (5.2.10). Accord­
ingly, we make the following definition:
D efin ition  5.5 (E lem entary B oundary P oint) A point, v E dVa is an 
elementary boundary point of Va if it is of the form
Vi
ß, i = r 
0, otherwise.
for some r E Z and ß E C.
Given the simple characterisation of &Pa by its elementary boundary points and the 
fact that Va Is a bounded convex set, we say that Va is a convex polytope. Accordingly 
the elementary boundary points can be interpreted as the more familiar notion of the 
vertices of the convex polytope. Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.1 can also be interpreted 
as establishing that any point on the cost level surface must belong to an edge or face of 
the cost level surface. The notion that an edge or face (or higher dimensional analogue) 
is defined by a particular subset of the vertices of the convex poly tope is also supported.
5.2 .3  C ost P o ly to p e  T ouching a H yperplane
In the previous sections, we defined two important geometric objects in the t-space T. 
The first object is a general hyperplane that excludes the origin (Definition 5.1) and 
whose orientation is determined by the normal sequence {£_j}. The second is a cost 
level surface that is determined by the cost function and the geometry of the complex 
QAM constellation A. We established that the cost level surface is the boundary of a 
convex polytope that contains the origin and is characterised by elementary boundary 
points or vertices.
Here we note that the size of the cost polytope Va is determined by a. We intro­
duce the idea of inflating the cost polytope about the origin (by increasing a) until 
the polytope “touches” or intersects the hyperplane. We are guaranteed that there 
will be some finite nonzero size of the polytope a =  a* A  0 for which touching will
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occur because the hyperplane does not contain the origin. This touching condition is 
formalised by the following definition:
D efin ition  5.6 ( V a-FL Touching) Va is said to “touch” the hyperplane Fl 
when a  = a* such that
VQ‘ H K  /  0, and V a* fl Fi+ =  0,
i.e.,
a “ =  arg min jp «  fl Fl 7  ^ 0 | .
The following lem m a states the intuitive notion th a t the set of intersection between 
the cost polytope V a• and the hyperplane m ust be a subset of the boundary of the cost 
polytope, th a t is, a  subset of the cost level surface dVa•. It is subsequently required 
by Theorem  5.1.
L em m a 5.4 Let V a • and the hyperplane Ft touch. Then V a• DFL C dVa- .
P roof: Let t E V a> fl FI. Then either (i) J{t)  < a* or (ii) J{t) = a*. If (i) is true,
then  J(t)  = a ' , i.e., t E P a» for some a ' < a*. This contradicts the fact th a t  a* is the  
m inim um  such a  for which the conditions hold. Hence (ii) is true => t E &Pa* •
The next theorem  is crucial to  the geometric view of the linearly-constrained cost 
m inim isation problem  developed in the next section. It simply states th a t when the 
cost polytope and the hyperplane touch, the intersection set m ust contain a t least one 
elem entary boundary point or vertex. This is an intuitive result as we can envision the 
polytope touching the hyperplane on a point (a single vertex), an edge (the convex hull 
of two vertices) or a face (the convex hull of more than  two vertices) of the polytope. 
The type of the intersection set depends on the orientation of the hyperplane or, in 
o ther words, on its defining normal sequence {£-;}.
T heorem  5.1 Let V a> and the hyperplane Fl touch. Then V a* fl FL contains at 
least one elementary boundary point.
P roof: Let t E V Q* fl Fl. Then, by Lemma 5.4, t E dVa*. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, t
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can be expressed as a convex combination of sequences E dV a> of the form
„(0 =  I r = l
0, otherwise
for i E X C Z and /3* E C. Let the set C be the convex hull of V =  {u(l) | i E 1} 
and, therefore, t E £ . By Corollary 5.1, C C dV a>. Also, C fl V a* Pi Li ^  0 which 
implies one of two possibilities: (i) C C V a* fl Li or (ii) C (jL V a* fl H . Condition (ii) 
=$► 3 t' E C C %+ => “Pa . fYH+ ^  0 which is in contradiction to the condition for touching 
hence condition (i) is true. Since V C C then condition (i) =>■ v E V a* fYH, V i E l .  I
5.3 G eom etr ic  V iew  o f L inearly-C onstra ined  C ost M in ­
im isa tion
The geometric framework established in Section 5.2 provides us w ith the abstract notion 
of a cost level surface in the f-space. The cost level surface dV a defines the boundary 
of a convex polytope in the t-space whose size is determ ined by a. It is characterised 
by its elementary boundary points or vertices. The framework introduced the notion of 
expanding the polytope (and hence increasing the value of the cost <a) until it intersects 
a general hyperplane in the f-space. The im portant result of th a t section is Theorem  5.1 
which establishes th a t the intersection set m ust contain at least one vertex. The result 
agrees w ith the intuitive notion th a t the polytope m ust touch the hyperplane on a 
vertex, an edge or a face of the polytope.
Here we show th a t the channel inverse and linear param eter constraint sequence 
can be form ulated as a constraint hyperplane in the t-space of the form given by Defi­
nition 5.1. We also make the observation th a t an elem entary boundary point or vertex 
corresponds to a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting. We then  interpret the abstract 
notion of touching or intersecting w ith the constraint hyperplane as corresponding to  
finding the minimum cost a  = a* under the linear param eter constraint. We apply 
Theorem  5.1 of Section 5.2 to establish th a t the intersection set, and hence the set of 
cost-minim ising i-space param eter settings th a t meet the constraint, m ust contain a t 
least one t-space param eter setting th a t  corresponds to a zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
setting. This forms the basis of our subsequent blind equalisation convergence result.
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5.3.1 Linear C onstraint as a H yperplane
Here we show that the channel inverse {hi} and the linear parameter constraint sequence 
M  define a hyperplane in the t-space of the form given by Definition 5.1. Starting 
from the linear equaliser parameter constraint given by (5.1.6), we we may reexpress it 
using our convolution notation as follows:
OO
Y  Re{c_,fl,} =  Re{ö„ * 0o} =  1. (5.3.1)
i=  — oo
Next, we recall the following identity which relates the equaliser parameters to the 
equivalent t-space parameters:
6k =  hk * t k, V k. (5.3.2)
Using (5.3.2) to express 6k in terms of the f-space parameters t k in (5.3.1) we have
Re {c0 * 00 } =  Re |c 0 * h0 * to }
=  Re {£0 **0 }
OO
=  Y  ReU’- . i .}  =  1 (5.3.3)
i=  — oo
where
Z =  c* h . (5.3.4)
Note that the constraint hyperplane of (5.3.3) is precisely in the form of the hyperplane
defined by Definition 5.1. The orientation of the constraint hyperplane is governed by 
the normal sequence {£_*} whose complex conjugate is the convolution of the complex 
conjugate of the linear parameter constraint sequence {c*} and the channel inverse 
impulse response {hi} as indicated by (5.3.4).
With our geometric interpretation of the linear parameter constraint of (5.1.6) as 
a constraint hyperplane in the t-space T, we may reinterpret the abstract notion of 
the cost polytope touching the constraint hyperplane. Namely, the process of inflating 
the cost polytope Va (increasing a) until it touches the constraint hyperplane, he., 
a  =  a*, can be interpreted as increasing the cost value a  until the linear parameter 
constraint is satisfied. This corresponds to finding the minimum a* of the linearly- 
constrained cost function. The intersection set in the t-space defines a corresponding 
set of equaliser parameter settings that simultaneously minimises the cost and satisfies
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the constraint. As we have already noted by applying Theorem  5.1, this intersection 
set can be an elem entary boundary point or an edge or face of V a* which are defined 
by two or more elem entary boundary points. In the next section, we note th a t our 
notion of the elem entary boundary point or vertex corresponds to an ideal equaliser 
param eter setting and subsequently derive a blind equalisation convergence result.
5.3.2 B lind  E qualisation  C onvergence R esu lt
Let us reconsider the  form of an elementary boundary point v E dVa , th a t is,
Vi
ß, * =  r
0 , otherwise
(5.3.5)
for some r  E Z and ß  E C. We now make the simple observation th a t an elem entary 
boundary point or vertex of &Pa corresponds to a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting. 
Recall from our blind equalisation problem statem ent in C hapter 2, Section 2.5 th a t 
the following form of a  t-space sequence corresponds to a zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
setting.
t k =  7 <Sfc-A, Vfc (5.3.6)
where 7 E C and 5k- a is a Kronecker delta  sequence with the single nonzero term  
a t k = A, A E Z. Therefore, it can be seen th a t all elem entary boundary points 
correspond to zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings where ß — 7 and r = A.
Coupling this result w ith those of the previous section we conclude th a t when the 
cost polytope touches the constraint hyperplane, the intersection set is either a single 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting, an edge defined by two zero-ISI settings or a face 
defined by more th an  two zero-ISI settings. From this we conclude th a t the convex 
cost function of (5.1.5) subject to  the linear equaliser param eter constraint (5.1.6) is 
minimised by a t least one zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting. Figure 5-1 illustrates 
the geometric view of the linearly-constrained cost m inim isation problem.
O ur conclusions are summ arised by the following theorem . Given the geometric 
view established here, the subsequent proof is relatively short.
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hyperplane constraint
cost level surface ^p
J(t)=a /
O vertices correspond to zero-ISI equaliser 
parameter settings
Figure 5-1: Geometric view of the linearly-constrained constrained cost minimisation 
problem.
T heorem  5.2  C onvergence R esu lt Given a channel input of {afc} that satis­
fies Assumption 2.1 and consists of symbols from a complex QAM  constellation A  
that satisfies Assumption 2.5. Consider an equaliser with parameters {#*} and out­
put {-Zfc}. Then, the minimisation of the constrained blind equalisation algorithm 
criterion defined by
J (6) = max Re {zk} I =  max |Re{zjfc}|
{« * }  V {« (J
subject to
OO
Y ,  Re {£_;«;} =  1, c , 6 C ,
i— — oo
is achieved by an equaliser parameter setting corresponding to zero ISI.
Proof: Identify Va with the set t G T  such that J ( t) < a  and the constraint
hyperplane with
OO
5Z Re {£-**;} = 1
i=  —oo
corresponding to the constraint on the equaliser parameters expressed in the t-space 
T . Then by Theorem 5.1 the minimum cost is achieved by an elementary boundary
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point of Va when a =  a*. Since an elementary boundary point must be of the form
o, o, ß, o, o, . . . } e r ,
he., in the f-space, then this corresponds to zero ISI (since there is only one nonzero 
component in the rth  position) and perfect equalisation up to a constant complex factor
L  = ß- I
R em arks
1. The result is independent of the particular constraint chosen (provided the cor­
responding hyperplane does not pass through the origin). Similarly, if a fixed 
prefilter is used in the equaliser structure then again the result is valid.
2. Generically, the intersection set Va* fl7h is a single point in which case the mini­
mum is achieved uniquely at an elementary boundary point of Va. which corre­
sponds to a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting.
3. Nongenerically, it is possible that Va> fYH is an extended compact set (e.g., an edge 
or face of Va) in which case the minimum is achieved nonuniquely. Geometrically 
this corresponds to V a > having a flat boundary parallel to the hyperplane.
4. The result is largely independent of the QAM constellation geometry (provided 
Assumption 2.1 and Assumption 2.5 hold). However, the geometry does affect the 
particular value of the complex gain factor ß  and its position r in the elementary 
boundary point sequence that minimises the cost.
Hence, generic minimisation is easily understood in terms of a single-point intersec­
tion between the cost boundary and the hyperplane. As this single point corresponds 
to a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting, then this qualifies our algorithm as admissi­
ble. However, nongeneric minimisation, that is, minimisation achieved on a compact 
set, depends on a more intricate relationship between the cost boundary and a partic­
ular orientation of the hyperplane. In the next section we will construct an example of 
nonunique minimisation by orienting a constraint hyperplane parallel to a flat boundary 
of Va♦ with a known simple structure.
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5.4 Nonunique M inimisation Revisited
A globally convergent blind equalisation algorithm for QAM systems based on the 
minimisation of the maximum complex deviation cost function under a simple single­
parameter constraint was introduced in [34] and examined in Chapter 4, namely,
J(6) =  max |Re {zfc}| (5.4.1)
Wl
subject to
Re{0o} +  Im{0o} =  l. (5.4.2)
Here, we revisit this cost and constraint and interpret them within our new geo­
metric framework to gain further insight into the generic and nongeneric convergence 
properties.
5.4.1 G eom etric V iew  under th e  Square C onstellation  C ase
As we have already noted, the cost (5.4.1) is equivalent to our maximum complex 
deviation cost given by (5.1.5). In [34], a square constellation (e.g. 4-QAM, 16-QAM) is 
assumed in order to simplify the analysis. Using this assumption and Assumption 2.1, 
the cost (5.4.1) may be simplified and expressed in the following convenient i-space 
form:
OO
J(t)  =  M  V ' I Re {ti}\ +  |Im { t i } \ , M =  max Re{a} =  max Im {a}. (5.4.3). {a€.A} {a€.A}
i=  — oo
The single-parameter constraint (5.4.2) can be expressed in our framework in the form 
of the general linear constraint given by (5.1.6) where the constraint sequence, {cd , is
Ci =  (l +j)&i,  i € Z  (5.4.4)
where j 2 =  — 1. By (5.3.4), the constraint sequence {c;} and channel inverse impulse 
response {/ij} define the normal {£;} of the corresponding constraint hyperplane in the 
t-space:
f  =  c* h
=  (1 - j ) h . (5.4.5)
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S ubstitu ting  (5.4.5) into (5.3.3) and expanding gives the following equation of the 
constraint hyperplane in the t-space.
OO
y :  (Re +  Im Re {^} 4- (Re { ^ -i}  -  Im {ft} =  1. (5.4.6)
i — — oo
The cost level surface &Pa can be constructed using (5.4.3) and is given by
M  ^  |Re{^}| +  |Im{*i}| =  a \  (5.4.7)
i =  — oo )
E quation (5.4.7) defines the boundary of an li ball V a which is a convex polytope. 
This becomes evident if we trea t the real and imaginary parts of U as separate real 
com ponents in the space of real sequences. The size of the lx ball is determ ined by a.
Then, according to  Theorem  5.1 and Theorem  5.2, if we inflate the lx ball (increase 
c*) until it touches the constraint hyperplane (5.4.6), then th is will occur a t a  = a*. 
Upon touching, there exists at least one zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting w ith the 
£-space form, v =  { . . . ,  0, ß, 0 , . . . }  G dVa, in the intersection set giving a m inimum  cost 
of
J(v) = M ( |R e {ß}  I +  |Im {ß} |) =  a*. (5.4.8)
Since dVa> is the boundary of an lx ball w ith vertices, edges, and faces, we may divide 
the natu re  of the intersection set into two cases. In the generic case, the lx ball V a• 
will touch the constraint hyperplane at a  vertex and hence a single zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting. In the nongeneric case, the lx ball will touch the hyperplane on 
either an edge or face, or, in other words, a compact set th a t is determ ined by the 
convex hull of two or more zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings.
5.4.2 A D egen erate  O rientation o f th e  H yperplane
To illustrate  the nongeneric case, consider two vertices E dVa> of the form:
^ (1) =  <
i = r x 
otherwise
=> J ( v (1)) =  a (5.4.9)
(2)v\ =  ^
0 ,
i = r2 
otherwise
=> J ( v {2)) = a (5.4.10)
where a  G M, rx ^  r 2. A convex combination
v\ = (1 — A)i>(1) +  Atr(2), 0 < A < 1 (5.4.11)
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defines an edge of dVa as the following calculation shows:
J(vx) = M  [|Re{(l -  A)a}| +  |Im {(l -  A)a}| +  |Re{Ao:}| +  |Im{Ao:}|] 
=  (1 — A)o: -I- Ao:
=  a.
To achieve nonunique minimisation, we must orient the constraint hyperplane (5.4.6) 
such that the above edge is contained in the intersection set of the hyperplane and Va 
under a touching condition. Substituting (5.4.11) into (5.4.6) and simplifying we arrive 
at
h'ri (1 -  A)a +  h'r2\a  = 1 (5.4.12)
where
h'r = Im {^-r} +  Re {^-r}  , r € {rl t r 2}.
Thus, the constraint of (5.4.6) in this case reduces to a constraint on the elements of a 
transformed channel inverse sequence {h '}. Solving for the cost value a  we have
a =  —---------—-----—— . (5.4.13)
Equation (5.4.13) makes explicit the conditions on {h[} sufficient to cause nonunique 
minimisation. First, a  must be invariant to A for A E [0,1]. This implies that to achieve 
nonunique minimisation,
h'r — h' =  max /i' > 0. (5.4.14)
Equation (5.4.14) implicitly gives a condition of the channel inverse sequence that 
leads to nonunique minimisation under the single-tap constraint. An example of such 
a channel expressed in its inverse form is:
hi =
0.8 +  0.2j, i = 0 
0.4 -1- 0.6j, 2 — 1
0, otherwise
(5.4.15)
where, in this case, r1 = 0 and r2 =  1 and maxi€Zh' =  1. We will verify by simulation 
that the channel of (5.4.15) causes nonunique cost minimisation to occur in Section 5.9.
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5.5 P refilter  R ep resen ta tion  o f  Linear C onstra in t
Here we dem onstrate the equivalence relations between a general linear constraint on 
the equaliser param eters and a system which uses a fixed linear prefilter prior to the 
equaliser which is subject to an equivalent constraint.
A prefilter equaliser cascade is shown in Fig.5-2 where the prefilter represents a fixed 
linear filter w ith impulse response {p*}, Pi E C. We assume th a t the Z-transform  of {p^} 
has no zeros on the unit circle. The equaliser param eters are constrained according to
prefilterchannel equaliser
Figure 5-2: Prefilter-Equaliser Arrangement
(5.1.6) or expressed more succinctly in convolution notation, z.e.,
R e{c0 *0O} =  1. (5.5.1)
At th is point we rem ark th a t there is nothing particularly significant about taking the 
real p a rt ra ther th an  the imaginary part or even more generally a linear com bination of 
the real and im aginary parts in this expression for the constraint. The significant point 
is th a t it represents a projection onto one component (direction) of the two dimension 
(complex) space. This notion is degenerate for purely real systems in which case the 
taking the real part is superfluous.
To establish the equivalence result, let {</>;} denote the impulse response of the 
cascade of the  prefilter and equaliser, namely,
<h = P k * 0 k , V A:. (5.5.2)
The cascade can be interpreted  as an augmented equaliser w ith param eters {<&}. How­
ever, our linear equaliser param eter constraint in (5.5.1) is in term s of the original 
equaliser param eters {$*}. To find an equivalent representation of the  constraint in 
term s of the augm ented equaliser param eters {</>;} we apply a convolution to both  sides
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of equation (5.5.2) with the inverse of the prefilter response which we denote by {p*}. 
This operation yields
0k=Pk*<t>k, V k (5.5.3)
where we use the following general property of an inverse:
Pk*Pk = h ,  V k (5.5.4)
where {5k} is the Kronecker delta sequence. Finally, we substitute the expression of 6k 
in (5.5.3) into the linear parameter constraint equation of (5.5.1) to obtain
Re {(c0 * po) * 0O} = 1. (5.5.5)
Figure 5-3 illustrates the new configuration of the channel and augmented equaliser. 
The systems of Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 represent equivalent systems in that the total 
impulse responses of both systems (between the channel input and equaliser output) 
are identical.
channel equaliser
Figure 5-3: Equivalent Constraint Arrangement.
Furthermore, the effective linear constraints that the two systems impose on the 
total impulse response {tk} are identical. To see this, we refer to original prefilter 
equaliser configuration of Figure 5-2. The total impulse response is given by
tk = hk * Pk * 0fc, V fc. (5.5.6)
We may express the equaliser parameters {#;} in terms of the total impulse response 
by convolution of both sides with the inverses of the channel and prefilter responses, 
namely,
0k = hk *Pk* t k, V k. (5.5.7)
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The equaliser param eters given by (5.5.7) are constrained according to (5.5.1). Substi­
tu ting  (5.5.7) into (5.5.1) we obtain
R e{ (c0 * Jio *p0) * *o} =  1. (5.5.8)
The to ta l impulse response of the configuration in Figure 5-3 is
t k = h k *<f)k, V k .  (5.5.9)
The augm ented equaliser param eters can be expressed in term s of the to ta l impulse 
response as follows:
<Pk = h k * t k, V k. (5.5.10)
The augm ented equaliser param eters given by (5.5.10) are constrained according to 
(5.5.5). Substitu ting (5.5.10) into (5.5.5) we obtain
Re I  (c0 * p 0 * ^o) * *o} • (5.5.11)
Therefore, we have shown th a t the configurations of Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 im­
pose the same constraint on the to ta l impulse response param eters and therefore are 
equivalent representations.
We can show the equivalence between apparently different systems more conve­
niently by setting up the following notation:
[p; c] -<==> prefilter p, equaliser 0, subject to Re {c0 * 0o} =  1 (5.5.12)
where p  and c represent the prefilter impulse response {p;} and constraint sequence 
{ct}. Therefore the equivalence established between Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 can be 
succinctly represented by
[h * p-,c\ = [h-,p * c] . (5.5.13)
Using th is notation we can simply derive other equivalent channel, prefilter and 
equaliser configurations. One im portan t relation derived from (5.5.13) in effect provides 
the  canonical representation of a channel and constraint combination:
[h\gS\ = [h\gc*  c] =  [h * c ;p c ], g e  C. (5.5.14)
The relation (5.5.14) implies th a t, w ithout loss of generality, the com bination of a 
channel { h k} and single equaliser tap  constraint {g5k} can be regarded equivalent to
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a combination of another channel h'k =  hk * c*., V k and a constraint {gc*.} on the 
equaliser. The decomposition, 8k = ck * c*., is arbitrary and hence the channel/single­
tap constraint combination can be considered a canonical representation of a class of 
equivalent channel/constraint combinations. To illustrate this relationship, Figure 5- 
4 gives an arbitrary channel/constraint combination and its corresponding canonical 
representation. Note that we have reverted to using 6 to denote the parameters of the 
equivalent equaliser without loss of generality.
equaliserchannel 
hk * ck
a)
channel equaliser
b)
Figure 5-4: a) A channel/constraint combination where the sequence je*;} is arbitrary, 
b) The corresponding canonical representation.
Finally, consider the situation in Figure 5-2 and 5-3 when c =  g8, a single-parameter 
constraint, and p =  h. Then we have the following equivalence:
[h;gh]=l8;g6\  (5.5.15)
Equation (5.5.15) indicates that a channel-equaliser pair where the equaliser utilises 
a constraint of gh is equivalent to a fully equalised channel with an equaliser under a 
single parameter constraint. This implies that the equaliser need only zero all of its free 
parameters: a task that can be accomplished by any simpler even convex function such 
as a quadratic. The constraint of gh is thus “optimal” in some sense with the added
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benefit th a t nonuniqueness is avoided. This result forms the basis of an adaptive linear 
constraint strategy which is discussed in C hapter 6. Figure 5-5 illustrates a channel- 
equaliser com bination with the “optim al” linear constraint on the equaliser param eters 
and the equivalent configuration where there is no ISI.
channel equaliser
a)
equaliser
b)
Figure 5-5: a) A channel and equaliser configuration with an “optimal” linear con­
straint on the equaliser parameters, b) An equivalent representation with no channel.
5.5.1 A n Equivalent N on-G en eric C h an n el/C on stra in t C om bination
From  the discussion in Section 5.5, the nongeneric channel/single-tap constraint combi­
nation constructed in Section 5.4.2 is a canonical representation of a class of nongeneric 
channel/constra in t combinations. Using the equivalence relation given by (5.5.14), an 
a rb itra ry  equivalent channel/constrain t representation can be generated from this chan­
nel and single-tap constraint and an arb itrary  constraint sequence {r^} as follows:
[ h\ ( 1 +  j)5] = [h-1( l + j ) r * r \  = [ h * r ; ( l +  j)r]
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and hence
ft<equ iV) = K*r„ cf quiv) =  (l +  j> ,.  (5.5.16)
In other words, we would expect the above channel/constraint pair to also cause 
nonunique minimisation behaviour. This will be confirmed by simulation in Section 5.9.
5.6 Effect o f  Sym bol C orrelation  on P aram eter  C onver­
gen ce
In our characterisation of the cost level surface in Section 5.2.2 we used Assumption 2.1 
to prove Lemma 5.3. This lemma establishes the property that any point on the bound­
ary of the cost level surface can be expressed as a convex combination of what we later 
define as elementary boundary points of the cost level surface. These elementary bound­
ary points or vertices of the cost level surface correspond to zero-ISI equaliser parameter 
settings. Generally, the cost level surface will touch the hyperplane constraint at one 
of these points and this corresponds to global minimisation of the cost by a zero-ISI 
equaliser parameter setting. Up to this point, we have not yet considered the effect 
that violating Assumption 2.1 has on the boundary property of the cost level surface 
and hence the overall effect on the convergence of the equaliser parameters.
In this section, we look at a particular type of symbol correlation and study its effect 
on the convergence of blind equalisation algorithms which adopt a cost of the form of 
the maximum complex deviation cost of (5.1.5). Specifically, we consider the case where 
certain types of channel coding schemes, e.g., block coding, cause the absence of some 
symbol subsequences and therefore leads to a violation of Assumption 2.1.
To simplify our analysis we deal with a real version of the cost in (5.1.5) which is 
the same as that adopted in [29, 24, 26] for PAM systems. The analysis of the complex 
QAM case is expected to be similar. Previously introduced in Chapter 4, the real cost 
has the form
J{9)  =  m ax|zfc|. (5.6.1)
{«*}
Let us consider the simple case of a finitely parametrised equaliser with real param­
eters 6i, i =  0, . . . ,  3. We assume that binary PAM symbols are input into a noiseless 
real channel with no ISI, z.e., x k =  a fc,V k. Expressing the equaliser output {2*.}, in
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term s of the  Z-space param eters, we have
3
zk = Y l tiak- i’ V ^ (5.6.2)
i = 0
where, in our simple case, Z; = 6{, V i. Using (5.6.2), the cost of (5.6.1) can be reex­
pressed as
J (6) = max \zu I =  max 
M  W l
3
Y .  tjO-k-i •
i = 0
We assume a linear equaliser param eter constraint of the form
3 3
y  C^jOj y  C^jtj — l .
i=0 1=0
(5.6.3)
(5.6.4)
where {c*} denotes the  constraint sequence. Due to the absence of channel ISI, the 
form of (5.6.4) directly gives the constraint hyperplane in the Z-space. The normal to 
the hyperplane is given by the constraint sequence {c*} and therefore it determ ines the 
orientation of the hypcrplane.
In the case where Assum ption 2.1 holds and the elements of the constraint sequence 
have distinct m agnitudes, our cost takes the following form because of the  freedom to 
choose among all symbol sequences of length four to maximise the sum m ation in (5.6.3):
3
J{6) = J(t) = Y,N - (5-6-5)
1=0
This corresponds to  a  cost level surface th a t is an /]. ball in the Z-space whose vertices 
correspond to  zero-ISI equaliser equaliser settings.
Now suppose th a t channel coding prevents the  following four-symbol sequences from 
occurring:
{ + 1 ,+ 1 ,+ 1 ,+ 1 }  and { - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 } .  (5.6.6)
If we construct the level surface of the cost corresponding to  J {6 )  =  r , then  the two 
missing sequences correspond to the  elim ination of two faces of the original cost level 
surface (5.6.5) corresponding to
3 3
Y  ti — r and ^  Z; =  —r. (5.6.7)
t = 0  i = 0
In th is case, the adjacent faces are extended out until they intersect. The resulting 
cost level surface is the boundary of the  convex hull of an Zx ball of radius r  and two 
additional vertices, namely,
{ + r  + r  + r  + r  { f —r —r —r — r 1
\ “2”’ T ’ I T ’ "2"j and ( " i P  T ’ ~2~’ ~2~J '
(5.6.8)
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Note that the additional vertices clearly correspond to closed-eye equaliser parameter 
settings in the t-space. Therefore, if the constraint hyperplane is oriented such that 
touching occurs on one of these vertices, then this corresponds to global minimisation 
of the cost by a closed-eye equaliser parameter setting. We may force the hyperplane 
to touch the new cost level surface on one of these additional vertices by aligning the 
normal of the hyperplane {c;} to point to one of these vertices, i.e.,
Ci = 1 or Ci = — 1 i =  0, . . . ,  3. (5.6.9)
The corresponding output of the equaliser is
3
zk = ±r  (5.6.10)
i=o
Figure 5-6 gives the equaliser output after 10000 iterations of the blind equalisation 
algorithm using the cost of (5.6.1) and binary PAM symbols with the two subsequences 
given by (5.6.6) omitted. The constraint sequence used was c* =  1, i =  0, . . . ,  3. 
As can be seen from the three-level equaliser output, a closed-eye condition exists. 
The corresponding ISI and cost evolution is shown in Figure 5-7. The ISI is evaluated 
during the simulation according to (5.9.9) in Section 5.7. Note that the ISI curve 
reaches a maximum value of 3 at approximately 1500 iterations and remains at that 
level thereafter.
We have therefore constructed and simulated a simple example which demonstrates 
how channel coding that bars symbol subsequences can alter the ideal geometry of the 
cost level surface and introduce the potential for the minimisation of the cost to occur 
at a closed-eye equaliser parameter setting. Although this is an inadmissibility result, 
we make the following remarks which places this result in perspective.
R em arks
1. Coding will only potentially affect the form of the cost level surface when it bars 
symbol sequences of a length that is equal to or less than the (significant) length 
of the t-space sequence formed by the cascade of the channel and equaliser.
2. Even if the length of a barred symbol subsequence is less than that of the t- 
space sequence, it will only affect the cost level surface if it is a maximising 
subsequence (if its length equals the length of the t-space sequence) or is part
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Figure 5-6: Equaliser output after 10000 iterations. Zero-ISI channel, binary PAM,
/i = 0.001. A window of 400 output samples is shown.
of a maximising subsequence (if its length is less than the length of the f-space 
sequence). For example, if multi-level PAM symbols (with a maximum symbol of 
M ) are assumed for our construction, then maximising sequences must be of the 
form {. . . ,  ±M , ±M , ...}. If all such maximising subsequences are permitted 
then barring other subsequences will not affect the geometry of the cost level 
surface.
3. Even under block coding, the total barring of specific symbol sequences may 
be rare considering that they may appear as sequences extending across block 
boundaries.
4. Global minimisation of the cost by a closed-eye equaliser parameter setting only 
occurs when the constraint hyperplane is oriented such that the corresponding 
closed-eye vertex touches the constraint hyperplane.
5. The negative effect of barring symbol subsequences is in principle not unique 
to our algorithm because source correlation has the potential to degrade any 
system identification procedure because it alters the persistence of excitation of 
the unknown system.
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Figure 5-7: ISI and cost evolution. Zero-ISI channel, binary PAM, p = 0.001.
5 .7  A lgorith m  Im p lem en ta tion
A buffer-based scheme for approximating the max(-) function of the cost in (5.1.5) is 
adopted in the implementation of our algorithm and is based on a method in [34]. 
A finite-length equaliser of length L is assumed sufficient to model the inverse of the 
channel. Here, it is convenient to represent 9 and related quantities as complex vectors 
in CL. The buffer-based scheme operates by maintaining a buffer of length B  containing 
the regressor of the equaliser output and the corresponding regressor of the channel 
output of length B  +  L — 1. The cost in (5.1.5) is approximated by searching the 
equaliser output regressor for the value with the maximum real part. The details of 
the approximation are given below:
J(9) «  Re {zp} = Re {<9HX P} (5.7.1)
where
9 = [ 00 0, . . . ö l - !  °
IIa.
*
[ Xp X p _ i • • •  Xp-L+i ] T > x pe c L
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and
p = arg max Re {zd} =  arg max Re <GHX d\  , Bk = {k — B  +  1 , . . . ,  k} . (5.7.2)
dGBi: dG&ir ^ J
Unlike in [34], the adap tation  of the param eters is d ictated  by a two-step process 
whereby the first step  is a small gradient descent adaptation  step and the second step 
is the  projection of the adapted param eter vector onto the constraint vector. The 
gradient of the approxim ate cost is
kj(e) = K ä ^ jw + jä i 4 j j(e))
=  2 (Re i x p ~^  +  •?Im
=  xp- i / 2. (5.7.3)
The practical param eter update equation follows by substitu ting  (5.7.3) into the stochas­
tic gradient update  equation (5.1.10) and letting the adaptation  step-size p absorb the 
factor of 1/2.
0i(k +  1) =  6i(k) — p x p_i, i e {0 . . .  L -  1}, p E R, (5.7.4)
where p is determ ined from (5.7.2).
F rost’s projection m ethod [35] is adopted for the projection operation as it avoids 
param eter trajectories off of the constraint due to  accum ulated numerical errors. Since 
we are dealing w ith projections in CL, it is necessary to define a real-valued inner 
product th a t allows a projection in CL to have a geometric in terpreta tion  as a projection 
in R2L where the real and imaginary components are trea ted  as pairs of real num bers 
[36]:
(A , B)  =  Re , (5.7.5)
L — l
= ^2 Re {a i} Re {bi} +  Im{aj} Im {6;} (5.7.6)
i = 0
where and bi are the ith  elements of A  and B.
In the context of F rost’s algorithm , it is convenient to represent the constraint of 
(5.5.1) in inner product form as
<C,0) =  1 (5.7.7)
where C  E CL contains the reversed finite-length constraint param eters
r n T
C Cl - l  • • • c i c o
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F rost’s projection is as follows:
9{k +  1) =  0{k +  1) -  p ro jc (0(fc +  1)) -  (5.7.8)
where p ro jc (JC) denotes a “projection of X  onto C ” namely
pro jc (X )  =  g g c  (5.7.9)
Hence (5.7.8) expands to
6(k  + 1 )  =  0(k + 1) -  ( (C,6(k  + 1)) - 1 )  (5.7.10) 
In summ ary, the two-step algorithm  is given below:
T he Im p lem en ted  A lgorithm
S tep  1 (U n c o n stra in ed  G rad ien t D escen t S tep )
6i(k -F 1) =  9i(k) — pxp-i, i e { 0 . . . L - l }
where /i € R is the adap ta tion  step-size and
p = arg m ax Re {zd} =  arg m ax Re {0 HX d \ , Bk = {k — B  + 1 , . . . ,  k} . 
dCBfc dCßfc  ^ J
S tep  2 (F rost’s P r o jec tio n  on to  C on stra in t)
0(k  +  1) =  0(k + 1) -  « C , 0(k + 1)> -  1)
The com putational requirem ents exceed th a t of the well-known Constant Modulus 
Algorithm (CMA)  [11] due to the buffer-based im plem entation of the cost function in 
(5.7.2) and the additional projection step given by (5.7.10). Specifically, the update 
of Step 1 is of the same com putational complexity as the CMA param eter update 
procedure. However, prior to this, p m ust be determ ined by com puting and buffering B  
values of the equaliser ou tpu t for a particu lar equaliser param eter setting and searching 
for the value in the buffer with the greatest real part. The projection in Step 2 requires 
further com putations. Note also th a t B  +  L — 1 channel ou tpu t values are required for 
each iteration  of the algorithm  as opposed to the single one required for each iteration 
of the CMA algorithm .
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Note tha t our implementation requires a memory of 2B  +  L  — 1. As we shall see 
in the next section a reasonable value for B  is 1000 for 4-QAM and 5000 for 32-QAM 
with the buffer size increasing with increasing QAM levels. However, this does not 
present too severe a requirement for most general DSP chips which typically have an 
addressing space of at least 64K.
For computational simplicity, it may be advantageous to implement a one-step linear 
constraint adaptation procedure tha t avoids the separate projection step by using the 
General Sidelobe Canceller model described in [37]. Further possible improvements to 
the implementation of the algorithm are suggested in Chapter 6.
5.8 E ffect o f  C hannel N o ise  on P aram eter  C onvergence
In our characterisation of our linearly-constrained convex cost function and the result­
ing blind equaliser convergence theorem we have assumed a noiseless channel model. 
However, any practical implementation of a blind equaliser must possess a certain de­
gree of robustness to system noise as it is unavoidable. In this section, we briefly 
examine the effect of an additive noise signal at the output of the channel. Figure 5-8 
illustrates a channel and equaliser configuration with an additive channel output noise 
signal {vk}.
o-k
h k
XI fc f X k
o k
Z k  t
i
J
i
Vk
Figure 5-8: Simplified channel and equaliser configuration with an additive noise signal 
v>k at the output of the channel.
The noisy channel output is given by
x & — x it "F i^ k• (5.8.1)
A suitable stochastic model for the additive noise signal v*. is a zero mean Gaussian 
random process with variance <r^ . W ith the noise signal added, the equaliser output is
OO
Zk — ^ 2  +  u k - i )
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oo oo
— ^ 2  @iX k - i  +  ^ 2  ®iVk - i
i — — oo i— — oo
oo
= 2fc+ Y .  (5.8.2)
t=  — oo
where zk is the noise-free equaliser output.
To study the effect of the noise on the convergence of the equaliser parameters we 
recall the equaliser parameter update of (5.7.4) for the implementation of our algorithm 
in Section 5.7. Substituting the noisy channel output {xfc} into (5.7.4) we obtain
Oi(k +  1) =  Oi(k) — n&p-i
=  & i ( k )  -  +  up) (5.8.3)
where
p =  argmaxRe < ^  i , B k =  k  -  B  +  1, . . . ,  k .  (5.8.4)
d e B k  { i=0 J
Note from (5.8.3) that there are two mechanisms whereby the noise may affect the 
parameter update process. The first is the explicit addition of the noise term fiup 
to the noiseless update term However, if we examine the noisy update term
averaged over the noise we obtain
E [p(a?p_t “I- r'p)] — pE [xp_j] d- pE [i'p] — /iXp_j. (5.8.5)
Equation (5.8.5) indicates that, on average, the parameter update term is the same as 
that in the noiseless case. The second mechanism is the corruption of the search for 
the maximum Re{zjt} in the equaliser output buffer implied by (5.8.4). Each value in 
the equaliser output buffer will have an additive noise component which, if sufficiently 
large, may cause an incorrect maximising index p to be chosen in the following sense:
Further analysis of the effect of the noise will involve formulating a suitable bound on 
the noise signal {i't} or relative to the noiseless received signal {x*.} that establishes 
some upper limit on the probability of occurrence of the condition given by (5.8.6). 
Although, we do not present such an analysis here, we make the proposition that 
moderate received signal (noiseless) to noise ratios (SNR) will not cause ill-convergence 
of the equaliser parameters. Furthermore, we do not expect divergence of the equaliser
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param eters because the very nature of the param eter update is to reduce a m easure of 
the m aximum  size of the equaliser output. Empirical support for these propositions is 
given in the next section where our algorithm  is simulated for various levels of SNR.
under various channel/constrain t combinations. Specifically, the following four selected 
channel/constra in t combinations are used to dem onstrate unique and nonunique m in­
im isation behaviour exhibited by our algorithm . Note th a t for C hannel/C onstrain t 
2 and 3, the channel is specified in its inverse form. Infinite-length channel impulse 
responses are approxim ated with finite-length channels of length K .
C han n el/C onstra in t 1
5.9 Simulations
The sim ulations included in this section dem onstrate the performance of the algorithm
(5.9.1)
0.4e-7>/3, i = - 1
eW 3 i =  0
—0.3eJ7r/3, i = 1
(5.9.2)
0 , otherwise.
C h an n el/C onstra in t 2
0.8 0.2j, i — 0
h ? ] = l  0.6 +  0.4j ,  i =  1 , K  = 21 (5.9.3)
0 otherwise
(2 ) 1 +  h  i =  0
= (5.9.4)
0, otherwise.
C han n el/C onstra in t 3
0.8 +  0.2 i — 0
0.6 +  0.3j, i =  l 
0, otherwise
, K  = 21 (5.9.5)
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. ( 3 ) (5.9.6)
C han n el/C onstra in t 4
h(4) =h<2)*c*(1\  K  = 23 (5.9.7)
c‘4) =  (1 (5.9.8)
The channel of Channel/Constraint 1 is a first-order all-pass channel with an added 
rotation of 7r/4. The constraint has been arbitrarily chosen and consists of 3 nonzero 
coefficients. This combination was chosen to demonstrate the generic unique minimisa­
tion behaviour, that is, the case where the constraint hyperplane and the cost poly tope 
touch at a single point in the equaliser parameter space. Figure 5-9 shows the typical 
channel output x k and resulting equaliser output zk of a 32-QAM simulation using this 
channel and constraint after 2000 iterations. Figure 5-10 gives the corresponding ISI 
and cost evolution.
The ISI measure used in all of the simulations is:
where t t(fc) =  ht * 0t(fc), i =  0 . . . L  +  K — 2.
Figure 5-11 to Figure 5-16 give the equaliser output and corresponding ISI and cost 
evolution for the 32-QAM simulation under signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 30 dB, 20 
dB, and 10 dB. The SNR is calculated as the ratio of the power of the noise-free channel 
output {xk} and the power of the noise signal {uk} as folows:
where the expectations E [-]es  ^ are estimated by averaging over a window of approxi­
mately 5000 samples. Note from the equaliser output plots the progressive degradation 
of the open-eye condition under a SNR of 30 dB to a closed-eye condition under a SNR 
of 10 dB.
To illustrate the case of of nonunique minimisation behaviour, Channel/Constraint 
2 is the pathological channel/constraint developed in Section 5.4.2. Typical channel 
and equaliser outputs of a 4-QAM simulation are shown in Figure 5-17. Note that the 
equaliser output implies that its parameters have adapted to the geometric mean of the 
two possible zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings. Figure 5-18 gives the ISI and cost
(5.9.9)
(5.9.10)
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evolution. The behaviour between k «  2 0 0 ...  1500 clearly dem onstrates th a t, while 
the cost is minimised, the ISI may increase as the param eters wander between the two 
possible open-eye solutions. The pertinent equaliser param eter trajectories are shown 
in Figure 5-19. Here, the final values of the param eters conform to the geometric mean 
of the  two possible open-eye solutions.
Figure 5-20 to Figure 5-22 illustrate the  result of slightly perturbing the channel of 
C hannel/C onstrain t 2 to avoid the nonunique (nongeneric) m inim isation behaviour in 
the 4-QAM sim ulation. Specifically, C hannel/C onstrain t 3 is used in this dem onstration 
and is identical to C hannel/C onstrain t 2 w ith the exception th a t Im | / ) q3) j  =  0-3 and 
hence Re j/iQ31 j +  Im |  >  Re ^h[3) j 4- Im jhg3) j . Note th a t the final values of the 
param eters indicated by Figure 5-22 approxim ately give the channel inverse.
The constraint of the pathological C hannel/C onstrain t 2 combination is a single­
tap  linear constraint and, by the discussion in Section 5.5, is a canonical representation 
of an equivalence class of nonunique channel/constraint combinations. A transform ed 
yet equivalent representation of C hannel/C onstrain t 2 of the form (5.5.16) is given 
in C hannel/C onstrain t 4. The equaliser ou tpu t after 10000 iterations of a 4-QAM 
sim ulation using C hannel/C onstrain t 4 is shown in Figure 5-23 and empirically confirms 
th a t com bination’s equivalence to the canonical representation.
5 .10  Sum m ary
O ur final generalisation of the cost and constraint of [29, 24, 26] was docum ented here 
where we considered a convex maximum complex deviation cost subject to a general 
linear constraint on the equaliser param eters. We built upon the simple t-space analysis 
tool developed in C hap ter 4 and established a more general framework in which the 
problem  of constrained cost m inimisation could be studied using a novel geometric 
view of the problem. The geometric view facilitates a more intuitive understanding of 
the  problem  in both  the generic and nongeneric (nonuniqueness phenomenon) cases. 
Moreover, unlike our simple tool, th is framework can accom modate an alm ost arb itrary  
QAM constellation. O btaining the geometric view involves a  translation  of the problem 
into the t-space as before. However, this translation depends less on the particular 
form of the convex cost and QAM constellation used. Instead, two geometric objects
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corresponding to the  cost and constraint are defined in the f-space, namely, a cost level 
surface and a constraint hyperplane. The orientation of the hyperplane was shown to 
depend on both  the  channel and the constraint. The m inim isation problem is then  
viewed as one of scaling the size of the cost level surface object until it “ touches’’ 
the  constraint hyperplane. The scale a t which touching occurs corresponds to the 
m inim um  value of the  linearly-constrained cost and the intersection set determ ines the 
set of equaliser param eter settings th a t simultaneously conform to the constraint and 
minimise the cost. In th is light, our most im portant result was to show th a t the cost 
level surface is the boundary of a convex polytope whose elementary boundary points or 
vertices correspond to  zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings.
The generic situation  is one where a vertex touches the constraint hyperplane which 
implies global m inim isation of the cost by a particular zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
setting. This is our global convergence result. To contrast, nonunique m inim isation is 
viewed as the nongeneric situation where the hyperplane is oriented in such a way th a t 
the  polytope touches the hyperplane on an edge or face. This implies th a t all of the 
vertices (i.e., zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings) th a t define the edge or face minimise 
the cost which is clearly a  case of nonunique minimisation. W ith  th is view, it became 
clear th a t the nonuniqueness phenomenon is a ttribu ted  to a particular combination of 
the  channel and general constraint because it is this combination th a t determ ines the 
particu lar degenerate orientation of the hyperplane. Using the insight gained, we were 
able to  construct an example of nonunique m inim isation and verified the result w ith 
sim ulations.
A nother powerful tool th a t we developed was the prefilter formulation of a gen­
eral linear constraint on the equaliser param eters. This form ulation establishes the 
equivalence between an equaliser w ith a general linear constraint and the cascade of a 
prefilter and an equaliser w ith a single param eter constraint. The equivalence stems 
from the fact th a t the t-space representations of the two configurations are identi­
cal. Furtherm ore, the  channel-equaliser-single tap  constraint combination is shown to 
be a canonical representation of a  class of channel and linearly-constrained equaliser 
com binations. The prefilter notion was also used to show th a t the “optim um ” linear 
constrain t sequence is in fact the channel impulse response sequence. This idea forms 
the basis of a cost switching adaptive linear constraint strategy th a t we discuss for
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future work in Section 6.2.
The issue of finite equaliser parametrisation was identified as an important one in 
light of recent reports on the inadmissibility of many of the popular blind equalisation 
algorithms under finite parametrisation due to a local minima problem [20, 21, 13]. 
However, our usage of convex cost functions has circumvented the problem because of 
their inherent ability to remain convex under finite parametrisation [24]. The convexity 
property also allows us to avoid the potentially difficult analysis of the algorithm in the 
finite parameter space that is typically necessary for algorithms that adopt nonconvex 
cost functions. Specifically, it is sufficient that we understand the ideal behaviour of the 
algorithm in the infinite parameter space with the confidence that this can be achieved 
with a degree of approximation that approaches the ideal as the number of parameters 
is made large.
We also investigated the case where the use of a severe level of channel coding 
may invalidate our assumption about the input symbol sequence being that all finite 
subsequences are probable. Our results indicted that the elimination of particular 
subsequences may lead to an alteration of the cost polytope whereby new vertices are 
introduced that may correspond to closed-eye equaliser parameter settings. As it is 
possible that the polytope touches the hyperplane at these vertices, minimisation of 
the cost may not necessarily be achieved by a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting 
and therefore admissibility is lost. However, we placed this result in perspective by 
noting that this degenerate behaviour is only possible when particular subsequences 
are barred and that their lengths are less than or equal to the length of the t-space 
sequence corresponding to the cascade of the channel and equaliser. Also, manifestation 
of this degenerate behaviour depends on whether the constraint hyperplane is oriented 
accordingly. Furthermore, it is natural to expect degradation due to source correlation 
in any system identification procedure because it alters the persistence of excitation of 
that system.
To conclude this chapter, we presented an implementation of our algorithm and 
subsequently augmented our theoretical results via simulations.
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Figure 5-9: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). 32-QAM, L = 10. B = 5000, 
/i =  0.001. a) Channel Output b) Equaliser output after 2000 iterations.
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Figure 5-10: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). ISI and Cost evolution. 
32-QAM, L = 10, B  =  5000, /i =  0.001.
Figure 5-11: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). Equaliser output after 2000 
iterations. 32-QAM, L =  10, B  =  5000, /i =  0.001, SNR = 30 dB.
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Figure 5-12: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). ISI and Cost evolution. 
32-QAM, L = 10, B = 5000, [l =  0.001, SNR = 30 dB.
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Figure 5-13: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). Equaliser output after 2000 
iterations. 32-QAM, L = 10, B = 5000, p = 0.001, SNR — 20 dB.
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Figure 5-14: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). ISI and Cost evolution. 
32-QAM, L =  10, B = 5000, /i =  0.001, SNR =  20 dB.
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Figure 5-15: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). Equaliser output after 2000 
iterations. 32-QAM, L = 10, B  =  5000, /z = 0.001, SNR = 10 dB.
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Figure 5-16: Channel/Constraint 1 (generic convergence). ISI and Cost evolution. 
32-QAM, L =  10, B = 5000, [i =  0.001, SNR = 10 dB.
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Figure 5-17: Channel/Constraint 2 (nongeneric convergence). 4-QAM, L = 21, B 
1000, /i =  0.001. a) Channel Output b) Equaliser output after 4000 iterations.
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Figure 5-18: Channel/Constraint 2 (nongeneric convergence). ISI and cost evolution. 
4-QAM, L = 21, B =  1000, n = 0.001.
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Figure 5-19: Channel/Constraint 2 (nongeneric convergence). Equaliser parameter 
trajectories. 4-QAM, L = 21, B = 1000, /i = 0.001.
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Figure 5-20: Channel/Constraint 3 (generic convergence after perturbing nongeneric 
channel). 4-QAM, L = 21, B = 1000, ^ = 0.001. a) Channel Output b) Equaliser 
output after 10000 iterations.
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Figure 5-21: Channel/Constraint 3 (generic convergence after perturbing nongeneric 
channel). ISI and cost evolution. 4-QAM, L = 21, B = 1000, p, = 0.001.
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Figure 5-22: Channel/Constraint 3 (generic convergence after perturbing nongeneric 
channel). Equaliser parameter trajectories. 4-QAM, L = 21, B =  1000, /i = 0.001.
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Figure 5-23: Channel/Constraint 4 (equivalent nongeneric channel/constraint). 4- 
QAM, L =  21, B = 1000, /i = 0.001. a) Channel Output b) Equaliser output after 
10000 iterations.
Chapter 6
C onclusions a n d  F u tu re  R e se a rc h
6.1 C onclusions
This thesis has been concerned with the development of a new approach to the de­
sign and analysis of a practical blind equalisation algorithm for QAM transmission 
systems by exploiting methods and results from convex analysis. The design aspect 
focused on developing an algorithm that is admissible under both infinite and finite 
parametmsations of the equaliser by considering cost functions that are convex in the 
equaliser parameters. To achieve such a convexity property it is sufficient to have the 
cost generated by a memoryless processing of the equaliser output using a scalar convex 
function.
We embraced a relatively new criterion of equalisation, namely, equalisation without 
gain identification (EWGI) [28, 29, 24, 26] which exploits a constraint on the equaliser 
parameters. Using this criterion, we developed a particular design philosophy to obtain 
a suitable convex cost. This, in effect, gave us an algorithm that is also amenable to 
analysis because the ideal behaviour of the algorithm can be characterised relatively 
easily in the infinite parameter space with the confidence that the algorithm will achieve 
arbitrarily close-to-ideal behaviour in the finite parameter space with a sufficient num­
ber of parameters. In contrast, it has been shown that other popular algorithms based 
on nonconvex cost functions do not possess this desirable feature as they exhibit ill- 
convergence under finite equaliser parametrisations [20, 21, 13].
On the analysis side, we have developed a novel geometric view of the cost minimi­
sation problem that is sufficiently general to include all practical QAM constellations.
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W ith  it, we have proven the admissibility of our algorithm  and have conveyed an in­
tu itive understanding of the nongeneric mechanism of nonunique m inim isation. We 
have justified our particular approach and have put it in its proper light by examining 
other approaches and identifying and understanding the conditions under which those 
algorithm s fail. Although our algorithm , as we have im plem ented it, is perhaps not 
m ature  enough for m ainstream  application, it m ust be emphasised th a t the am enability 
of our algorithm  to analysis opens the door to further extensions th a t may simplify its 
operation an d /o r enhance its performance. We now summarise the m ain ideas th a t 
have been developed in each chapter of the thesis.
In C hapter 1, we introduced the problem of blind equalisation as a  specific case of 
blind deconvolution, th a t is, the general problem of effectively identifying the  inverse 
of a linear system  based solely on observations of its ou tpu t and a priori knowledge 
of the  statistics of the input. For blind equalisation, this identification m ust be done 
on-line and therefore there exists limits on the com putational complexity of a blind 
equalisation algorithm  if it is to be implemented in hardware. We provided a  sampling 
of applications of blind equalisation and suggested th a t blind equalisation itself fulfills 
more naturally  the  idea of equalisation on the premise th a t  equalisation should be 
entirely a receiver function. We also justified our focus on the modified error signal 
algorithm (MESA) class of algorithm s [13] by extolling their relative com putational 
sim plicity in comparison to another class labelled poly spectral algorithm s [17, 18] and 
highlighting the fact th a t a rigorous understanding of M ESA’s is far from m ature  despite 
their popularity.
We form ulated the blind equalisation problem in detail in C hapter 2. There we gave 
our modelling assum ptions on the input constellation, channel, and equaliser models 
and finally gave a formal statem ent of the blind equalisation problem. We also listed 
several practical considerations through which we forewarn of potential significant dis­
crepancies between the ideal behaviour of an infinitely param etrised equaliser and its 
practical finitely param etrised counterpart.
O ur justification of our new approach to blind equalisation begins in C hap ter 3 
where we collate the m ajor contributions concerned w ith the design and analysis of 
M ESA’s from the literature and organise them  into a proper classification th a t  allows 
for the  identification of approaches th a t offer benefits over the others. We described
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the MESA approach and sta ted  a highly desirable criterion for such algorithm s coined 
admissibility [22, 23]. We developed a suitable classification structu re  centered around 
the type of cost function, the degree of alphabet restoration implied, and w hether 
the equaliser param etrisation is infinite or finite. The cost was either unim odal or 
m ultim odal where the former implies a global convergence behaviour and the la tte r  
implies local convergence. Two degrees of alphabet restoration were considered, th a t 
is, alphabet restoration and equalisation without gain identification (EWGI). The former 
implies restoration of the symbol constellation a t the ou tpu t of the equaliser while the  
la tte r implies restoration up to an unknown complex gain factor (i.e., scaling and 
ro ta tion  of the constellation).
The m ajor results of the classification included the fact th a t most practical algo­
rithm s fit into the category of alphabet restoration algorithm s th a t have m ultim odal 
costs. A lthough some of these algorithm s were initially proposed and proven admissible 
under the convenient infinite equaliser param etrisation model, we cited some litera­
tu re  th a t established the inadmissibility of these algorithm s under the practical finite 
param etrisation due to a local minima problem [20, 21, 13]. Also, the class of a lpha­
be t restoration  algorithm s w ith unim odal costs (a seemingly idealistic combination) 
was shown to be inadmissible. The combination of a EW GI algorithm  with a unim odal 
cost was shown to possibly offer an admissible design due to its ability to  distinguish be­
tween the different zero-ISI param etrisations th a t correspond to different delays of the 
equalised ou tpu t. We showed th a t a fundam ental characteristic of an EW GI algorithm  
is its im position of a linear constraint on the equaliser param eters. It is th is constraint 
th a t achieves this delay sensitivity at the expense of gain identification. However, we 
also dem onstrated th a t this combination is susceptible to a nonuniqueness phenomenon 
where a particu lar (pathological) combination of the channel and constraint induces a 
particu lar dependence of the cost on the delay th a t is not unique. We argued th a t a 
fundam ental consequence of this is th a t the cost may be minimised nonuniquely and by 
equaliser param eter settings th a t may not correspond to zero-ISI param eter settings. 
However, there always exists a t least one zero-ISI param eter setting th a t minimises the 
cost and, in the case of nonuniqueness, at least two zero-ISI settings.
We also highlighted the advantages of using costs th a t are convex in the equaliser 
param eters and, in particular, cited the result th a t it is immune to the  local m inim a
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problem owing to its ability to remain convex under finite parametrisation or any 
linear constraint for that matter [24]. A conclusion of this important chapter is that 
attention should be directed at the class of EWGI algorithms with convex costs under 
linear constraints on the equaliser parameters.
In Chapter 4 we documented the preliminary work on the design and analysis 
of a suitable EWGI algorithm using a convex cost with a linear constraint on the 
equaliser parameters. We presented the work as a series of nontrivial generalisations 
of the convex cost and simple parameter constraint proposed for real PAM systems by 
[29, 24, 26]. In the process, we introduced a cost design philosophy that followed from 
the EWGI approach and subsequently used it to justify the original work of [29, 24, 26] 
for real PAM systems and that of [34] for complex QAM systems. Our philosophy takes 
account of the issues relevant to the design of a suitable cost and constraint for QAM 
transmission such as the problem of the phase offset of the equaliser output. These 
issues supplement those that must be considered for real systems. We also provided 
a simple tool that permits a more straightforward analysis of the admissibility of an 
algorithm. The tool is the idea of expressing both the cost and constraint as functions 
of their associated total parameter space or t-space sequences. This simple idea allows 
the problem of linearly constrained cost minimisation to be viewed as a conventional 
optimisation problem. Viewing the problem in the t-space also has the advantage that 
an ideal zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting has the simple form of the Kronecker delta 
sequence. Despite its usefulness, the t-space formulation of the cost function assumes 
that the QAM constellation is square and that all subsequences of the symbol sequence 
are probable. Therefore, this analysis method can not be applied without modification 
to the case of nonsquare QAM constellations and in some channel coding scenarios 
where certain subsequences are prevented from occurring.
Our final generalisation of the cost and constraint of [29, 24, 26] is documented in 
Chapter 5 where we considered a convex cost subject to a general linear constraint on 
the equaliser parameters. We built upon the simple f-space analysis in Chapter 4 and 
established a more general framework in which the problem of constrained cost min­
imisation could be studied using a novel geometric view of the problem. The geometric 
view facilitates a more intuitive understanding of the problem in both the generic and 
nongeneric (nonuniqueness phenomenon) cases of cost minimisation. Moreover, unlike
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the results of the previous chapter, this framework can accom modate all practical QAM 
constellations. O btaining the geometric view involves a translation of the problem into 
the t-space as before. However, this translation depends less on the particu lar form 
of the  convex cost and QAM constellation used. Instead, two geometric objects cor­
responding to  the cost and constraint were defined in the f-space, namely, a cost level 
surface and a constraint hyperplane. The orientation of the hyperplane was shown to 
depend on bo th  the linear channel and the linear equaliser param eter constraint. The 
m inim isation problem  is then viewed as one of scaling the size of the cost level sur­
face object until it “ touches” the constraint hyperplane. The scaling factor a t which 
touching occurs corresponds to the value of the cost and the intersection set determines 
the set of equaliser param eter settings th a t simultaneously conform to the constraint 
and minimise the cost. In this light, our most im portant result was to  show th a t the 
cost level surface is the boundary of a convex polytope whose vertices correspond to 
zero-ISI (open-eye) equaliser param eter settings. Thus, the generic situation is one 
where a vertex touches the constraint hyperplane which implies global m inim isation 
of the cost by a particular zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting. This was our global 
convergence result. To contrast, nonunique m inim isation is viewed as the  nongeneric 
situation  where the hyperplane is oriented in such a way th a t the polytope touches the 
hyperplane on an edge or face (or higher dimensional analogue). This implies th a t all 
of the  points (z.e., zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings) th a t define the edge or face, 
efc., minimise the cost which is clearly a case of nonunique m inim isation. Such an edge 
or face, etc., contains a t least two vertices and hence at least two zero-ISI equaliser pa­
ram eter settings. W ith  this view, it became clear th a t the nonuniqueness phenomenon 
is a ttr ib u ted  to a particular combination of the channel and general constraint because 
it is th is com bination th a t determ ines the particular degenerate orientation of the hy­
perplane. Using the insight gained, we were able to construct an example of nonunique 
m inim isation and verified the result w ith simulations.
A nother powerful tool th a t we developed was the prefilter formulation of a gen­
eral linear constraint on the equaliser param eters. This form ulation establishes the 
equivalence between an equaliser w ith a general linear constraint and the cascade of a 
prefilter and an equaliser with a single param eter constraint. Furtherm ore, the channel- 
equaliser-single tap  constraint com bination is shown to be a canonical representation
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of a  class of channel and linearly-constrained equaliser combinations. The prefilter no­
tion was also used to show th a t the “optim um ” linear constraint sequence is in fact 
the  channel sequence. It is optimum in the sense th a t it gives the greatest robust­
ness against nonunique m inim isation and is equivalent in the t-space to a configuration 
w ithout ISI and an equaliser with a single-param eter constraint. This implies th a t, 
in fact, no equalisation is required or, equivalently, the unconstrained param eters of 
the  equaliser would converge to zero during adaptation. This idea forms the basis of 
a switching cost adaptive linear constraint strategy th a t we discuss for future work in 
Section 6.2.
The issue of fin ite  equaliser parametrisation was identified as an im portan t one in 
light of recent reports on the inadmissibility of many of the popular blind equalisation 
algorithm s under finite param etrisation due to a local m inim a problem  [20, 21, 13]. 
However, our usage of convex cost functions has circumvented the problem because of 
the  property  th a t  they m aintain their convexity under finite param etrisation [24]. The 
convexity property  can provide a guarantee th a t, under finite equaliser param etrisa­
tion, the  m inim um  of the  constrained cost function corresponds to an approxim ation of 
an ideal equaliser param eter setting th a t is arbitrarily  close to  the  ideal one provided 
th a t the num ber of param eters is large enough (to any prescribed degree). This effec­
tively allows us to  avoid the potentially difficult analysis of the algorithm  in the finite 
param eter space th a t is typically necessary for algorithm s th a t adopt nonconvex cost 
functions.
We also investigated the case where the use of channel coding may invalidate our 
assum ption about the  inpu t symbol sequence being th a t all finite subsequences are 
probable. O ur results indicted th a t the elimination of particular subsequences may 
lead to  an a lteration  of the  cost polytope. We gave an example in which the altered 
polytope included vertices which did not correspond to zero-ISI equaliser param eter 
settings and subsequently dem onstrated the ill-convergence of the equaliser param e­
ters to  one of these degenerate vertices. However we placed these result in perspective 
by noting th a t the  ill-convergence depends on rather specific conditions and on the 
length of the om itted  subsequences being relatively short com pared to the channel and 
equaliser cascade. Furtherm ore, it is natural to expect degradation due to source cor­
relation in any system  identification procedure (blind or otherwise) because it reduces
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the necessary persistence of excitation of th a t system.
Finally, we presented an im plem entation of our algorithm  and subsequently aug­
m ented our theoretical results via simulations.
6.2 F uture D irection s o f  R esearch
W hilst not an exhaustive list, we propose the following topics for future research th a t 
may serve to  enhance and extend the research described in this thesis.
6.2.1 D ynam ic S tep -S ize N orm alisation
One distinguishing factor between the im plem entation of our algorithm  in C hapter 5, 
Section 5.7 and the CM A algorithm  is th a t the former requires a memory buffer with 
a size on the order of 2B  where a typical value of B  is 5000 (for 32-QAM). Although 
th is does not appear to be too taxing given the addressing space of most DSP chips, 
there still may be justification for an im plem entation th a t is comparable to the CMA 
algorithm  in term s of its usage of memory.
As the sole usage of the buffer is in the approxim ation of the max{ak}(-) operation it 
is worthwhile to consider other m ethods to approxim ate this operation. For example, 
in [34], it is noted th a t m ax{afc} R e{zfc} =  max{afc} |R e{zfc} | =  ||Re {2^)11^. We may 
approxim ate the l ^  norm  by an lp norm where p is large, specifically,
l |R e { 2 ,} ||o o ^ ||R e { ^ } ||p =  (E[|Re { ^ } n ) %  p  large. (6.2.1)
Ignoring the p th  root operation, a suitable approxim ation of our cost is
J iß )  = E [|Re{zfc} |p] . (6.2.2)
A stochastic gradient descent of (6.2.2) involves using the instantaneous form of (6.2.2) 
and evaluating its gradient w ith respect to the equaliser param eters. The result is the 
following equaliser param eter update  recursion.
<9|Re{zfc} |p
0i(k- f l )  =  Qi(k) -  p
dOi(k)
6i(k) -  ^ |R e {zjfc} |p~2Re {zk} x k_{ V i . (6.2.3)
Note th a t the update  quantity  of (6.2.3) involves the com putation of the (p — 2)th  power 
of the  real p a rt of the equaliser ou tpu t. Since p is large, the step size factor p will have
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to be exceedingly low to avoid the potential for numerical instability of the algorithm. 
However, a low value of p implies an excessively slow convergence rate. One solution is 
to normalise the update term by some quantity that is guaranteed to be on the order of 
the high power term. If the normalisation factor is fixed then it must be initially chosen 
to be very high. However, this carries with it the consequence that the convergence 
rate of the algorithm will decrease substantially as the cost, and hence the equaliser 
output Zfc, is reduced. Clearly a dynamic normalisation factor that depends on the 
ongoing size of the equaliser output is necessary in order to keep the convergence rate 
as high as possible. This is the approach taken in [34]. However, further work is still 
required to produce a normalisation scheme that represents a good balance between 
computational complexity and improved convergence rate.
Another aspect of our implementation that deserves attention is the implementation 
of our linear constraint. At present, a separate projection step is required after an 
unconstrained parameter update. This is not the most computational efficient method 
of implementing the constraint. It may be advantageous to implement a one-step 
linearly constrained adaptation procedure that avoids the separate projection step by 
using the General Sidelobe Canceller model described in [37].
6.2.2 Sw itch ing C ost A d ap tive  Linear C onstraint S trategy
As alluded to in the discussion of the prefilter formulation of a linearly-constrained 
equaliser in Chapter 5, Section 5.5, a possible extension of the algorithm is the ad­
dition of a switching cost and adaptive constraints strategy. The intent of such as 
strategy would be to avoid nonuniqueness behaviour, but more important, to improve 
the convergence rate. The idea stems from the desirable situation that occurs when the 
constraint parameters are identical to their optimum values, namely, the channel im­
pulse response values. The prefilter equivalence relation corresponding to this situation 
is given by (5.5.15) in Chapter 5 and is repeated below:
[h]gh\ =  .
The left side of the relation denotes the combination of a channel with impulse re­
sponse {hi} and an equaliser with parameters {$;} subject to a scaled channel sequence
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constrain t
R e{gh0 *0O} =  1 (6.2.4)
where the scale factor g £ C is arbitrary. The right side represents a completely 
equalised channel and an equaliser with param eters which we will denote by {(f)i}. The 
zeroth param eter is constrained as follows:
Re {gS0 * (f)o} =  Re {gcf)0} =  1. (6.2.5)
This relation indicates the equivalence between the combination of a channel and 
equaliser subject to a scaled channel sequence constraint and the com bination of a 
completely equalised channel and an equaliser with a constraint on its zeroth param e­
ter. The ou tpu t of this equivalent equaliser is then
OO
zk = ak * 6k = V  (f>iak_i. (6.2.6)
t =  — OO
This makes the scaled channel sequence constraint, {ghi}, “optimal!’ in the sense th a t  no 
equalisation is required. This suggests th a t all of the unconstrained equivalent equaliser 
param eters {</>*} should effectively be adapted to zero. Although the param eters of 
the equivalent equaliser cannot be adapted  directly the task  can be accomplished by 
adapting the actual equaliser param eters {#;} to minimise a convex cost th a t does not 
necessarily have to be the maximum complex deviation cost described in C hapter 5. For 
example, if the  input symbol sequence {ak} is uncorrelated and has zero m ean, then  
m inimising the energy of the ou tpu t of the equaliser E [|zfc|2] will suffice for effectively 
adapting  the unconstrained equivalent equaliser param eters to zero. This is indicated 
by the following calculation:
j w e [|2*|2] = e
OO
y .  4>icik-i
l =  — OO
21
E W2E [K-H
t =  — OO
=  E [ |a fc|2] l o^P +  l&l2 ' (6.2.7)
The squared m odulus of the zeroth param eter |</>0|2 may be evaluated for </>0 satisfying 
the constrain t of (6.2.5). The result is
J((f)) = E[\ak\2] (6 .2 .8)
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The form of (6.2.8) clearly indicates that the minimum of J((f)) is achieved when </>* =  
0, V i , i  7^  0. Therefore, minimisation of the cost of (6.2.7) corresponds to zeroing all 
of the unconstrained equivalent equaliser parameters.
The problem with using the optimum constraint of (6.2.4) is that it assumes full 
knowledge of the channel and, hence, any algorithm which exploits this fact would be 
nonblind. We propose the following switching cost and adaptive constraints strategy 
which may avoid this limitation:
1 . Initially adapting the parameters according to the original algorithm of Chapter 
5, Section 5.1.
2. Then, periodically, on a longer time scale than the parameter adaptation, update 
the constraint with an estimate of {hi} formed from the inverse of the estimate of 
the channel inverse contained in the equaliser parameters {#;}. This sets the con­
straint parameters to successive estimates of the optimum constraint parameters, 
i.e., {hi}.  The longer time scale is needed to ensure the stability of the overall 
equaliser parameter adaptation. It allows the equaliser parameters to converge 
after each constraint update.
3. When the constraint has a sufficiently good approximation of {hi},  then this 
corresponds to the situation where we have an approximately equalised channel 
and an equivalent equaliser (with a single fixed parameter) that need only zero its 
unconstrained parameters. This can be done by switching the cost to the energy 
cost (6.2.7) and adapting the actual equaliser parameters to minimise that cost.
Issues related to the extra computation required and the stability of the above two-time 
scale adaptive system must be addressed.
6.2 .3  C onvergence Test
In the blind context, establishing whether the equaliser has converged to an open-eye 
equaliser parameter setting is a difficult problem. Here we propose one method for the 
blind equalisation algorithm for real PAM systems proposed by [29, 24, 26] where the 
cost and constraint are
J(0)  =  max \zk\ subject to 00 =  1 . 
W l
(6.2.9)
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Our method exploits the unique relationship between the and l2 norms of the 
f-space sequences corresponding to zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings. The lx norm 
H-llj and l2 norm ||-||2 of an arbitrary f-space sequence are defined by
oo
ik ii ,  =  E  w - ( 6 .2 .1 0 )
i —  —  oo
'U'U =  ( ? J)■ ( 6 .2 .1 1 )
Figure 6-1 depicts the relationship between the and l2 norms by giving the loci of 
equal li and l2 norms in the f-space in the case where the f-space is two-dimensional.
tj
Figure 6-1: Loci of equal l\ and l2 norms of {fj} in the 2-D case.
Note that loci only intersect at the vertices of the locus and that the vertices 
correspond to zero-ISI equaliser parameter settings. This result can be expected to 
hold for higher dimensions. Convergence to a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting is 
then tested in the f-space by checking whether the /i and l2 norms of the corresponding 
f-space sequence are identical. Note that this test is nonblind in the sense that the 
knowledge of the corresponding f-space sequence implies knowledge of the channel 
impulse response.
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However, i f  we make the assumption th a t the symbols {a fc} o f the P A M  conste lla tion 
A  are uncorrelated  and have zero mean, th a t is,
E [ a | ] , i  =  r
E [a*._jafc_r ] — < (6.2.12)
0, i / r
then i t  is possible to  observe bo th  norms im p lic it ly  a t the o u tp u t o f the equaliser as 
now revealed. Expressing the equaliser o u tp u t { z k}  in  term s o f the f-space parameters 
we have
OO
zk =  V k • (6.2.13)
i =  — oo
12 can be im p lic it ly  obtained from  the average energy o f the equaliser
OO OO
E [Zk] =  E S  ^ r a k - i a k - i
_ i=  —oo r =  —oo 
oo oo
 ^^  y 'j utrE
z = —oo r— —  oo 
oo
=  E Iafc] *?•
i= — oo
The norm  
o u tp u t by
(6.2.14)
where we have u tilised  our assumption th a t the symbols are uncorrelated and have 
zero mean. Assum ing the symbol sequence is sta tionary, then the average energy o f the 
symbols E [ajr] =  Ea is constant. Note th a t the average energy o f an equaliser o u tp u t 
value, E [zk], is a scaled /2 norm  o f the t-space sequence.
Provided Assum ption 2.1 holds the norm  is im p lic it ly  obta ined by the equiv­
alent expression o f the cost func tion  (6.2.9) in  term s o f the corresponding t-space se­
quence:
OO
m ax \zk\ =  M  \tj\ (6.2.15)
{at} t t i
where M  =  m axa€^  |a|. Note th a t the cost is a scaled l i  norm  o f the i-space sequence.
Solving fo r ||t||x and ||t||2 in  (6.2.15) and (6.2.14) and equating the results, we ob ta in  
the fo llow ing cond ition  th a t exists when the t-space sequence corresponds to  th a t o f a 
zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting.
2
m ax{qfc} N  =  ( V [ 4 ] \  
M  V E [a 2fc]y
(6.2.16)
Therefore, a p ractica l test o f convergence to  a zero-ISI equaliser se tting  may be
2
m a x |z t |e s t - M ( ^ s t ) <  e (6.2.17)
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where an estimate of the cost max{afc} lest an<^  estimate of the average energy of the 
equaliser output E [-zjfc]est are used and c is a tolerance factor.
Further generalisation of this result for use with our blind equalisation algorithm  
for complex QAM systems in Chapter 5 is desirable.
6.2 .4  N onlin early-C on strain ed  A d ap tation
Here we propose the use of a simple nonlinear equaliser parameter constraint to deal 
with the case of nonunique minimisation  for the algorithm proposed for real PAM 
systems by [29, 24, 26]. The associated cost and constraint is given by (6.2.9).
Consider the geometric view of the cost minimisation situation in the f-space de­
picted in Figure 6-2 for the case where the t-space is two-dimensional and uncorrelated, 
zero mean, binary PAM symbols are assumed.
h
hyperplane 
N .constraint
Figure 6-2: Geometric view of a nonunique equaliser parameter setting denoted by ‘o’. 
A particular energy (circular) constraint is imposed to force the parameter adaptation 
(in the direction indicated) to a zero-ISI equaliser parameter setting corresponding to 
a lower cost (r2 < r 1 ).
Due to the assumptions on the binary symbols, the equivalent representation of the
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cost is given by (6.2.15) with M  — 1. Note also th a t the circle represents the  locus 
of equal average equaliser ou tpu t energy as given by (6.2.14) w ith E [a|] =  1. The 
relevance of the equaliser ou tpu t energy will be discussed later.
Observe the hypothetical situation in Figure 6-2 where the constraint hyperplane 
touches the cost polytope corresponding to a cost of r 1 on an edge. Therefore, a 
nonunique m inim isation situation exists. Any equaliser param eter setting  correspond­
ing to a t-space sequence th a t lies in the intersection set (a line in this case) between 
the cost polytope and the hyperplane achieves a minimum cost value of r x. However, 
only the vertices of the intersection set (the end points of the line in th is case) corre­
spond to  zero-ISI equaliser param eter settings since they are also the vertices of the 
cost polytope.
Suppose th a t, as a result of the  gradient descent based adaptation , the  equaliser 
param eters are adapted to a cost-minimising setting th a t corresponds in the  t-space to 
the point denoted by ‘o’ in Figure 6-2. This unstable point is not a  zero-ISI equaliser 
param eter setting. The m ethod we outline here to resolve this problem  is to  apply 
locally a nonlinear constraint th a t contains th is point and can force the adap ta tion  of the 
equaliser param eters to  one of the  zero-ISI settings a t the vertices of the  in tersection set. 
The nonlinear constraint we propose is an equaliser output energy constraint represented 
by the circle in Figure 6-2. In a  higher dimensional f-space, it would be a hyper sphere. 
Note th a t the circle defines the  locus of points of equal equaliser ou tpu t energy where 
the energy is the  energy resulting from an equaliser param eter setting corresponding 
to  the  point ‘o’ in the f-space. However, the corresponding values of the  cost function 
are not the  same. The equaliser param eter adaptation under this energy constraint 
corresponds to an adap tation  of the  equivalent t-space param eters from the  point ‘o’ to 
the vertex (corresponding to  a zero-ISI equaliser param eter setting) indicated by the 
arrow. This will occur because the  cost evaluated along the nonlinear constrain t in 
the direction of the arrow is m onotonically decreasing. The cost evaluated in the  other 
direction is locally increasing. Therefore, at least intuitively, we have justified the use 
of the  energy constraint in dealing w ith the case of nonunique m inim isation.
The following is a sketch of the procedure to  implement our local nonlinearly con­
strained equaliser param eter adaptation .
1. Linearly-constrained equaliser param eter update  phase until the cost (6.2.9) is
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minimised [29, 24, 26].
2. Let S = E [-Zfc]est define an estim ate of the current average energy of the equaliser 
ou tput.
3. Nonlinearly-constrained equaliser param eter upda te  phase
(a) normal gradient descent param eter update
(b) normalise param eters by o  to m aintain E [-Zfc]est =  S.
4. Continue nonlinearly-constrained equaliser param eter update  phase until cost re-
The nonlinearly constrained equaliser param eter adap tation  scheme was tested  by 
running the following simulations. The channel used is defined in Figure 6-3. It is 
purposely constructed so th a t  the impulse response of its inverse possesses two identical 
peaks in m agnitude which causes nonunique m inim isation behaviour of the algorithm  
of [29, 24, 26]. The geometric view of this condition is sim ilar to th a t given by Figure 6- 
2. Figure 6-4 gives the equaliser ou tpu t after 50000 iterations of the algorithm  of [29, 
24, 26] on binary PAM symbols w ithout the nonlinearly constrained adap tation  phase. 
Figure 6-5 gives the corresponding ISI and cost evolution. Note th a t the nonunique 
m inim isation has resulted in the adaptation  of the  equaliser param eters to  a  closed- 
eye equaliser param eter setting. The algorithm  was then  run with the nonlinearly 
constrained equaliser param eter adaptation  phase switched on after the cost converged 
(after 15000 iterations). Figure 6-6 shows the equaliser ou tpu t after 100000 iterations 
of the  algorithm  w ith the nonlinear param eter adap ta tion  switched on after 15000 
iterations. Figure 6-7 shows the corresponding ISI and cost evolution. These figures 
indicate th a t an open-eye condition has been achieved a t the ou tpu t of the  equaliser as 
a result of the  nonlinear param eter adaptation phase.
9[ = crQi, Vi (6.2.18)
where
(6.2.19)
converges.
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R em arks
1. We emphasise th a t the nonlinear constraint is applied as a local constraint, th a t 
is, a t an equaliser param eter setting th a t  minimises the cost. The nonlinearly 
constrained convergence result may not apply assuming an initially arb itra ry  
equaliser param eter setting as the constraint is nonlinear and thus may destroy 
the (global) convexity of the cost function.
2. Figure 6-7 illustrates an initially slow convergence of the ISI and cost after the  
nonlinear constraint is invoked. This seems to  suggest th a t the equaliser param e­
ters were a t an unstable equilibrium point. It is possible th a t this situation arises 
when the initially closed-eye setting a t ‘o’ of Figure 6-2 occurs precisely in the  
middle of the line of intersection. An energy constraint invoked a t th a t point 
makes th a t point an unstable equilibrium  point because the cost is lower in either 
directions along the constraint. A kickstart (m om entary burst in the adap ta tion  
step-size) may serve to  knock the adap ta tion  of the equaliser param eters out of 
the  unstable equilibrium  and thereby subdue the initially slow convergence char­
acteristic. A similar effect may be obtained by adding a small dithering (random ) 
signal to the param eter update quantity.
3. Further generalisation of this nonlinear constraint for use w ith the blind equali­
sation algorithm  for complex QAM system s is desirable.
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6.3 Final Word
In th is thesis, we focused on a highly desirable property of blind equalisation algo­
rithm s known as admissibility and, subsequently, proposed one algorithm  for QAM 
transm ission systems based on a linearly-constrained convex cost th a t is generically 
admissible. T ha t is, our algorithm  is admissible except for particular (pathological) 
combinations of the linear constrain t and channel. A similar algorithm  was proposed 
for real PAM systems [29, 24, 26] and was also shown to be generically admissible in 
the same sense. However, to  the knowledge of the  au thor, there are currently no blind 
equalisation algorithm s th a t can claim the distinction of admissibility for all practical 
channels. Therefore, despite the inception of the  first blind equalisation algorithm  in 
1975 by Sato, the goal of a  tru ly  admissible algorithm  has rem ained elusive for alm ost 
two decades! Fingers are indeed crossed in hope th a t progress will continue to  th is end 
and th a t such an algorithm , perhaps, may constitu te  the work of a future thesis on 
blind equalisation.
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a)
b)
Figure 6-3: a) Impulse response of channel that causes nonunique minimisation be­
haviour. b) Magnitude of impulse response of channel inverse.
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Figure 6-4: Equaliser output after 50000 iterations. Channel of Figure 6-3, binary 
PAM, L = 21, B = 500, /r = 0.0001. A window of 400 output samples is shown.
Figure 6-5: ISI and cost evolution. Channel of Figure 6-3, binary PAM, L =  21, 
B =  500, /i = 0.0001.
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Figure 6-6: Equaliser output after 100000 iterations. Nonlinear constraint is invoked 
after 15000 iterations. Channel of Figure 6-3, binary PAM, L = 21, B = 500, // =  
0.0001. A window of 400 output samples is shown.
Figure 6-7: ISI and cost evolution. Nonlinear constraint is invoked after 15000 itera­
tions. Channel of Figure 6-3, binary PAM, L =  21, B = 500, /i =  0.0001.
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